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THE BG NEWS 




NEW YORK (AP) - Nicholas 
Daniloff, the US. News it World 
Report correspondent jailed in 
Moscow, doesn't want to be 
traded for a Soviet spy suspect, 
his editor said yesterday after 
returning from the Soviet Union. 
A State Department official in 
Washington, D.C., said the So- 
viet government has not re- 
sponded to the U.S. proposal to 
exchange Daniloff, accused by 
the Soviets of spying, for an 
understanding that a Soviet 
physicist accused of spying in 
the United States would be sent 
home after his trial. 
Mortimer Zuckerman, the 
owner and editor-in-chief of U.S. 
News & World Report, said Dan- 
iloff was buoyed by public sup- 
port, but "didn't feel it was 
appropriate for him to be 
swapped for someone clearly 
involved in espionage." 
"He is no more a spy than 
John Wayne, no more involved 
in espionage than Gidget or any 
of us, and it's outrageous he's 
kept in prison." Zuckerman said 
as be arrived home from Mos- 
cow. 
The deal to liberate Daniloff 
would involve temporarily re- 
leasing Gennady Zakharov, a 
Sysicist who was assigned to 
! United Nations Secretariat, 
to the Soviet ambassador, U.S. 
officials said Wednesday. 
8TATE DEPARTMENT 
spokesman Charles Redman 
said the United States is "taking 
every appropriate measure" in 
an effort to secure Daniloffs 
release. 
Redman said the Soviet's 
"failure to resolve this satisfac- 
torily cannot help but have a 
negative effect on U.S.-Soviet 
relations." 
Zuckerman said he himself 
favors the proposal to get Dani- 
loff back in exchange for tempo- 
rarily releasing Zakharov. 
Reach for thC Sky                    BG News/Peter Fellman 
Cheerleader Sheila Sand, sophomore radlo-televisionfllm major, 
stands high above her partner, Scott Geringcr, sophomore market- 
ing major, who struggles to keep her there.  
DeCrane honored 
Orientation leader receives Ferrari Award 
by Greg Conncl 
staff reporter 
Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice 
president of student affairs, stu- 
dent activities, and orientation 
was recently given the Michael 
R. Ferrari Award by the Univer- 
sity's Board of Trustees. 
DeCrane began working for 
the University as a program 
coordinator in student activities 
in 1969. Later that year Jie left to 
serve in the Army in Thailand, 
and be retuned to the University 
in 1971. 
In 1972 be was promoted to 
director of student activities and 
new student programs, and with 
the promotion his control over 
the freshman orientation pro- 
gram increased. Under his care, 
orientation has been entirely 
reorganized. 
"The   changes   we   have 
made,"   he   said,"have   come 
from student 
input.   We 
have   gotten 
the   students 
more   in- 
volved   in 
both the plan- 
ning and the 
leadership of 
orientation, 
and   almost 
everv   event °«Crane 
involved with orientation is the 
result of student input." 
DeCrane is also responsible 
for bringing the parents of fresh- 
men into the pre-registration 
program. 
"When I came here in 1969, the 
parents had no involvement in 
the pre-registration process. 
Now they are a major consider- 
ation in the program," be said. 
CURRENTLY THE chairman 
of the University Program 
Council, DeCrane is responsible 
for the coordination and sched- 
uling of all campus events. 
The council is made up of 
administrative officers, as well 
as graduate and undergraduate 
representatives from campus 
organizations. The council has 
final approval over any event 
geared toward the general stu- 
dent body. 
As last year's administrative 
staff council chairman, De- 
Crane directed the group which 
"represents the concerns of the 
administration to the trustees 
and the higher administration 
and finds representatives for 
other University committees," 
D See DeCrane, page 4. 
Theta Chis vacate 
unfinished house 
by Matt Wlnklejohn 
staff reporter 
Members of the Theta Chi fraternity today find 
themselves without a home. 
The fraternity and the building's non-greek 
residents had to vacate the fraternity house by 
noon yesterday because the Wood County building 
inspector declared it unsafe. The apartment-style 
building is still under construction at the corner of 
Ridge and North Main streets. 
Theta Chi president Tim Noonan said 35 of the 
fraternity's 63 members and 20 non-members 
were living in the house. 
Wood County Chief Building Inspector Bob 
Connelly visited the premises Tuesday morning 
and issued a work stoppage effective immedi- 
ately. The order said work could begin only when 
the building was evacuated, Connelly said. 
"We stowed work because the building was 
occupied. Irs a tvpical construction site. There 
are materials in the corridors and work is incom- 
plete," Connelly said. "We want to make it safe." 
Members of Theta Chi knew of the work stop- 
page around noon Tuesday, and they knew they 
were going to have to move. But they did not know 
when, Vice President Bill Higham said. 
"Bob (Maurer, the building's contractor) came 
by (Wednesday) around six, Higham said. "He 
said we had to be out by noon (yesterday). We 
didn't have to take our stuff with us." 
FRATERNITY members will be staying at the 
Falcon Plaza Motel. The non-members are living 
at the Holiday Inn, Maurer said. He is paying for 
the hotel and motel rooms. 
Maurer met with building officials Tuesday 
afternoon and Wednesday to determine the evac- 
uation deadline. A list detailing what work had to 
be done before the building could be occupied was 
also given to Maurer, Connelly said. 
Connelly said once a structure's building, 
plumbing, heating, electric and fire inspections 
are complete, a certificate of occupancy is issued. 
The building at Ridge and Main streets has no 
such certificate. 
Connelly said it is not uncommon for buildings 
to be occupied before the certificate has been 
issued. 
Maurer was also the contractor for the Phi 
Delta Theta fraternity house renovation, which 
was completed last summer. Connelly said his 
office never received plans for that building's sun 
deck. As a result, the paperwork on the structure 
is incomplete, and the building is inhabited with- 
out a certificate of occupancy, he said. 
Maurer called the certificate for the Theta Chi 
building a technicality. 
"I DON'T dispute the technicality, but I did not 
think we did anything differently than we have 
with the other 11 or 12 buildings we've built. A lot 
of buildings in town don't have occupancy per- 
mits," he said. "Kaufman's (Restaurant, on South 
Main Street) operates without an occupancy per- 
mit. The new building at Seventh and High didn't 
have one as of Tuesday." 
Connelly claimed Maurer requested early resi- 
dency for the Phi Delta Theta building. Maurer 
said he did not make a request with the building 
department to occupy the Theta Chi house. 
People began moving things into the Theta Chi 
building August 25, Higham said. He also said 
Maurer allowed people to move in once they had 
finalized their lease arrangements, paid for the 
apartment and Maurer had approved the move. 
Noonan said building residents have found the 
situation upsetting. 
"This has caused such a great disruption. It's 
the beginning of the year, and we're trying to get 
settled and organized." Noonan said. "And now 
we're getting switched around. I don't understand 
... we've been here a week and everything was 
fine. Whoever intended for this to happen, suc- 
ceeded." 
Connelly could not say why his office, the Wood 
County Building Inspection Department, waited a 
week to address the situation. 
D See Theta Chi, page 4. 
Repairs delayed by state 
by Melissa McGUIivray 
staff reporter 
Over the years, construction 
signs and barricades have be- 
come a familiar trademark of 
many University buildings. 
But the University is not to 
blame for delays in completing 
these projects, accordingto Uni- 
versity Architect Rollie Engler. 
The State Architect's office is 
handling many other projects 
this year, and the University 
may not be high on its list of 
priorities, Engler said. 
An example of this is large 
prison construction projects, 
which have had high priority 
this year, he said. 
Projects like the library steps 
and the back of Moseley Hall 
should be completed by Novem- 
ber. But construction on the 
Business Administration build- 
ing addition and on Williams 
Hall will not begin until Decem- 
ber or January and probably 
will not be completed until 1988, 
be said. 
In his State of the University 
address Aug. 25, University 
President Paul Olscamp told 
faculty and staff that the delays 
"... are not our responsibility, 
and the money is in hand to do 
the work." 
"The problems are with de- 
lays, apparently caused by tin 
derstaffing,  in the State Ar- 
"The problems are with delays, 
apparently caused by 
understaffing, in the State 
Architect's office." 
- University President Paul Olscamp 
chitect's office," Olscamp said. 
"All I can tell you is that we are 
making every effort to break 
this logjam." 
ENGLER SAID "B.C. 
is in competition with other 
larger state projects," adding 
that the University's $3 million 
Business Administration build- 
ing addition cannot compete 
with a $30 million prison con- 
struction job. 
Engler olamed the delays on 
Gov. Richard Celeste's goal to 
"get Ohio busy again," which 
means more construction in the 
state, and more paperwork for 
the State Architect's Office. 
"Since Celeste got into office, 
we've had more problems in 
getting projects approved," he 
said. 
The delays have necessitated 
shifting   offices   to   different 
"It's Deen a real problem for 
us just finding space for all the 
departments," he said. "It be- 
comes a domino effect." 
The "domino effect" resultsf- 
rom new projects that are in the 
works, which will mean more 
shifting of offices and less space, 
he said. 
Five departments from Wil- 
liams Hall are now housed in 
Founders and South halls. Shat- 
zel, Overman and Hayes halls 
are also on the renovation list, 
with the Overman construction 
to begin in December or Jan- 
uary. Offices in these buildings 
will also be moved to other 
buildings, he said. 
"I feel I never get finished 
with projects; they are always 
continuing," he said. 
Engler said his office has its 
hands full with all the rendva- 
tionprojects. 
"There are only two of us to 
handle $30 million worth of pro- jects - my associate and I, he 
said. "People get upset, but it's 
not like we're not doing any- 
thing." 
'Star Wars' research shows gains 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The dl- 
rector of President Reagan's 
Strategic Defense Initiative said 
yesterday new gains in research 
are making him more confident 
that the program can achieve its 
goal of creating an effective 
shield against Soviet nuclear 
Air Force Lt. Gen. James 
Abrahamson warned, however, 
that funding cuts Congress Is 
proposing for the so-called Star 
Warsdefense effort could kill 
some vital research for the 
multi-billion-dollar program. 
Abrahamson said the adminis- 
tration requested $4.» billion for 
the SDI program for fiscal 1967, 
but the Senate cut the allocation 
to $3.8 billion and the House 
trimmed it to $2.8 billion. The 
program consumed $1.4 billion 
in defense spending during fis- 
cal 1968 and $2.7 billion during 
the current fiscal year. 
Abrahamson said he is con- 
vinced that the U.S. drive to 
create the SDI network was a 
major factor in bringing the 
Soviets back to the arms-control 
negotiating table. He contends 
the Soviets have been working 
on their own strategic defense 
technology for years, and that 
the United States must keep up 
with its research. 
"IF BOTH sides employed 
even partially successful de- 
fenses, arms reductions would 
become more attractive be- 
cause the missiles themselves 
are leas useful," he said. 
Abrahamson said he doesn't 
underestimate the difficulty of 
trying to create a defense sys- 
tem coordinating computers, 
ground-and space-based lasers 
and rockets that can seek out 
and destroy a Soviet offensive 
that might include thousands of 
missiles. 
He noted that the Soviet Union 
would need as little as six min- 
utes to hit targets with missiles 
launched from Soviet subma- 
rines near the US. coasts. 
"It's a very tough problem. 
I'm convinced more and more 
by all the research that's being 
done," said Abrahamson, in Cin- 
cinnati to address the American 
Legion's national convention. 
REAGAN BEGAN the SDI 
program with his March 1963 
challenge to scientists to create 
a system that could effectively 
make nuclear war obsolete by 
protecting the United States and 
its allies from nuclear attack. 
Crash injures 2 
Two area youths were in- 
jured, one critically, when 
their car went off the road 
and struck some trees in 
southern Wood County early 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Aaron Langley, 17, of 
Bloomdale, and Matthew 
Elder, 17, of Wayne, were 
eastbound on Eagleville Road 
near Bairdstown in a 1966 
Pontiac Flero driven by Lan- 
gley 
Bairdstown is 14 miles 
south of Bowling Green on 
Ohio 18. 
Troopers at the Walbridge 
post of the Ohio Highway Pa- 
trol said Langley, who was 
driving at a high rate of 
speed, lost control of the 
Fiero. The car slid off the 
north side of the road and 
struck two trees. 
The plastic-bodied car then 
broke in half, and Langley 
and Elder were thrown clear. 
Both boys were taken to 
Blanchard Valley Hospital in 
Findlay, where a hospital 
spokesperson said Langley 
was in fair condition and 
Elder was in critical condi- 
tion in the intensive care unit. 
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Help say no to drugs 
The University's athletic department has insti- 
tuted a good program to discourage drug use 
among teenage students, but without the support of 
the student body at tomorrow's football game, the 
gesture will have been for naught. 
"Falcons for a Drug-Free Youth," is a take-off of 
Nancy Reagan's "Say No to Drugs," campaign. 
Athletes from all of the University's sports teams 
are visiting junior high school classes throughout 
Wood County. 
The athletes aren't educating the students about 
drugs or drug paraphernalia, according to athletic 
director Jack Gregory, but are encouraging the 
students to look into other interests, such as sports 
or other hobbies. 
We believe the program is commendable and we 
said so in this space last week. Now it is time for 
students who agreed with us to act. 
The football game against Ohio University is the 
rallying point for the program. Before the game, 
area coaches and guidance counselors will be given 
a short orientation by the Wood County Council on 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse. The youths will be at the 
game as guests of the athletic department. 
During the game, the athletic department would 
like to make a statement against drugs with the 
cooperation of the crowd. If all of the people in 
attendance take part, officials believe it will be the 
largest gathering to make a unified statement 
against drugs, according to Gregory. 
It is very important that the University students 
take part in whatever the athletic department 
plans to do. Not only are athletes role models to the 
youths, but youths also look up to college students 
ingeneral. 
The athletic department is making strides in the 
right direction with the youths of Wood County, but 
a poor display by the student body would be a bad 
reflection on the University. 
"Falcons for a Drug-Free Youth," hasDotential, 
just like many of the youths in Wood County. It 
would be a shame for the student body, by not 
participating, to damage a program with promise. 
Help the University say no to drugs. 
Making money on God 
OUT 
'iBfctf* 
by Craig Hergert 
The recent sighting of the 
image of Christ on a soybean-oil 
tank in Fostoria miraculously 
coincides with the release of a 
new book, "Signs from God: 
What They are and How to Mar- 
ket Them," by Theodore Lucre, 
Tb.D.andMBA. 
An extremely devout and 
prosperous man, Lucre has been 
interested in the financial possi- 
bilities of divine appearances 
ever since he was five years oid 
and charged friends a quarter 
apiece to see the ten command- 
ments, written in Hebrew, that 
appeared in his Cream of Wheat. 
The following is an excerpt 
from the new book, released by 
Pious and Sons. 
There are three main theories 
as to why God works these mira- 
cles in the twentieth century. 
The first is that He wants to give 
proof of His existence. 
During the sixties, events be- 
came so dire that many theolo- 
gians, apparently forgetting on 
which side their bread was but- 
tered, speculated that God had 
left the scene entirely, without 
leaving so much as a change of 
address form. Time magazine, 
figuring that this development 
was nearly as significant as the 
advent of uni-sex fashions, fea- 
tured   the   headline   "God   is 
Dead" on its cover. 
Now put yourself in God's 
shoes or whatever it is He 
wears. After a busy day of an- 
swering prayers and sorting out 
the problems of the universe, 
you plop yourself down on, say, 
the crab nebulae and pick up 
your favorite magazine - rime. 
I mean, it's always been a hair 
more sophisticated than News- 
week, and He's certainly not 
going to settle for second best. 
So you pick up Time and what 
do you see on the cover? Not 
"God in Critical Condition" or 
"God Reported Slightly Under 
the Weather" but "God is 
Dead." To say the least, you're 
surprised. The editors of Time 
had always struck you as being 
so level-headed. And now this. 
You even consider cancelling 
your subscription, figuring that 
the issues are always ridicu- 
lously out of date by the time 
they reach the Great Beyond 
anyway. 
But then you reconsider. In- 
stead of getting revenge, which, 
after all,Is yours, saith you, you 
decide to give those ingrates on 
Earth subtle evidence of your 
existence. 
So you create an image of 
Christ on the wall of a church or 
change the color of the Jordan 
River or cause the ratings of 
"Masterpiece Theater" to com- 
pletely wipe out "Dallas." 
The second theory is that God 
is just plain bored. Think about 
it. You know how you get on a 
Saturday afternoon when the 
weather is too foul to go out and 
there's no football game on ex- 
cept for one of those match-up 
between two Big Ten teams who 
haven't been told that it's OK to 
throw the ball once in awhile. 
After an hour you're pacing 
the floor looking for something 
to do. Soon you get so desperate 
that you take out some statio- 
nery, blow the dust off of it, and 
write a letter to your grand- 
mother, whom you haven Twrit- 
ten since you dashed off that 
thank-you   note  fifteen   years 
Well, that's the way that God 
gets. He's been around since 
before the beginning of time and 
possibly even longer. He's seen 
it all and nothing excites him 
anymore, so on those days when 
He gets a bit stir-crazy, why 
shouldn't He dash off a cosmic 
"thinking-of-you" letter, i.e. a 
third theory, and this is 
the one I worked out in my 
dissertation, "Pennies-and I 
mean a Lot of 'Em-From 
Heaven," is that God is con- 
cerned about the economy. It 
hasn't been documented that 
God plays the stock market, but, 
being omniscient, doing so must 
be mighty tempting. And if 
there's another crash on Wall 
Street, what's He going to play 
then? Bingo? How could He? 
The Catholics have all the cards. 
So it's important to God that 
the economy keep humming 
along. And if that takes working 
a miracle or two that a few 
enterprising believers can make 
a buck off of, then why shouldn't 
He? 
And that's where you come in. 
See, long ago, God's chosen 
people were something less than 
perfect. I'm not talking about 
morality, although, God knows, 
they slipped up occasionally in 
that regard, too. I'm talking 
fiscal responsibility. 
In days of yore, God's people 
were privileged to see miracles 
performed on a regular basis. 
On a typical night out, they'd 
gather around to watch a part- 
ing sea and pick up manna from 
heaven during the intermission. 
Things like this happened so 
regularly that they took them 
for granted. And they assumed 
that everyone else took them 
with a yawn, too. Consequently, 
they neglected to turn the occa- 
sions into what could have been 
a truly heavenly buck. Amazing 
as it sounds to us now, in our 
enlightened age, there were no 
burning bush T-shirts, no "I 
Survived the Locust Plague" 
bumper stickers, no water-into- 
wine wine glasses. 
It wasn't until what has been 
unfairly called the Dark Ages 
that people finally came to their 
fiscal senses. Industrious monks 
took holy relics on tour, and 
folks paid good money lust for a 
look. Well, if that's darkness, 
toss me in a black hole any day. 
Sure, there were detractors. 
Some nit-pickers pointed out 
that if all the pieces of wood that 
were supposedly part of the 
cross of Calvary were assem- 
bled, the cross would be three 
hundred feet long. To them, I 
would have said, "Oh ye of little 
faith." I mean, come on, if God 
could make bread multiply, why 
not a cross? Some breads are so 
high in fiber that they're practi- 
cally wood anyway, so He'd be 
working with essentially the 
same raw material. 
I say that anything that was 
good enough for a Medieval 
monk is good enough for me. 
Anything except for a daily flog- 
ging, that is. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow from Slayton, Minn., is a colum- 
nist for The News. 
Dante would've loved it 
by Scott Munn 
Foreign things happen in for- 
eign countries. Distantly dra- 
matic (and full-color) bombs 
explode in wars that may as well 
be Hollywood fantasies. Fam- 
ines eat away at a populace, a 
new-found 'cause' but an old 
problem. 
Racist governments paint 
their skylines in shades of rage. 
The United Nations, a harried 
baby sitter who often has trouble 
keeping the attention of her 
charges, passes resolutions and 
hopes that somebody besides the 
night janitor is taking note. 
Third-world cultures, two 
worlds away from public con- 
cern, are either outposts of po- 
tential exploitation by the West 
or weak sisters ready to suc- 
cumb to the inherently evil influ- 
ence of domineering communist 
uncles. 
Newly bom democracies and 
republics suffer the weight of 
anonymity, lost in a crowd of 
brightly colored flags and the 
background noise of the nightly 
news. 
By fueling the engines of over- 
seas freedom fighters, America 
defines its mission of global hu- 
man rights while chalking up 
future gratitude in the form of 
smothering and superior protec- 
tionism. 
Justified by righteousness, the 
stars in our eyes are constella- 
tions of national pride. 
Russia, the heavyweight in the 
other comer, seems to cast a 
shadow much darker in its inten- 
tions. World conquest? Armies 
of slaves, clothed in grey and 
trapped in dull parades? 
The United States and 
the USSR. Differing ideolo- 
gies, but a shared goal? A world 
covered in either red - or red, 
white and blue? 
The Indians (of cowboy fame) 
perhaps had the right idea. 
Property owned by no one and 
everyone. Yet they had their 
disputes, their warring factions. 
Their need for a foreign policy 
landed at Plymouth Rock. 
Has a history of aggression 
somehow purified the United 
State's ambitions? Are we older 
and wiser, or merely older? 
The military's sphere of influ- 
ence is no longer limited to the 
sphere (or more accurately, 
obolate spheroid) of Earth. 
Space is a viable alternative to 
gravity-bound battlefields. 
sStar Wars" isn't just a movie 
and Darth Vader's not just a 
gravel-voiced apparition. 
Terrorism, an internationally 
shared misery, strikes at the 
hearts of anyone human enough 
to be afraid. A few fanatics, 
acting at the direction of person- 
alized saviours, paralyze the 
travel plans of thousands. 
Invisible lines separate coun- 
try from enemy, doctrine from 
tradition and haves from have- 
nots. A reason to hate can be as 
simple as an unshared article of 
faith. The international lines of 
communication are open but 
tangled with special interests, 
thinly veiled apathy and unqua- 
lified jingoism. 
The hands of fate tick their so- 
far eternal rhythm, though 
whether p.m. or a.m. is any 
body's guess. 
Has our global society, a rag- 
tag collection of nations, 
reached its collective level of 
incompetence? Are we like the 
dinosaurs, our destiny to be 
guessed at a million years hence 
by the scorched skeleton of just 
another lifeless planet? 
Aren't 
enough? 
the   skies   empty 
The human qualities of hon- 
esty, trust and grace dance with 
iniquity and ruthlessness. 
Some people are fed by hate, 
some by faith and the rest by a 
simple promise that the sun will 
rise to greet another day. 
Munn is a freshman creative- 
writing major from Tiffin. 
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So you think B.G.S.U. is the sole source of 
entertainment, excitement, and enlighten- 
ment here in farmland U.S.A.? Aha! 
Wrongo! 
Re: Fostoria's World Re known image of 
Jesus Christ. 
Yes folks, right here in our own backvard- 
the man who walked on water decides to 
hang out on the side of a grain silo. And for 
the sacrifice of just an hour or two, you 
might easily get a glimpse of "The Image." 
I did. I admit it. I couldn't resist. Dan 
Rather himself convinced me. A couple of 
weeks ago, just before Vanna and the wheel 
of Fortune, my ears chanced upon the story 
of a purported image on a silo. Thousands of 
ling the roadway to see for 
(or simply to unload a season's 
harvest of grain at an adjoining feed eleva- 
tor). 
The next morning I heard the same mes- 
sage on the radio. Unfortunately, the ears 
wake up before other parts of the body and 
as I stood drying off from a not-so-invigorat- 
ing shower, the lobes picked up something 
rather disturbing. "Did they say that thing 
was in Fostoria?' I said to myself. "Ohio!1' 
I replied. 
And then came the clincher. At work that 
inoniing, a close colleague and fellow store 
derk asked me if I had seen "The Image." 
That night I tossed my wife and son into the 
trusty VW Bug, and ventured off into the 
night of search of... the supernatural. 
Iwas prepared for anything (even Buckw- 
heat from the Little Rascals as the Fostoria 
Chief of Police would swear in an inter- 
view). 
But not prepared for a 45 minute wait in 
line on Route 12, the highway lucky enough 
to be chosen for the event. 
But all was not lost in those fateful min- 
utes of ketchup-anticipation. One infidel 
chose to do his duty as a true American. 
Standing along side of the road was a man of 
Alex P. Keaton's heart: in hand a sign that 
read "Image Mugs, $4.50." 
The moment approached. Ahead in the 
distance we saw a silo, rather short, squat, 
unimperial-looking sort. Sodium-gas lights 
by chance illuminated a certain portion of 
the cylinder. Lo and behold (and with just a 
touch of imagination) the Image began to 
form before our eyes. Yes, an image could 
be seen: an image with that appeared to be a 
human with a white robe cloaked about it. 
Buckwheat it wasn't. Porky or Spanky? Eh, 
maybe. Jesus? Now that was pushing things 
a bit. 
A large group of people were gathered at a 
choice spot along side the road a short 
distance away from the silo. In either direc- 
tion in the right hand lane stood a seemingly 
endless string of cars. 
A traffic cop was agreeably directing the 
Respond BLOOM COUNTY 
mass, allowing each car a few seconds to 
stop and view the splendor (or rust and 
shadows). 
Now I'm not an authority on religious 
icons or grain elevators-I just call 'em as I 
see 'em. And one thing became apparent as 
the Bug idled closer and closer to the silo. 
This particular silo was a weathered old 
soul, with much surface rust and not a few 
suggestive seam lines and rivets. These 
markings, combined with the lights, ren- 
dered the silo a veritable palate for the 
Imagination. And with a few suggestive 
hints most anything could happen, including 
a week-long (and as far as I know still 
occuring) traffic jam of a state highway 
complete with roadside entrepreneurs. I'm 
not sure how many people were there. But I 
will venture a guess that at least half of 
them were there on some sort of spiritual 
mission, whether it be a confirmation of the 
presence of Jesus Christ or a sublime wit- 
ness to a phenomenon that might possibly be 
the manifestation of a holy being. 
The other half of us were there because we 
were curious and couldn't miss out on such a 
weird out-turning of people. 
I don't think Fostoria will be getting a new 
runway capable of landing Concorde jets, 
like the town in Ireland where Mary occa- 
sionally makes guest appearances. It proba- 
bly won't even get a visit by Morly Safer. 
But it will get a visit by at least one or two of 
you. 
 by Berke Breathed 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, double- 
spaced and signed. Your ad- 
dress (or OCMB number) and 
telephone number must be in- 
ctatded. 
The BG News reserves the 
right to reject submissions. 
AMPiu-nmowm 
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Student code revamped 
by Amanda Stein 
reporter 
The 1964-85 Student Code. The 
recentlyupdated 1965-86 Student 
Code. The new and improved 
198647 Student Code. 
What's the difference from 
one year to the next? 
Though the code may seem just like one more piece of bor- 
ing reading material to students 
and, therefore, may get filed 
away in the nearest wastebas- 
ket, it actually has undergone 
quite a few revisions this year, 
both in content and in the word- 
ing of the policies. 
The code is organized by ap- 
pendices, from A to T. At least 
four appendices have been 
added this year and many more 
have received minimal changes 
and clarification, according to 
Derek Dickinson, director, Of- 
fice of Standards and Proce- 
dures. 
Sexual harassment and racial 
harassment policies are now 
included in the code under Ap- 
pendices G and H. The Univer- 
sity began trying to include 
those policies in the code last 
year, he said. 
Both policies define ha- 
rassment, as it is punishable by 
the University, and give regula- 
tions, responsibilities and griev- 
ance procedures for those who 
believe they have been harassed 
on the basis of their sex, race or 
ethnic background. 
APPENDIX P, which con- 
cerns fund-raising policies, is 
also a new addition to the code. 
Besides other specifications, the 
policy stresses that any Univer- 
sity fund-raising event must be 
approved by the Assistant Vice 
President for Student Affairs. It 
also defines a legitimate fund- 
raising event as one where the 
funds raised serve educational 
or public services. 
Dickinson also said that a 
policy has been added regarding 
the use of posters, notices, hand- 
bills, flyers and banners on cam- 
pus. 
This policy, which falls under 
the title of Appendix M, states 
that announcements may be 
posted on general purpose bul- 
letin boards and kiosks by stu- 
dents, organizations, faculty 
and staff. Announcements 
placed elsewhere must be ap- 
proved. Disciplinary action for 
offenders is also outlined in new 
policy. 
One area that has undergone a 
change in its wording and speci- 
fications is Appendix I, the Uni- 
versity hazing policy. 
"The hazing policy is more 
clearly defined this year," Dick- 
inson said. 
A very in-depth definition of 
hazing is given and, according to 
the code, is it the responsibility 
of the officers in each organiza- 
tion to inform the other mem- 
bers of the hazing policy. 
AREAS AND events where 
alcohol can be used on campus 
have also been clarified in Ap- 
pendix J. 
"It (the code) now does a 
better job of explaining where 
alcohol can be used on campus 
than the one last year did," 
Dickinson said. 
The guidelines cited in the 
book must be followed for all 
events where alcohol is served, 
sold, consumed or possessed. 
The code is compiled by a 
student affairs advisory com- 
mittee, which receives ideas for 
amendments all year and makes 
recommendations to the Vice 
President for Student Affairs, 
after which they go to the Board 
of Trustees for approval. 
"The advisory committee is 
made up of faculty, staff and 
students who are appointed each 
year. Anyone - students, faculty 
or organizations -can submit 
suggestions to them," Dickinson 
explained. 
Though the code applies to all 
students who attend the Univer- 
sity, Dickinson said that nor- 
mally the code does not extend 
to off-campus students in the 
same way it does on-campus. 
"For example, we wouldn't be 
able to do anything about a loud 
party off-campus the way we 
would one ui a residence 
hall,"he said. 
DICKINSON SAID students 
are responsible for their guests 
if there is damage to property. 
People not attending the Univer- 
sity do not fall under toe regula- 
tions and policies of the code. 
Only those who are employed 
at the University or who are 
registered students to be dealt 
with under the code, he said. 
Plan curbs loan applications 
by Janet Pavasko 
wire editor 
Financial aid officials credit 
the installment payment plan 
offered at the University for 
staving off an anticipated in- 
crease in the number of short- 
term loan applications. 
Because of delays in adminis- 
tering Guaranteed Student 
Loans, the number of short-term 
loan applications was expected 
to increase to IS times the usual 
number. 
However, the increase was 
only twice the normal amount. 
which totals about $100,000 a 
semester. 
"We feared we would be loan- 
ing over SI million for the fall 
semester, she said. "So far 
we've only loaned $200,000, 
which is two times the amount 
we usually loan. 
"We thought many stuaenu 
who applied for a GSL but did 
not receive their money would 
be needing short-term loans," 
she said. "We are thankful that 
the increase was not what we 
feared," she said. 
Heineman said the in- 
stallment-payment plan offered 
for tuition, room, board and fees 
helped students meet their fi- 
nancial obligations while wait- 
ing for federal and state grants. 
ACCORDING TO Heineman, 
the University offers three 
short-term loan programs for 
students. 
She said students applying for 
loans must be enrolled at the 
University for the period they 
are requesting the loan. "A stu- 
dent cannot have an outstanding 
balance at the Bursar of 30 days 
past due," she said. 
Heineman said the University 
also checks to see if the student 
has a previous history of loan 
defaults. 
"Students must also have a 
definitive source of repayment 
to receive the loan," she said. 
Heineman said students less 
than 18 years of age are required 
by law to have a co-signer. 
Heineman said short-term 
loans range from $150 for no- 
interest personal loans, to an 
unlimited ceiling level for tu- 
ition and fees loans. 
She said all loans must be 
repaid within 45 days from the 
date of approval, or at least two 
weeks before the end of the 
semester. 
Forensics team 
effort is all talk 
Students learn public speaking 
by Kyle Kesselrtng 
reporter 
Say the word "forensics" 
and some people may think of 
the television show "Quincy," 
complete with autopsies and 
formaldehyde. But there are 
a lot of misconceptions about 
forensics, according to Ro- 
berta Sopko, director of the 
University's speech team. 
"Forensics is competitive 
public speaking and oral in- 
terpretation," she said. 
Sopko is in her first year as 
director of the team. She was 
a member of the team for the 
last four years as a student. 
The team competes at col- 
leges and universities across 
the country in such events as 
prose interpretation, im- 
promptu speaking, rhetorical 
criticism and others. 
Sopko said directing the 
team is the next best thing to 
competing. She said she tries 
to be available to team mem- 
bers whenever they need help 
with their presentations. 
"It's a full time job," she 
said. "I'd do it if they didn't 
pay me, just because I love 
it/' 
Team treasurer Ed Mc- 
Master, sophomore pre-engi- 
neering major, said, "You 
can learn a lot from being on 
the speech team. You learn to 
discipline yourself, as well as 
how to organize your 
thoughts." 
LAURA GOATES, sopho- 
more communications major, 
said being on the speech team 
is much more than just a 
learning experience. She said 
the competitors come away 
with a good feeling about 
themselves and the people 
against whom they compete. 
"It's a high like you'll 
never believe,   she said. 
Competing against the best 
is one of the thrills for Alicia 
Jackson, sophomore special 
education major. 
"Just to get that far and to 
be judged against the best... 
is the high for me," she said. 
"You get out of it what you 
put into it." said John 
Schultz, senior science educa- 
tion major, "If you work 
hard, it can be the best expe- 
rience of your life." 
The University pays for all 
trips, with the only student 
expense being spending 
money. The team will take six 
trips and host one tournament 
this year. 
A popular event at tourna- 
ments is after-dinner speak- 
ing. Contestants in this event 
give speeches that try to 
make a serious point through 
the use of comedy. It is an 
event that takes timing, style 
and finesse, Sopko said. 
FOR ALL of the actors at 
heart, there is the dramatic 
duo category. She said it isn't 
acting in the normal sense, 
because no costumes, props 
or lighting are used. Two con- 
testants present a short scene 
from a play which can be 
either serious or humorous. 
Contestants are judged on 
their interpretation of the 
material. 
Last year the speech team 
placed fifth in national com- 
petition and has placed in the 
top ten everyyear in the last 
ten years. There are 2,000 
schools across the nation with 
competitive speech teams, 
Sopko said. 
Students wishing to become 
involved with the speech 
team may contact the Foren- 
sics office at 372-8856. 
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Rep says 21 law 
not likely soon 
Gives March 1 as earliest date 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
Students between 19 and 21 
years old can stop trying to 
consume everything alcoholic 
in sight between now and Oct. 
1. The state bill to raise Ohio's 
drinking age from 19 to 21 to 
comply with federal requests 
is just that: a bill. 
House Bill 779, which raises 
to 21 the age for all forms of 
alcoholic beverages, is still 
sitting in committee, and will 
not become effective until 
March 1,1987 at the earliest, 
according to State Represen- 
tative Ronald J. Suster, I> 
Cleveland, who introduced 
the bill. 
He said that the bill has 
already had a first hearing 
and will be reviewed again in 
November. 
He introduced the bill be- 
cause he thinks it can save 
lives, he said. 
"All of our neighboring 
states are 21, and that gives 
Ohio some serious enforce- 
ment problems. Teenagers 
have a disproportionate num- 
ber of accidents for how 
many licenses they hold," he 
said.      
He said he disagrees with 
opponents of the bill who 
claim the people of Ohio 
spoke out against raising the 
drinking age in the 1984 elec- 
tion. 
"PEOPLE WERE scared 
because they thought they 
would be unable to serve beer 
in their homes... but that 
wasn't the case at all," he 
said. 
He cited the results of a poll 
by the University of Cincin- 
nati showing that three out of 
four Ohio residents support 
raising the drinking age. 
Suster said that Ohio will 
lose ISO million in highway 
aid in the first two years if 
they fail to comply with fed- 
eral regulations that all 
states have a drinking age of 
21 years by Oct. 1. and $5 
million each year after that. 
He added that the money will 
be refunded if the law is 
changed within a year. 
Six other states will lose 
federal highway money un- 
less they raise their drinking 
ages to 21. They are Loui- 
siana, Colorado, Tennessee. 
Montana, Wyoming and 
South Dakota. 
DO YOU WANT TO HELP OTHERS? 
YOU CAN! 
be a LINK volunteer counselor 
The LINK is a 24 hour a day 
crisis intervention 
information and referral center 
To find out how you may become a 
LINK counselor 
CALL NOW! 352-5387 
or 
come to 525 Pike St., Bowling Green 
Training provided for all accepted applicants! 
Application Daadlliw: S»pt. 20. 1986 
Training Starts: Sept. 30, 1986 
jnde'g'iduaie Studem Go«e'"meni z 
ATTENTION 
ALL AT LARGE 
REPRESENTATIVES 
The first USG meeting 
will be held Mon. Sept. 8th 7 p.m. 
McFall Center Assembly Room 
Looking Forward to a Great Year! 
BACCHUS plans 'dry' bar 
by Valeric Lonero 
staff reporter 
Most bars in town contain the 
major ingredients of the aver- 
age college student's night out - 
alcohol, dancing and loud mu- 
sic. But imagine a bar that elim- 
inated alcohol from that recipe 
and provided the same social 
advantages. 
BACCHUS (Boost Alcohol 
Consciousness Concerning the 
Health of University Students), 
an organization aimed at pro- 
moting alcohol awareness and 
responsible drinking, is plan- 
ning to offer an alternative to 
students who are looking for a 
fun social atmosphere without 
the alcohol. 
Art Willhite, senior criminal 
justice major and president of 
BACCHUS, said plans are in the 
Group to offer social 
alternative to drinking 
making to open a non-alcoholic 
bar which will be located on 
campus. 
"The bar will contain the 
same crowd, the same setting 
and the same type of music with 
the exception of no booze," Wil- 
lhite said. "I think a bar on 
campus would be a lot of fun for 
the students." 
Willhite said ideas for the bar 
started when the issue of raising 
the drinking age to 21 began. 
"We started thinking that if 
the 21 drinking age issue passed, 
many of the students wouldn't 
have a bar to go to and social- 
ize," he said. ''We wanted to be 
able to offer an alternative to 
students since many people of- 
ten say they have nothing to do 
or they are sick of the bar 
scene." 
WILLHITE SAID BACCHUS 
is hoping to get the University 
Activities Organization to plan 
shows with stand-up comedians 
and bands at the bar. 
"There may also be drinks 
available like virgin strawberry 
daiauiris and pina coladas," be 
said. "We are planning a lot of 
fun, sociable activities when our 
plans are finally formalized." 
Willhite said the bar should be 
open by the beginning of Octo- 
ber. A meeting will be held 
sometime next week to organize 
the plans. 
Willhite said the bar may be 
located in the Mid-Am room, 
which is under Harshman Quad- 
_-ntly the idea for the 
location is tentative but it's 
(Mid-Am) a great place to have 
it," he said. "It's a very large 
room, and we could have the bar 
open on the weekends. 
"I really hope students go for 
this because this project is for 
students, so we are hoping for 
any suggestions or feedback. I 
hope the non-alcoholic part 
won't steer people away," he 
said. "The bar will provide a fun 
and social setting for many of 
the students." 
Theta Chi 
a Continued from page 1. 
"I DONT know why we didn't 
take action (earlier). There 
were inquiries ... neighbors 
wanting to know what was going 
on," be said. "We knew people 
were bringing things in and out. 
It appeared to be more as 
though people were staying." 
Remaining brickwork, the in- 
stallation of water heaters, the 
completion of a staircase and 
the replacement of the build- 
ing's doors are among items on 
the list, Maurer said. He said he 
hoped the items will be reme 
died by Tuesday and residents 
would be able to move in 
Wednesday. 
DeCrane 
D Continued from page 1. 
he said. 
DeCrane has been very ac- 
tive as past chairman, be said, 
helping to ease the transition 
from his chairmanship to that of 
present chairman Deborah Hei- 
neman, associate director of fi- 
nancial aid and student 
employment. 
DeCrane said it is difficult 
for him to know exactly what 
projects he will be working on in 
the future. 
"Things around here tend to 
evolve based on student need, 
and new challenges are con- 
stantly arising, so we try to keep 
our office accessible to the stu- 
dents," he said. 
One project DeCrane hopes 
will be ready by next fall is a 
computer system to match stu- 
dents' interests with appropri- 
ate on-camp us organizations. 
BY GIVING the organiza- 
tions lists of potential members, 
DeCrane hopes more students 
will get involved. "Many stu- 
dents are so diverse." 
DeCrane, 41, said his favorite 
part of his loo is working di- 
rectly with the students. ''Not 
knowing just what's going to 
happen on a given day keeps the job exciting," he said. 
On the other hand, he said the 
most difficult duty he must face 
is to sometimes take discipli- 
nary action against a student or 
an organization. 
In his 17 years with the Uni- 
versity, DeCrane has served on 
24 University committees and 
has received other awards, in- 
cluding the National Hemophilia 
Service Award in 1979, the Hollis 
A. Moore Award in 1982 and the 
Hazel Smith Award for Service 
to Commuter Students in 1985. 
The Ferrari Award is given 
each year to "administrators 
who demonstrate a genuine sen- 
sitivity to others by showing an 
open, caring attitude, and by 
effectively working with stu- 
dents, faculty, and staff." 
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ORIENTATION ASSISTANTS AND LEADERS 
The Orientation Board cordially 
invites you to apply to join 
our "We-Care" Team. o 
•*♦ applications available in 405 Student Services 
.♦♦        Return applications by Sept. 12, 1986 by 5:00 p.m. 
(JSG holds drive 
to register voters 
Students who have not reg- 
istered to vote or want to 
transfer their voter registra- 
tion from their hometown to 
Bowling Green for the Nov. 4 
election can do so next week 
in Undergraduate Student 
Government's voter registra- 
tion drive. 
Heidi Turner. USG na- 
tional, state and community 
affairs coordinator, said the 
goal would be to register at 
least 600 students. 
"Voting isn't a right or 
privilege but a duty," Turner 
said. "A lot of people don't 
think it's available to them." 
Students can either register 
in the booths set up in the 
'Business Administration 
building before noon or in 
Tumerrs office, 405 Student 
Services. Registration will 
continue until Oct. 3. 
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(DISCIPLES OF CHRIST) 
Church School 9:30 a.m.    Worship 10 a.m. 
Students Welcome! 
Haskins at Poe Rd., Bowling Green 
J. Kenneth Evans, Pastor 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Voar 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 




Landlord pays gas, 
shared electric 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using 
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 
P and High St. 
352-1195       214 Napoleon Rd. 
$ \ 
"FALCON WALK/RUN FOR FUN IV 
IS THE ANSWER!! 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 5,1986,1 JO P.M., 
BGSU'SWHITTAKER TRACK 
50% of pledges to your organization or charity 
50%ofpkc^toaAletksdwUrsrupfund 
FOR PLEDGE FORMS 
OR MORE INFORMATION 
CALL 372-2401 
THE WAY TO RAISE 
MONEY FOR ANY GROUP 
OR ANY REASON! 
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Prison officials uneasy about AIDS 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
has remained rare among state 
prison inmates, but prison offi- 
cials and guards are not resting 
easy. 
Two cases of the disease, 
which causes death by destroy- 
S! the body's ability to fight 
ection, have been reported 
among the more than 20,000 in- 
mates in Ohio's penal institu- 
tions. But the state has no way of 
telling how many inmates may 
have early stages of the disease. 
The state does not screen In- 
mates to determine if they have 
AIDS, said Lynn Genevie, ad- 
ministrator of health services 
for the Ohio Department of Re- 
habilitation and Corrections. 
Genevie said testing each in- 
mate's blood would be prohibiti- 
vely expensive and not 
especially Informative, since the 
test would only show whether 
the AIDS virus was present. It is 
possible for a person to carry the 
virus without contracting the 
disease. 
AIDS is most prevalent among 
intravenous drug users and 
male homosexuals, and since 
the inmate population has sub- 
stantial numbers of such people, 
"There is a danger out there. We 
have a right to be told who has a 
communicable disease." 
- Peter Ray, OCSEA spokesman 
Perry license blocked 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The 6th 
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
yesterday barred the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission from 
voting on a full-power operating 
license for the Perry Nuclear 
Power Plant east of Cleveland. 
The federal appeals court 
acted after the Ohio Citizens for 
Responsible Energy argued in a 
petition that the NRC might vote 
without giving critics a required 
hearing. 
Such a decision would cause 
irreparable harm, the citizens 
group said. 
Judges Nathaniel R. Jones 
and H. Ted Milburn, in a 2-1 
decision, ruled that the NRC 
could meet as scheduled in 
Washington, but it could not take 
any vote concerning the plant. 
Judge David A. Nelson, a 
Cleveland native, dissented. 
The confrontation began with 
an earthquake near the power 
station Jan. 31 and the NRC's 
refusal to let its safety and li- 
censing board hear new evi- 
dence on related risks. 
The NRC ordered its staff to 
study and report on seismic con- 
ditions. 
In Washington, NRC spokes- 
man Joseph Fouchard said the 
NRC would meet on Friday but 
would not vote on the Perry 
license, complying with the 
court order. 
In Cleveland, Gov. Richard 
Celeste said the state officially 
opposed the license. 
there is the potential for the 
disease to spread in prisons, 
Genevie said. 
"THOSE BEHAVIORS are not 
allowed" in the institutions, she 
said. But to reduce the danger of 
spreading the disease through 
unauthorized behavior, the de- 
partment has started a program 
to educate prisoners on how the 
disease is spread. Officials also 
hope the program will reduce 
anxiety and curb rumors about 
the disease. 
The lack of knowing whether 
an inmate has the disease con- 
cerns the Ohio Civil Service Em- 
ployees Association, which 
represents prison employees. 
'"There is a danger out there," 
said OCSEA spokesman Peter 
Ray. "We have a right to be told 
who has a communicable dis- 
ease." 
Ray said the union is most 
concerned about employees at 
medical facilities, such as the 
Frazier Health Center in Orient, 
where the inmates with AIDS 
are being treated. But he said all 
employees who come in contact 
witn prisoners are at some risk. 
Under the contract with the 
state that went into effect on 
July 1, the corrections depart- 
ment is obliged to provide all 
employees with information 
about the disease's symptoms 
and how it can be contracted. 
RAY SAID the educational 
programs have not started at all 
institutions, but the union will 
wait until the end of the year to 
determine whether the state has 
met its obligations. 
The union also is trying to 
determine whether prison offi- 
cials act quickly enough when 
an inmate complains of symp- 
toms which could be AIDS, Ray 
said. 
Genevie said that the prison 
systems in California and New 
York have been swamped with 
hundreds of inmates with AIDS, 
apparently due to a generally 
higher incidence of the disease 
in those states. 
Toxic waste issue 
to face Ohio courts 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio 
courts face the responsibility 
of ensuring that the state will 
not become a dumping 
ground for toxic and hazard- 
ous wastes, Ohio Supreme 
Court Chief Justice Frank 
Celebrezze told Judges from 
around the state yesterday. 
Celebrezze, speaking to 
about 250 Judges attending 
the 28th annual Ohio Judicial 
Conference, cited the nuclear 
power plant accident in the 
Soviet Union and a train de- 
railment in Miamisburg 
which caused the evacuation 
of some 35,000 people due to 
toxic fumes. 
"These terrible tragedies 
serve as a poignant example 
of the devastating ecological 
effect a single accident can 
have on a community, a coun- 
try and the world," the Demo- 
cratic chief Justice said. 
Thomas Mover, Ce- 
lebrezze's Republican oppo- 
nent in the Nov. 4 election, 
dismissed Celebrezze's 
speech as political posturing. 
"We're ail afraid of toxic 
waste or of radiation, but we 
have a system in our country 
which says that legislators 
decide the general policy of 
the law and judges interpret 
and apply the law," Moyer 
told reporters after Ce- 
lebrezze s speech. 
"A MAJORITY of this 
court has reversed it. They 
have been rewriting the law, 
not interpreting it," Moyer 
said. "His statement today 
about toxic waste is a good 
example. He sees an issue 
that people are thinking 
about, that there's a certain 
amount of fear in people, so 
he's picked it up and he's 
using it as a campaign issue." 
Celebrezze was joined on 
the podium by Justices Clif- 
ford Brown and Ralph 
Locher, both Democrats. The 











Attention BGSU Employees 
Dorsey's Drugs honors your new 
PCS prescription drug plan 
500 E. Wooster 




















COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10) 
TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00 352-2566 
SAT        9:30-4:00 118 S. ENTERPRISE 





805 Thurstin Ave. 
• 2 bedroom, furnished 
apartments 
• Very close to campus 
• 9 & 12 month leases 
• Available now! 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
ATTENTI SENIORS 
Appointment sign-ups taken now! 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Photo sittings Sept. 2-19, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Call The KEY at 372-8086 for appt. or stop by 28  West Hall. 
Schedule early! Be a part of Ohio's best selling yearbook! 
\/ 
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Ankney era set to begin 
by Ron Fritz ■ managing editor 
Tomorrow's contest against 
Ohio University isn't any ordi- 
nary football game. 
Irs the beginning of an era. 
Moe Ankney was named the 
head coach of Bowling Green on 
Dec. 31, 1965. He went through 
spring practice and preseason 
with the team. Now, it s time for 
Ankney and the Falcons to strut 
their stuff - without Brian Mr- 
Clure. 
The Bobcats invade Doyt L. 
Perry Stadium at 1 p.m. to kick- 
off the 1966 season and Mid- 
American Conference action. 
Ankney said he isn't trying to 
get too excited. 
"I'm trying to remain calm," 
the '64 BG grad said. "I know 
there is going to be enough natu- 
ral emotions to get me and the 
team up for the game. This is a 
very important game for the 
Bowling Green football pro- 
gram.^ 
OU coach Cleve Bryant, an- 
other former athlete who re- 
turned to coach his alma mater, 
said he isn't only worried about 
facing the defending MAC 
champs, but also Ankney. 
"I THINK our biggest disad- 
vantage is going to be the fact 
that we are facing a Moe Ank- 
ney-coached team for the first 
time," Bryant said. "But he 
(Ankney) was left with plenty of 
talent. A lot of new coaches don't 
inherit a team that is laden with 
talent like BG." 
The last time Bryant and the 
Bobcats faced the Falcons, BG 
trounced OU 38-17 in Athens on 
the last day of regular season 
action. McClure had his way 
against his opponents, throwing 
for 479 yards and three touch- 
downs. 
McClure is no longer around to 
fill the air with passes and nei- 
ther is his talented recievers or 
backfield. But Bryant said he is 
even more scared of BG's of- 
fense this season. 
"They have that veteran of- 
fensive line back," Bryant said. 
"You are going to only have an 
averge quarterback and running 
backs to get the ball into the 
endzone behind that line. Their 
offense is as good or better than 
last year's." 
Which should make new Fal- 
con quarterback Eric Smith 
happy. Smith Junior, is trying to 
replace McClure after gar- 
nering the starting role from 
fellow junior Jeff Sandru and 
freshman Rich Dackin. 
"Eric Smith is my starting 
quarterback," Ankney said. 
"He is a very smart and talented 
athlete." 
OU also had a quarterback 
contest with senior Bruce Porter 
Setting the nod over freshman 
eff Baker and sophomore Mike 
Scott. 
All-MAC running back Jesse 
Owens returns after gaining 709 
yards last season. Senior Tom 
6<impernolle also must be 
watched at his flanker postion. 
Ankney said he is wary of the 
Bobcats. 
"I am glad Cleve Bryant is on 
the sidelines rather than on the 
playing field. Not to take any- 
thing away from his coaching 
ability, but be was just an out- 
standing quarterback," Ankney 
said. "OU is a much improved 
football team. They aren't the 
same team that took the field 
last November." 
And all Ankney is asking from 
his Falcons is a win. It doesn't 
have to be a pretty one, Ankney 
said. 
"I don't want my team to play 
well and lose," he said. "I'd 
rather play bad and win. It 
doesn't have to be 37-0, I'd be 
happy with 3-0. I just want a 
win.'' 
FALCON NOTES: Mike Otten 
will start at fullback tomorrow. 
Otten is starting at the same 
position his brother did in 1962 
for BG. Chip was the Cal Bowl 
MVP in 1961 
-OHIO V8. BOWLING GREEN- 
WHEN: Tomorrow. 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Doyt L. Perry Stadium (Capacity-30,500) 
SERIES RECORD: BG leads 20-17-1 
LAST MEETING: BG beat OU 38-17 in 1985s regular 
season finale in Athens 
BOWLING GREEN 
NICKNAME: Falcons 
1985 RECORD: 11-1. 9-0 in MAC 
HEAD COACH: Moe Ankney-flrst year (0-0) 
RETURNING STARTERS: 12 (6-off, 6-def) 
PLAYERS TO WATCH: Junior Eric Smith will quar- 
terback  despite   having   never  taken  a  snap  in   his 
collegiate career. Place kicker Paul Silvi and punter 
Greg  Johnson   garnered   All-MAC   honors   in   1985. 
Linebacker Erik Johnson finished second in tackles. 
INTANGIBLES: BG will try to extend its nation-lead- 
ing home winning streak to 14 games. In the last four 
years, the Falcons have a 19-1 record at home. 
OHIO 
NICKNAME: Bobcats 
1985 record: 2-9. 2-7 in MAC 
HEAD COACH: Cleve Bryant-second year (2-9) 
RETURNING STARTERS: 12 (6-off, 6-def) 
PLAYERS TO WATCH: All-MAC running back Jesse 
Owens, tackles Jim Kraml (6-5. 288) and J.D. Bradbury 
(6-7, 297) and QB Bruce Porter lead the OU offen- 
se.AII-MAC cornerback Shawn Bonner and linebacker 
Doug Mangen. 
































Falcons hope to solidify foundation 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A A+A 
The start of the school year 
has prompted many new reno- 
vation projects around the Uni- 
versity. Thus, the 1966 Bowling 
Green soccer team began its 
own major overhaul last week- 
end. 
After a disappointing 4-11-4 
record last year, the Falcons put 
on their hardhats and went to 
work in their season-opener last 
weekend. With a win against 
Wisconsin-Madison and a tie 
with Western Kentucky, the BG 
booters captured the Budweiser 
Holiday Classic. 
Tomorrow, BG will take on 
Louisville in its home-opener at 
Mickey Cochrane Field. The 
game begins at 3:30. 
Falcon head coach Gary 
Commission Sales 
—Meeting— 
Selling the 1987 KFY Yearbook 
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 9 
Room 28 West Hall 
All those interested, please attend 
Gain valuable experience selling a quality product 
i 
i 
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Palmisano hopes the tourney 
win has laid the cornerstone to 
success. 
"The one thing we established 
last weekend is that we have 
built a solid foundation for a 
successful season." he said. 
"Hopefully we will not become 
complacent and we will continue 
to build on this foundation." 
IT DOES not appear, how- 
ever, the BG booters will stop 
working. In fact, Palmisano has 
his men working overtime. 
"We have spent so much time 
in preparation for our own team 
this week in practice." he said, 
"that we really don't know what 
Louisville does as far as free 
kicks, corner kicks, and throw- 
ins." 
The Cardinals, on the other 
hand, are eager to do battle in 
their season-opener against the 
Falcons. UL head coach Claudio 
Maldonado said his squad's first 
two games. BG and Ohio State, 
"will set the tone for the sea- 
son." 
"We have quite a challenge in 
our first two games," he said. "I 
don't know if we will win or not, 
but I hope we can play well and 
learn what we can and can not 
do." 
The victory would be espe- 
cially sweet for Maldonado be- 
cause it would put his seven- 
year coaching record at UL (65- 
65-10) over the .500 mark. 
The relatively young Cardinal 
team will be led by co-captains 
Greg Wohlgumoth and Jamil 
"This (attitude) makes us a 
much better team." 
Freshman goalkeeper Mickey 
Loescher is another reason the 
Falcons are a better team. 
In his first two collegiate 
games, Loescher allowed only 
one goal against Wisconsin. 
Palmisano, however, said the 
I oal was due to poor team de- 
Shalash. who Maldonado pro- jects as being a good profes- 
sional midfielder some day, has 
switched from center-forward to 
midfield this year. Shalash tal- 
lied 13 goals and five assists last 
year for a team-high 31 points. 
THE FALCONS, however, 
may have what it takes to stop 
Shalash and his teammates. 
"Our kids have a tremendous 
attitude toward defense," Palm- 
isano said. "When we lose the 
ball, all 10 of our field players 
automatically become de- 
fensive-minded. 
Sockman's Automotive 
7 Reasons Why: 
• Locally Owned & Operated 
• 2 Blocks from BG Campus 
• Free Estimates 
• *15 Towing to Our Shop from Anywhere 
on BG Campus 
• No Repairs Begun Until You O.K. the 
Estimate -NO Surprises! 
• A.S.E. Certified Technicians 
• Competent, Honest, Reliable Repair for 
Your Car 
352-3607 
432 Ridge St. 
ensive positioning. 
Palmisano was particularly 
impressed with Loescher's abil- 
ity to preserve the 2-1 halftime 
lead (which ended up being the 
final) over Wisconsin. 
"I don't know if this is a good 
thing to say," Palmisano said. 
"But last year we would have 
lost the Wisconsin game in the 
second half. 
"Mickey played with tremen- 
dous poise for a freshman in his 
first Division I soccer game," 
Palmisano said. "His distribu- 
tion and kicking game was out- 
standing and he has a lot of 
potential as a goalie." 
BG's soccer team also has a 
lot of potential, but Palmisano 
hopes his team won't be too 
loose for tomorrow's game. 
"I hope they (BG's players) 
prepare themselves for this 
game the same way they did for 
Wisconsin because the results 
were very favorable," he said. 
student 
orgonizations 
WHAT: A tun opportunity 
to meet and talk 
with representa- 
tives trom over 55 
student clubs, 
groups, and orga- 
nizations. 
WHERE:   Lenhart    Grand 
Ballroom   2nd 
Floor. 
University Union 
WHEN:  .Wednesday, 
September 10, 
11:00 am 
to 3:00 p.m. 
WHY:      Make the most 
ot your college 
experience! 
GET INVOLVED! 
Spomond by »• (Mot d 
SMtntMtvmita»nlotion 
...responsible decisions about drinking and driving 
Each year thousands of young people die in alcohol-related accidents. 
Many more are terribly injured, robbed of all but mere existence. 
—Have you ever watched a friend get drunk 
and not know how they got home? 
—Have you ever transported friends in a car 
while you were under the influence of alcohol? 
If you answered yes to either of these questions, then you owe it to 
yourself and others to attend the NEVER AGAIN meeting 
Monday, Sept. 8,1986 
HO B.A. Bldg, 7:OQ 
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by Tom Rccd 
sports editor 
Bowling Green cornerback 
Ray Southard figures to get 
picked on more than a fraternity 
pledge tomorrow afternoon. 
But Southard knows that's just 
part of his initiation. 
He is the youngest and short- 
est member of the Falcons' de- 
fensive secondary. And 
tomorrow against Ohio Univer- 
sity, the sophomore will play in 
his first college game. 
Thus, the Bobcats will proba- 
bly try and take advantage of 
Southard's inexperience by 
throwing passes to a receiver 
he's covering. 
"They might come my way 
and it's going to be a challange, 
said the 5-foot-fl Southard. "But I 
can't wait for Saturday. I've 
been restless and have had trou- 
ble sleeping at night. I am ex- 
cited." 
Wide-awake nights have led to 
some dozing in class. But it's 
better to nod off in class than get 
caught sleeping tomorrow in 
front of 25,000 fans at Doyt Perry 
Stadium. 
BG Coach Moe Ankney said 
it's not uncommon for a young 
defensive backs to get beaten 
early in the season. 
"Nowhere can you get burned 
quicker than by having a young 
"Ever since I started in high 
school, they always listed me at 
5-9 in the programs. Heck, I'm 
not that tall even now." 
- Ray Southard 
secondary," Ankney said. 
"They will make mistakes and 
other teams know that." 
Storm clouds gathered for this 
year's secondary almost imme- 
diately after last season ended. 
BG graduated two All-Mid- 
Amencan Conference defensive 
backs, Melvin Marshall and 
Sean Dykes. 
THEN DURING the spring, 
highly regarded Leslie Harris 
became academically ineligible. 
Entering August practices, 
coach Moe Ankney said the pic- 
ture appeared bleak. 
But low and behold, a little 
"Ray" of hope emerged in the 
form of Southard. 
"He is young and not very big, 
but Ray is going to make a big 
impact on this team," said start- 
ing safety Dean Bryson. "He 
seems to improve with every 
day." 
During summer practices, 
Ankney decided to let Southard, 
who was red-shirted in '85, take 
the first shot at winning the 
starting spot vacated by Harris. 
However, Ankney believed 
someone eventually would beat 
out Southard. 
"I didn't think Ray would keep 
the job," the first-year coach 
said. "But Ray worked very 
hard and has really proved him- 
self." 
Now that he's a starter, South- 
ard has the dubious distinction 
of replacing Marshall at cor- 
nerback. When Marshall pa- 
troled the grounds, opposing 
quarterbacks tried to avoid 
throwing in his direction. 
On the other hand, Southard 
will probably be tested more 
than laboratory mice. 
"Melvin was a great player," 
Southard said. "I will have some 
big shoes to fill. " 
IF SOUTHARD hopes to per- 
form like Marshall, he'll need to 
play over his head - something 
media guides have had him 
doing since ninth grade. 
"Ever since I started in high 
school, they always listed me at 
5-9 in the programs," Southard 
said. "Heck, I'm not that tall 
even now." 
Southard said he stands a little 
bit over 54, But some doubt his 
claim. 
"The media guide says he's 5- 
9 and that's a lie," Ankney said. 
"Ray said he is 5-8 and I think 
that's a lie too." 
Southard doesn't think his 
stature will prevent him from 
playing well. He believes desire 
can compensate for his lack of 
height. 
"I don't think being short is a 
disadvantage beacause I have a 
low center of gravity and can 
move quicker," he said. 
"Besides I try and play with a 
lot of heart. I feel you can ac- 
complish any goal if you just 
work at it." 
Although there's one goal he 
may not reach. 
"I'd love to just be a couple 
inches taller," tie said. 
He may come up just a little 
short on that one. 
Ray Southard BG News/Alex Horvath Be an exchange student. The world is waiting. 
Pirates avoid sweep 
CINCINNATI (AP) - For 
more than seven innings at Riv- 
erfront Stadium, it appeared as 
if the Pittsburgh Pirates would 
set a new club record in their 
last meeting of the season with 
the Cincinnati Reds. 
The Pirates had managed only 
one victory in 11 previous en- 
counters with the Reds this sea- 
son. They had only four hits 
when trailing 3-1 with two out in 
the eighth inning. A loss would 
have meant a new club loss 
record to Cincinnati in a single 
season. 
But the Pirates avoided being 
swept in a three-game series 
and setting a new team record 
when two swings of the bat - the 
first a single by Johnny Ray and 
the next a game-tying home run 
by Jim Morrison - sent the game 
into extra innings. 
The 5-3 victory came on a 
double by Sid Bream with two 
out in the 10th inning. It was 
Pittsburgh's third victory in six 
games of a nine-game road trip. 
"We aren't playing games to 
help one team or another in a 
pennant race," Pirates Man- 
ager Jim Leyland said. "We 
aren't against the Reds, and if 
Houston wins they will have 
earned it. We are playing for 
Pittsburgh and it gives me a 
solid team to have played .500 
ball against the top two contend- 
ers on this road trip." 
The Pirates won two of three 
against the Astros and one of 
three against the Reds. 
"We had things going our way 
until Morrison hit that home run 
tying it," Cincinnati Manager 
Pete Rose said. "That took the 
starch right out of us. They 
outhit us, outscored us, and in 
some cases outpitched us, but 
we'll be back on Friday." 
Bream's two-out double 
snapped the Reds' six-game 
home winning streak. 
With John Franco, 5-5, pitch- 
ing, Johnny Ray singled and one 
out later was forced at second on 
a grounder by R.J. Reynolds. 
After Tony Pena walked, Bream 
doubled to right-center field to 
score both runners. 
Barry Jones, 2-2, pitched two 
innings of scoreless relief to 
earn the victory. 
The Pirates tied the score 3-3 




THIS WEEKS SPECIAL 
COKE. DP COKE. CHERRY COKE. SPRIT*. MBiOW YEUOW 
6 PACK 12 01. CANS $1.89 
COLD BEER, WINE & CHAMPAGNE 
ICE, SNACKS 
OHIO LOTTERY AGENT 
THE NUMBER - PICK 4 - LOTTO 
SUPER LOTTO 
INSTANT TICKETS 











Howard's club H 
210 N. Main No Cover 
live from Chicago... 
Blues Band 
Eddie Shaw & 






is holding an 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
Mon., Sept. 8   8:30 p.m. 
304 Moseley Hall 
Those interested in writing and photography please 
attend. Gain valuable experience, while helping The 
Obsidian be a success. 
ALPHA PHI 
proudly announces its 







































(( The best class to be is... 
Alpha Phi!" 
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Bolden looks to 
'Dent' Bears' line 
- BEREA (AP) - To determine 
the extent of the potential mis- 
match between the Cleveland 
Browns and Chicago Bears, 
keep an eye on the left side of the 
Browns' offensive line during 
this Sunday's National Football 
League opener. 
Cleveland will have Rickey 
Bolden at left tackle, a position 
he has played for only one year 
since converting from tight end 
at the start of last season. He'll 
oppose Richard Dent, the Chi- 
cago defensive end named most 
valuable player in the Bears' 
Super Bowl victory last season. 
"I think you might say that 
there is a parallel Detween the 
Cleveland Browns as a team 
-going up against the champions 
of the National Football League 
of '85 and Rickey Bolden going 
up against the player who was 
selected as the most valuable 
player in that game," said 
Browns Coach Marty Schotten- 
heimer. 
Bolden was penalized for hold- 
ing five times in the Browns' 
final exhibition game, a 25-22 
victory that gave Cleveland a 
perfect 4-0 pre-season record. 
Bears' Coach Mike Ditka, how- 
ever, said he is not convinced 
Dent will embarrass Bolden. 
"I haven't seen one guv get 
called for holding five times. 
(But) from what I've seen of 
Bolden, he's a fine offensive 
lineman," Ditka said by tele- 
phone from Chicago. "I m not 
sure that's a weakness for them. 
If Dent can put pressure on their 
quarterback, it s going to help 
our defense. If Bolden can keep 
him out, it's certainly not going 
to help us." 
Schottenheimer said Dent's 
success at sacking the quar- 
terback - he tackled quar- 
terbacks for a loss 17 times last 
season to lead the NFL in that 
category - resulted from the 
Bears' ability to apply pressure 
all along the line of scrimmage. 
"AS FAR as their defensive 
line is concerned, they are very 
good pass rushers. And one of 
the things that they do very 
effectively is, the inside of the 
pocket is pushed back so that 
you don't really have an oppor- 
tunity as a quarterback to step 
up and throw the ball," Schot- 
tenheimer said. 
"That enables a guy with 
Dent's speed to come around the 
corner from the back side. But 
we have some things that Te're 
hopeful will be efficient against 
them." 
Schottenheimer said it would 
be wrong to suggest that this 
challenge will be a unique one 
"It's going to be that way 
every week. Every week he's 
going to have an outstanding 
guy over there to block," the 
coach said. 
The Browns were M last sea- 
son before losing to Miami in the 
playoffs. The Bears won the 
Super Bowl after going 15-1 dur- 
ing the regular season. 
Classifieds 
Any —ma pfenning to graduate <n Decemtwr 
mual M out an application for graduation Ap- 
plications ate avaaabta in your coaage office, 
axoapt tor the Coaage ol Education and AJaed 
Professiona wfwcn can be hied out at me Office 
ol natfUliBtuin and Records The deedhne 'or 
applying k September 12, 1986 
Are you an enthusanbc and energetic person 
Interested m the promotion ol BGSU1 The 
Undergraduate AJumni Association UAA. offers 
you the opportunrty to work with university ol- 
floats and prominent alumni, to meet enter- 
tainer a and prospective students, and lo 
develop leadership akJaa whee promoting 
BGSU Jotn ua lor our organi/atiofuU meeting on 
Monday. September 8 at 7 00 p m at MJeti 
AJumni Center 
ATTENTION SIGMA NU WHITE HOSES 
Meeting Sept 8. 9 30 p m It ts important thai 
til members attend 
BG News meeting for volunteers--writers and 
photog/apners every Sunday. 8 p.m. 210 
West Hall For further information call 
372-2803 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AMA Membership Drive 
September 8 thru Sept 26. 9 30 a m to 4 00 
p m in the BA Foyer 
American Marketing Association 
WormatKxi Night on Monday. Sept  8 at 7 30 
p m In the Alumni Room ol the Student Union 
FANTASY & WAPGAMING SOCIETY wfl meet 
on FRJOAY evenings al600pm mtheOff 
Campus Student Center Al are welcome lo at- 
tend 
FRESH START FOR THE INTERNATIONAL 
BUSrNFSS ASSOCIATION" ALL THOSE IN- 
TERESTED PLEASE CALL JACOUIE JULIUS 
353 3819 OR SUE BENDA 372-1508 
Sunday. Sept 7. 7 pm. 100 Eppler North 
Volunteer Meeting for the 1988-67 HPER 
Saturday Recreation Program lor Youth With 
Handlcapa 2 credits for the year-must be 
available 6 Saturdays per semester from 10 30 
am to 1 30 pm It interested and want a greet 
experience attend for further ^formation All 
regular' volunteers from last year are to attend 
The Unrverarty Ambassadors wf hold an 
organizational meeting on Wednesday, 
September 10. 9 00 pm at Mleti AJumni 
Canter- 
Welcome Bach Education Majors! 
OSEA's 1st meeting is Tuesday. Sept 9th m 
300 Moaaty at 8 30 p m Come See What we 
area! about'  
Work) Student Association presents its Fan 
Dance Party at Amam Room Begins at 9 p m . 
Saturday. Sept 8 Open lo al1 
PRE-LAW SOCIETY MEETING 
introductory Meeting Mon Sept 8 at 8 00 pm 
ti 208 Henna Hal  Questions- contact Korey 
Kerecher 353-0127 
LOST & FOUND 
Reward lor 2 nhga taken from Otfenhauer 
East- 8th floor restroom Wednesday nighu. 
August 27  Please can 372 8316  
LOST: Levts >ean jacket. 38R. at Mark s Thurs 
Aug 28 at doamg time Its return greatly ap- 
preciated No questions asked AC al 
2-5834 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Rutrte's Sewing Alterations ft hemming New 
starts ft dresses Letters sewn on Garments 
must be deen 352-7268 
Fndsy Night SeDbelh Services sponsored by 
Jewish Students Group Faculty Lounge In the 
Union. 6 00 p m For into eel Bruce KotrJer 
354-8420 
PERSONALS 
Go to Cedsr Point this Sslurdsy. Sept 8 with 
UAO Pnce a $13 50 and Includes transports 
Don Vens leave the Union Oval at 11 a m Sign 
jp m the UAO Once. 3rd door. University 
Mon 
HAVE FUN MAKE FRIENDS-LEARN TO ICE 
SKATE COME TO THE BGSU SKATING 
CLUB-FREE TUESDAY SEPTEMBERS. 8-10 
PM. ICE ARENA 
Intramural DeerJftnes Women's Tennis. Sept 9. 
Hen s Tennis Sept 9: Men's dba GOB. Sept 
10 Entries dusm 108 Rec Center by 4 00 on 
these dates 
Jewish Students-Do you Know about the 
Jewish Students Group? Be on our mailing Hal 
Contact Bruce Kottter. Psychology Dept. 
354 8420 
Never Again Meeting 
Monday. September 8. 1988 
7 00. 110 BA Balding 
Anyone Interested ra welcome 
'   Congratulations   AMY  READ  and'-   JIM 
TAGUA on your Gamma Phi---  Alpha Sig 
aveeermg Love, the* ■ sisters ol GAMMA PHI 
BETA  
ASson. Lon. A Dianne Congrats on making 
AXO ft Alpha Gams Love. Shane. Patty. Diane. 
ft Shem 
Alpha Gams. DG's and Theta Cms 
Get ready to Burp to the Bubbles, bop to the 
music and celebrate the New Yearl 
The P*es 
Alpha Phi Pledges The Brothers ol Delta Up 
afton are anxiously waiting to welcome you to 
the wonderful world ol Greek ute See you 
lonlghti 
Attention Dolores Mucasrone 
Your sWers ol AXO would ate to say CON 
GRATULATIONS on your engagement Love. 
Your AX slaters 
Attention al GRADUATING STUDENTS" Coma 
to one of the fosowmg Placement Orientation 
Meetings to learn about the services and pro- 
grama ottered by Unrverarty Placement Ser 
vices to help you m your job search: Monday 
September 8. 8:30-7 30 Lenhart BaaVoom. 
Unrvorsity Union. Tuesday. September 9. 
11 30-12 30 Eva Mane Semi Theatre. Untv 
Hal Thursday. September 11. 8 30-7 30 
Lenhart BMroom. University UMon: Friday. 
September 12. 3:30-4.30 Lenhart BMroom. 
University Union 
Brothers ol PHI GAMMA DELTA 
We're tookwj forward to our tea on Friday Be 
ready lor a GREAT TIME! Love, me sisters of 
KAPPA PELTA 
Christopher Keith. 
It's been one year and I love you more than 
ever' Happy Anniversary' 
Pam 
Complete Hockey Pro Shop 
$1  off any stick with 2 skats srarpsnmgs 
Purcols B*o Strap. 352 6284 
Congrstulatlons SUZANNE POLKO and JOE 
ADAMS on your Gamma Pr. Pin Pal Meeting 
Love, the satara of GAMMA PHI BETA 
Dear Phis, 
We the Prv Mue give s big cheer 
To me new 38 we hold so deer 
there I be teas ft ritual. 
tears ft amiss 
And many friendships made. 
stretching cross mass. 
So get psyched and be ready to atari. 
Many fantastic times with the house of the 
heart. 
Love. Your new PM Mu sisters 
Deidrs, 
I am so e«citsd you deckled to pledge Alpha 
Phi Get psyched for s lot of fun times and a fer- 
rule year1 Lots ol Love. Nek* 
Escorts Needed 
Cat Campus Escort Service 
 372-8360  
GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE. 
MUST BE NEAR CAMPUS AND ABLE TO BE 
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372 5847  
Gasokne Jeans-Stwls-Jsckels 
30*-50* OFF 
Jeans N Trangs, 531 Ridge 
Greet Job A Phi Mud luggers Bubbs. Bsggs. 
Joddkn. Cougar. Meea. and Mady We may not 
heve won, but we sure got great shirts' (HA-HA) 
Qroovey Records and Tapes 
425 E   Wooater 
Behind Dairy Mart 
353-1222 
Incense on sate for 99 cents, best price on 
blank tapes! Ws buy used records VISA ft MC 
I have sou gage to cartoonists Need partner to 
eustrste and market our own editorial cartoon 
My gaga are proven If your tsustrattons are 
good, we stand a chance Send samples of 
several political caricatures and standard 
envelope to edflonel cartoon. P O Bon 51. Per- 
rysburg, 43551. Include phone number. 
The BG News . Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days in advance By 4 p m    ( The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 65" per line, $1 95 minimum 
50* extra per ad for bold type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and indrvKfuels 
NOTICE: The BG News wsl not be responsible lor error due to Wegibkty or mcompfete mlormatton Please come lo 214 
West Hal immediately if there is an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible tor typographical 
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The News. The 
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG Hews The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For bating purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
.Phone § 
Classification in which you with your ad to appear: 
       Campus • City Evanti* _ 
       Lett * Found _ 
       Rtdos _ 
         Sarvlcas Offered _ 
         Personals 





Dates of Insertion . 
Total number of days to appear. 
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mall) 
The BG News 
21 4 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable lo The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Intramural DeadSnes Woman's Terms. Sept 9. 
Men's TenrUa Sept. 9: Men's dba Go". Sept 
10 Entries due m 108 Rec Center by 4 00 on 
these dates 
Karen Whokng 
Congratulations on your summer engagement 
You shocked us sSI> Love, Your Sisters of AXO 
Never Again Meeting 
Monday. September 8.1986 
7 00. 110 BA Building 
Anyone interested is welcome 
PI Bets Phi The Phi Teu's welcome me Fas' Pi 
Phi Pledge Ctsae (Senna. Janice Kefle. Beth 
Amy. Aeaon. Amy. Jenny lulus, Amy. Bob- 
ble, Lort, Psutette. Mlchete. Pauls. Kate, Uaa, 
Juee. Mary. Tammy, Kan, Susan Karen, 
Sherry. Am. Debbie. Kel. Caryn. and Trudy) 
and al reluming sisters to our house tonight. 
9 00 pm for the tea to kick off the year right 
Welcome back 
The Brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau 
Saturday-- BO vs 00 
Pre game 1 pm Wckott 1 30 
Jan Szoke and PM Schoen 
AM set) WFAL a 88.1 FM waou 
Thank you St. Jude for coming 
through again I 
Pats JmQessr 
TO THE KAPPA SK3S I MISSED ALL OF YOU 
THIS SUMMER1 I CANT WATT TO PARTY 
WITH YOU ONCE AGAIN1 I HOPE YOU ALL 
HAD A GREAT SUMMER' OET PSYCHED FOR 
A WILD NEW YEAR! YOU GUVS ARE NO 1 
LOVE. YOUR SWEETHEART, CAROLYN 
PS 0000 LUCK THROUGH RUSH I NOW 
YOU'LL STAY ON TOPI 
USQ CABINET POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
PUBLIC RELATIONS: Must be energetic. 
tjeetJve and work wef with people Office hours 
required Some experience with marketing and- 
or advertising a desirable 
SECRETARY   Mual heve typing, fang, word 
processing IMummate) and note taking skies 
Position   involves    10-20   hours-week   end 
receives payment 
Apply at 405 Student Services  Also make an 
appointment   for   Interview    Questions?   Cal 
372-8324 
What do you gat when the Phi Mu's 
and ZBT s gel together tonight. 
An out of sight tea that at sure to 
start the semester off right" 
Get Psyched 
The PM Mu's 
Who gave you that keycheJn? 




The deadline for the annual re-regtarration of al 
student dubs, groups S orgsnuatoms la FRI- 
DAY. SEPTEMBER 12 tt you haven I steady 
received the registration form, stop by 405 Stu- 
dent Services S pick one up Groups registering 
after the deadens wa NOT be Included In I he 
Student OrgsnUatfons Oa-ectory 
 J    L 
We give you 
more . . . 
16 oz. 
BOTTLES 
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, 
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew, 




Vs more pop for 
the same price 
FREE DELIVERY 
$2.50 minimum 
_ a. as. eat a COUPON • - - -' 
1 FREE ITEfTl 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
on *r»f •!!• elite 
AtK let >t «vfcen •#oerinf 




VOTID IIST PIIIR IN I.C. 
one lesaaen per anna 
■ONsat a»nar»n i 
WELCOME TO BO. GOOD LUCK M C.C 
YOU ARE BEAUTtFUUI 
COPtES 
CATCH THE EXPRESS 
Bus Schedules Available 
Union Irvromvaaon Peek  
C^aafafaiaslJoni Alpha Phi's on winning the 
epail award at Mud Tug. Qotta Leva Those 
MudHensll 
Crash and bum wHh a Kappa Ska 
Dan Karaaa--- 
We re back and so are you1 We wish you luck *i 
everything you do1 We're behind you el the 
way-Merely1 -Your horses 
Date Party 
You'll need a bus 
Cell us • Express Charter 
162-24*7 
KAPPA MW Crash and Bum Dai. 'sty 
tonfght si Portage Quarry 
KeM Hunter 
Corvjratukmons on your Alpha XI rjeae-Slgme 
Alpha Epsaon pinning to Jarme Lewis Love, the 
Alpha XJe 
PI SETA PHI loves Its PLEDGES' Can't wart lor 
an evening of fun with the men of Phi Kappa 
Tau Be there early1 The Phi Teu's are eagerly 
awaiting your arrival with a surpnse" PM Tau 
House 9 00 TONfTEtll 
Sooc*. 
Keep The Dagger In Your Panta 
And Out of SMnny'a Back 
4W 
Happy Birthday Roomie' You can finally say 
"hey bertender, lire me up e cotd PBR. by 
as*/." 
Love, Jeanne 
Giemoy at Uhknan s 
September Perm Special 
50* OFF 




Atrasec Shoes S Apparel 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooater 
Downtown BG 
Experience an evening with 
THE IMPERIALS 
•vs end In concert ON CAMPUS" 
SATURDAY, SEPT 6th 
7:30 PM 
ANDERSON ARENA 
tickets SlMatlH 11-2 DAILY 
at STUDENT UNION TICKET BOOTH 
3 females need another female roornmeJe to 
share 2 tjedroom apartment $125-month. 
353-6111 
ass student to share house with 6 girls 
Very dose to campus   Cal 363-9309. 
GARAGE NEEDED TO STORE CAR AND BIKE 
MUS BE NEAR CAMPUS ANO ABLE TO BE 
LOCKED CALL JOHN 372-5847 
i roommate needed mnvedartety m wmdma 
on Ctougjl St Rent a) negotiable untiles are 
peJd Cal 362-3316. 
Male roommate needed 
student $135 and hall 
353-1803 
NEEDED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
APT WITH 3 OTHERS EASY TO GET ALONG 
WITH ANO NOT FAR FROM CAMPUS CALL 
352-2092 
• • • O.S.E.A. • • * 
Welcome Sack Education Major.I 
Don't Maw Our 1at Meeting 
Tuesdsy. Sept 9th at 8:30 p m 
300Mosley 
WANTED 
older or grad 
Contact Sam at 
Ten fw Israelis need one ol seme la share 
ereet house on Wooeterl Cheep! Greet kocs- 
stonl Call now! 113-4421. Ask for Rhonda or 
HELP WANTED 
OatysSIST needed tor 5 year ofd chad on some 
weekend end weekday nights Cal 353-2819 
CABLE TV SALES Wood Cable TV is seeking 
outgoing sell-directed students to set cable TV 
door lo door In BO. Encsssnt commaelon. Ite«- 
ble hours (evenings and Saturdeysl Stop by ai 
our offices at 118 N. Main St for sppecatlon 
Escorts Needed 
Cal Campua Esoorl Serves 
372-8380 
tosta   asm  Barbacka needed. Looking 
or honest anerpetJc people for feat paced, 
>gh energy night dub Must be 19 and over 
Apply m person Tuae-Sun. after 7.30 p.m. at 
tenry J's. 1532 S Byrne Toledo 
Lawn Maintenance 
Full Part Time 
Cal 352-5822 
fesYisreJ iwatiasiessja man for apt. oompteK Cal 
352-6822 
Make hundreds weekly masVig droutara! 
No quotas. Limits' 
Rush ssS sddrassail stamped envelope: 
A-1, 11020 Ventura, SUM 288. Dept P 
Cay. CA 91804 
Mass student with car for general daan-up and 
yard cars  888-4627 after 8 p m 
Need F coaage student to stay with chadren 
whas lasher works 3rd shift wa receive tree 
room S brd Please send picture A Info to: PO 
Bo. 814. BG.OH 43402 
Part-time energetic, outgoing, (unloving 
people-wanted' Bartenders, waitresses, 
wsltsrs. floor walkers No experience 
necessary Ftextjes schedules to srxomodete 
rarpnota Apply In person after 8 daily except 
Man el ate fun place to be - BUTTONS' St Rl 
25. 12 mate N of BG 
Pettaon paaier needed FuJ or pert time No 
door to-door lundrexung Make up to 88-hour 
For Into eel 266-4114 
Sscrstary-Raceptlorvat Ful tune Typing and 
computer experience required 352-2299 Cal 
from 8-5 p.m. 
SMI people -entertainers Exceeent experience 
tor people with theatre or dance interests 
Outgoing personalty and high energy are prere- 
qukwe quaMlratJone Part time weekends Ap- 
ply In person at Henry J's. 1532 S Byrne, after 
7 p.m. Sun    Thurs 
SORORITY NEEDS HOUSEBOY. MINIMUM 
TIME REQUIREMENT MUST BE RESPONSI- 
BLE   CALL 372-3SM 
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE 
Work In your spare Urns. 
no investment, and no seertg 
For more information 
write or phone BLUE JACKET. 
P.O. Box 724. Dasslunlasia. Ohio 
43311. I513J 5930912 
FOR SALE 
10 speed bates for eats: Men's, womari's. $38 
each Cal 354-1286 
1971 Honda 350. fair cendmon. $216: Ping- 
pong table S40.6 mahogany dining room chairs 
$75, 352-5646 
1972  Triumph SpttlYs  corrvorabkt.   $1400 
363 2902 
1975 Mercury Bobcat V-6 102.000 mees 
New radiator brakes, starter S water pump. 
Best offer Cal 354 6600 after 6 
20   gslon   aquarium complete     $100     Cal 
362-0913. 
Anewarmg machine wtm eel screen Hardly 
bean used. $40. negotiable Cat Brian al 
352-3015 after 8 pm 
Deluxe 55 gal. aquarium with hood, lights, 
filters sheas, testers, feeder tank, and 
rararelas. Cal 352-4896 
Dorm aba refrigerator with freezer  $60   Cal 
Ccxxft 353-5707 
Hugs 8 ternty garage saas 888 Pearl St Friday 
ISaturday.Sept 6*8.10am. 106pm Don't 
Miss Thie One' 
Onkyo A-25 mu gists 0 smpWir 45 wens per 
channel. Onkyo T-15 FM stereo tuner. Yamaha 
NS-4 2-wey speakers Complete system $300 
3522939 
Sango dorm-size refrigerator. Exceeent condi- 
tion. $55. 363-3621 
SPEECH PATH 
162 laauee JSHR  and  JSHD   1984-1988. 
some   other   joumala   snd   monogrsphs. 
353 0121 or 364-0024 
Ueed sofas- S15 00. used cMa-M 00 
KJoU Flower Farm 
End of S Coaage 
187* HONDA PRELUDE 
MO. SUSHIOOF, AMFM CASSETTE, $1206, 
CALL TOM SU-711S 
Beer Lights dapkrys a posters Must eel now 
Cel 362 0 701   Aeklor Jay or lei 
hovel Acedsesy Electric typewriter 
Good Crjrrdmon -recently clsened 
$130 CM 372-8507 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom furnished apt tor 2. $200 each. 9 
month lease. M utaase paid. 384-3182 or 
352-1520 evenings 
2 to 4 sublsassss to rent apt at Unrvsrstty 
vsege 1 year lease $375. CM Andks Mon.. 
Wed.. Frl. between 10-6. 287-4774 (local) 
Affordable Luxury Apartment lor Rent (female) 
Air corsSSorajlM, 2 ha bathe, dishwasher CM 
Dee 363-9206 
Needed: Ons female to sublet apartment lea 
ssmsasar $116 par month Close to campus 
Sept rent paid. * Inteloelod oM Cathy M 
353-0131 after 6p.m 
One 3 Bedroom Farm House And Apt House 
For Rent WHh Pool And Horse Barn 16238 
MKchel Rd Outside 01 BG Tsks Wooaler St 
west To MathM N, ist House On Left 
1 919-852-4148 
One bedroom efflcMnoy i ssarjli ImmsJsaefy 
$225 per month CM 294-1322 ooesct 
CO-OP CORNER 
NaOonel orgaittMton Is h need ot Pubsc Rela- 
ttons Interns for tM or spring ssmester You can 
work a flextx* schedule Thie site a in Toledo 
exceeentopporturvtyl' 372-2461. 
Student needed lo help with on campua an pro- 
gram, must heve good orjrtwvjnicaaon and 
Is This OOUU count tor credit 
certain scademK depsrtmerrrs. Don't 
>-CM 372-2461. 
Junior Marketing student with PR or arjvertislng 
experteoe needed lo assat with marketing pro- 
gram tor the Co-op Office You can't ask tor a 
baiter atari" Csll now 372-2461A 
Ratng sartor with 2.8 QPA or agovs In 
RllemiSTII Mjm., IbapSMI, Mgmt . or IPCO 
looking for the perfect start shodd consider ma 
poeson $8 00 par hour and can work In any 
nstor dry m Ofso or choice* ot 4 other stales 
You can'l go wrong'l You wa romrjasla 12-14 
weak trssrsng program CM 372-2481. 
Green Sheet 
Welcome to volume one of Moe-town's greatest hits 
Bowling Green becomes Moe-town on Saturday (Sept. 
6), when new head football coach Moe Ankney introduces 
the 1986 Falcons' opening act -- a 1:30 p.m. game against 
the Ohio University Bobcats. 
While it will be impossible to break the 11 -0 record set 
by last year's team, Ankney is hopeful that this year's squad 
wi again make the top of the charts. 
Tickets for all Falcon football games are now on «ale at 
the Memorial Hall box office. Hours for the office are 9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. weekdays and from 9-11 a.m. on home game 
days. 
In addition, tickets can also be purchased at the stadium 
beginning at noon on home game days. 
Individual game tickets, season tickets and All-Sports- 




Six solid hours of music by three Cleveland area bands 
w* highlight the third annual Fan Fest, which will be held 
from noon to 6 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 20) at Cottage Park. 
The day of activities is being sponsored by University 
Activities Organization in conjunction wtth the Theta Chi Ox 
Roast. AD events are free and open to the public. Beer, soft 
drinks, hot dogs, corn-on-the-cob, chips and other Items 
wW be sold. 
Opening the music will be Sada, a raggae band 
kxjmprlsed of members of the former bands First Light, l-Tal 
nd Spirit I The band recently completed an east coast 
^our. 
Following Sada will be Me and the Boyz, one of the best 
' Top-40 bands in the Cleveland area. 
Closing the day's entertainment will be Nation of One, 
whose lead singer, Mark Addtaon, appeared In the new 
Michael J. Fox movie, which recently completed Aiming in 
Cleveland. 
Each band win perform for one-and-a-half hours, with a 




Are you a new student looking for a 
way to become involved on campus? 
Or maybe an upperclassman 
interested in joining a club? Well, the 
annual Student Organizations Fair is 
just what you need. 
Over 65 student clubs, groups and 
organizations will be represented at 
the event which will be held from 11 
a.m.-3 p.m., Wednesday (Sept. 10) In 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the 
University Union. 
Representatives from the various 
campus organizatons will be on hand 
to discuss what their groups have to 
offer, and to help students discover 
which groups best meet their own 
particular interests and needs. 
USG sets elections 
Elections for Undergraduate 
Student Government representative- 
at-large positions will be held from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Union foyer and 
from 6-10 p.m. in the Library on 
Thursday (Sept. 18). 
Students wishing to run for a 
representative post can now pick up 
applications in the Office of Student 
Activities, 405 Student Services. The 
deadline for submitting an application 
can be obtained by contacting the 
USG office, 405 Student Services. 
Blanket concert 
features jazz 
"Fast Tracks," a jazz band from Ann 
Arbor, wiN be performing from 2-4:30 
p.m. Thursday (Sept. 11) in the field 
between the Student Services building 
and Kreischer Quad. 
The blanket concert, sponsored by 
University Activities Organization, Is 
free and open to all 
For sale: plants 
University Activities Organization is 
sponsoring a plant sale, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., 
Monday through Friday (Sept. 8-12), 
at the University Union. Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday the sale 
wi be in the Union Oval; Wednesday 
the plants will be sold in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. 
Plants, hanging plants and floral 
arrangements wN be available, with 
prices ranging from $1.50 to $15. 
hi case of rain, Monday and 
Tuesday the sale win be held in the 
Grand Ballroom; Thursday and Friday 
in the Union Foyer. 
Friday 
September 5 
S p.m. - Cider Point Trip 
Deadline tor registration.   Cost li $13.50. UAO 
sponsored event.   UAO Office. Union. 
7. 9:30 p.m. - UAO Cempu. Him 
"White Nights' will bo shown. $1 50 with BGSU 
ID. Eva Marie Saint Thootor. University Hall. 
• p.m. _ University Thootor Production 
"My Folr lady" will bo presented    Tick.I. aro 
S3, *5. $/ for students. $5. $7. $9 for adults. 
Students rocotvo $1 off with a valid BGSU ID. 
Kobocker Hall. Moot. Muslcol Am Center. 
MUnleht - UAO Campus Him 
"The Breakfast Club" will bo ihown. $1.50 with 




• e.m. - Omol Non March for Oloeel 
Nuclear Dlftarmamont 
Gathoring for trip to Toledo to participate in 
flvo milo walk through downtown. Froo and 
opon to all. Sponsored by tho Pooco Coalition 
and tho Social Juttico Committee.   Union. 
11 a.m. - Co dor Point Trip 
UAO sponsored event. 
1lM p.m. - Football 
•GSU v.. Ohio University.   Doyt t. Perry Field. 
7. *i30 p.m. - UAO Ceapw Film 
See 7 p.m. Friday, Sept. 5, lilting. 
7:30 p.m. - Concert 
The Imperial! will perform. Tlckett ore »7 in 
odvonce. SB at the door. Sponsored by BGSU 
Bible Studies.   Anderson Arena 
• p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 5, listing. 
• p.m.-Mlenlght - Welcome Beck Party 
Free and open to all.   Sponsored by the World 
Student Association.  Amoni Room. Commons. 
Midnight - UAO Camptie Film 
See Midnight Friday . Sept. 5, listing. 
Sunday 
September 7 
2-3 p.m. - Spaghetti Dinner 
Dinner    lor    freshmen    and    new    transfer 
students.   Free.   St. Thomas More Porlsh, 425 
Thurstin. 
7 mm. - HPt* Saturday Recreation Pro- 
»•"•" for the Handicapped 
Orgoniiotlonol meeting for student volunteers. 
Open to oil.   100 Copier Complex. North. 
7 mm, - Canadian Film Series 
-Pos do Deux," o  1967 silent,  experimental 
film, will be ihown. Free and open to all. Gish 
Film Theater. Honna. 
Monday 
September 8 
7:4S a.m. - Prayer Meeting 
inter-varsity Christian Fellowship will hold 
prayer meetings eoch weekday at this time. 
Prout Chapel. 
« mmrtm mm. - AMA Mitt srshlp prhre 
American Marketing Association to begin on 
nuol membership drive, to continue through 
Sept. 26. Foyer. Business Administration. 
• e.m.-4:»0 p.m. - Fleer Art Cxhlblt 
"Materlol knogas. 15 Fiber Artists" will be open 
through Sept. 16, weekends from ? 5 p.m Free 
and open to all. Produced with the support of 
the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo, the 
Ohio Arts Council and the National Endowment 
lor the Arts.   Fine Arts Gallery. 
* a.m.-3 p.m. - Plant Sale 
Sponsored by UAO.  Union Oval. Roin location: 
Grand Ballroom. Union. 
3:33-4:30 mm. - Coffee Mown 
Free and open to oil.  Sponsored by the World 
Student AMocloHon.   411 Sou* Hall. 
4:10-7:30 p.m. - Placement Orientation 
One of four meetings for seniors to become 
fomlllor with the compos placement office. 
Seniors should art end one of the four meetings. 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
Aseocletkm 
Meeting.   Open to oil students.   Mlletl Alumni 
Center. 
7 p.m. - Audition! 
Auditions for all-freshman production of "The 
Me Nobody Knows." Open only to University 
freshmen. For more Information, contact the 
theater department at 372-2222. 
7:30 p.m. -. American Marketing 
Association 
Information night. Open to all. Alumni Room. 
Union. 
• p.m. - lnte.n.tlon.1 Film Series 
The West German film "The Bridge" will be 
shown, dubbed in English.    Free and open to 
all   Gish Film Theater, Honrvo 
*t13 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Witness"  will  be  shown,   starring   Harmon 
Ford.   $ I with BGSU ID.   210 Moth Science. 
Tuesday 
September 9 
* e-m-S p.m. - Plant Sale 
Sponsored by UAO.  Union Oval. Rain location; 
Grand Ballroom, Union. 
11:30 em. - Placement Orientation 
See 6:30 Monday   Sept. 8. listing.   Eva Marie 
Saint Theater. University Hall. 
4 p.m. - Intromurelt 
Deadline for entries for women's singles tennis 
and men's and women's doubles tennis. Ap- 
plications are ovoiloble In 108 Student Recreo- 
tion Center. 
7 p.m. - Squash Club 
Organizational meeting. Instruction and prac- 
tice available. Some llnols from the End of 
Summer International Boll Toumoment will be 
played. Entry deadline for September Blue Dot 
Tournament. New members welcome. Squash 
Court A. Student Recreation Center. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Open to oil.   Active Christians Today.   Alumni 
Room. Union. 
7:30-9:30 p.m. -- Interfreternlty Council 
Rush 
Rush will be held within the BGSU fraternity 
units. 
7 p.m. - Selling and Sale. Management 
dub 
Orgoniiotlonol   meeting.      Open   to   all. 
Assembly Room. Mcfall Center. 
7:30 p.m. - Ay.dsil.il. 
Auditions lor the musical production of "H.M.S. 
Pinafore" will be hold. Students will be ex- 
pected to sing. Audition material is available 
at 322 South Hall. Open to oil. 405 University 
Hall. 
7:30 p.m. - Slide Lecture 
'Tradition and Innovation" will be presented by 
California fiber ortltt Ano llsa Hestrom   Free 
and open to all. 204 Fine Arts. 
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Pel 
Orgoniiationol  meeting  for accounting  club. 
Dr. Thorn Evans, chairman of the accounting 
and MIS department, will speak.  Open to all. 
Community Suite. Union. 
* p.m. - University Ami ■■■■Bis 
Meeting for members.   Miletl Alumni Center. 
Thursday 
September 11 
•ajn.-Sp.m. - Plant Sola 
Open to all.  Sponsored by UAO.  Union Oval. 
Roin location. Union Foyer. 
2-4p.m. - Blanket Concert 
Concert by Fast Tracks    Free and open to oil. 
Sponsored by UAO   Field between Student Ser- 
vices and Kr.isch.r 
2:30-4:30 - Coffee Hours 
See 2:30 Monday. Sept. 8, listing. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Colloquium Series 
Research director ot the New South Wales Con- 
servatory of Music In Sydney, Australia ond 
distinguished visiting professor at the Universi- 
ty, Dr. Manfred Ch/nes. will speak on "The 
Touch ol Emotions: Natural Principles of Emo- 
tional Communication." Free ond open to all. 
Sponsored by the Psychology Department 112 
life Science. 
3 p.m. - USG Elections 
Deadline lor petitions to get on the ballot for 




7:30 p.m.   -   American Society   of   Interior 
Meeting.  Open to all.  Home Economics living 
Center. 
3:30    p.m.    -    Inter Varsity    Christian 




• a.m. J p.m. _ Plant Sale 
Sponsored by UAO.  Grand eoHcoom   Union. 
11 
ei30 p.m. - Placement Orientation 
See Mon., Sept. 8, listing. 
7:JO-e:30  p.m.   -   Interfreternlty  Council 
Bush 
Rush will be held within the BGSU fraternity 
units. 
7:30 p.m. - Auditions 
See 7:30 Wednesday. Sept. 10, listing. 
• p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
The Great Dictator" starring Charlie Chaplin 
will be shown.  Free and open to all. Gish Film 
Theater, Hanno. 
• p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Godspell" will be presented.   Tlckett are $3 
and $5 lor students:  S5 and $7 for adults. 
Students receive SI off with a valid BGSU ID. 
Kobocker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open    to   all    students.       United    Christian 
Fellowship.  313 Thurstin. 
nd Oay Alllen 
Meeting. Open to all. St. Thomas More Porlsh, 
425 Thurstin. 
Opportunity to meet with representatives from 
more than 65 campus organisations. Open to 
oil.  Grand Ballroom. Union. 
4 p.m. - Intremurels 
Deadline for application to participate In men's 
doubles golf Intramurols. Applications 
ovoiloble In 108 Student Roc Center. 
• Ms. - UCF Sou.time 
Fellowship meeting. Soup provided, bring your 
own sandwich. Open to oil students Spon- 
sored  by  United Christian  Fellowship.     313 
* Man*, p.m. - Plant Sate 
Sponsored by UAO. Union Oval. Rain location. 
Union Foyer. 
1:30 p.m. - lxceller.ee In Iducetion Serle. 
"Science Anxiety in Elementary ond Junior High 
Schools," o presentation of research findings 
by Dr. Leigh Chiorelotl, educational curriculum 
and Instruction, and Chorlone Czerniok. Bowl- 
ing Green City Schools. Open to all University 
faculty ond students. Sponsored by the Clinical 
Laboratory ond the Research Development 
Council of the College of Education ond Allied 
Professions.   215 Education Building. 
3:30 p.m. - Placement Orientation 
See 6:30 Monday. Sept. 8, listing. 
3 p.m. - Leem-tO'Swtm 
Deadline for signups for Learn-to-Swim pro 
gram   Main Office. Student Recreation Center. 
3 p.m. - Fentesy and Wareemlng Society 
Meeting and open gaming. Open to all. Off- 
Campus Student Center, Moseley. 
7. a,30 mm. - UAO Campus Film 
"A View To A Kill" will be shown. $1.50 with 
BGSU ID. 210 Moth Science. 
3 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 11. listing. 
. UAO Campus Film 
Thstnslsreoll" will be shown.    Starring Soon 
Connery as James Bond. SI .50 with BGSU ID. 
210 Math Science. 
Saturday 
September 13 
Noon - Bathtub I 
Annual roces to raise money for the Cystic 
Flbrosis Foudation. Sponsored by Alpha Chi 
Omega sorority and Phi Kappa Psl fraternity. 
Peregrine Pond. 
1 MB, - Rugby 
BGSU vs. Valparaiso.   College Pork. 
3 p.m. - Rugby 
BGSU vs. Flndlay.   College pork. 
4 pJR. - Church Service 
St. Thomos More Parish. 425 Thurstin. 
7. *t30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7. 9:30 p.m. Friday. Sept. 12, listing. 
3 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See B p.m. Thursday. Sept. 11. listing. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See Midnight Friday, Sept. 12. listing. 
Sunday 
September 14 
7:10. t, 11 e.m. - Church Service. 
St. Aloyslus Church. ISO S. Enterprise. 
3. 10 e.m. - Church Services 
St. John's Episcopal Church. 1509 E. Woosier 
3:43. 11 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Marks Lutheran Church, 315 S. College. 
9:30 e.m, - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise. 
♦:30. 11 suss. - Church Service. 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E. Wooster. 
Its 11 sun,. Iill p.m. - Church Services 
St. Thomos More Porlsh, 425 Thurstin. 
1* SMB. • p.m. - Church Service. 
Daysprlng Assembly of God. 1B1 % S. Main. 
10 e.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church. 
10130 mm. - Church Service 
Active Christians Today. Prout Chopel. 
10:30 e.m. - Church Service 
trinity    United   Methodist   Church.    200   N. 
Summit. 
Flrit Ct.ri.nen Church. 873 Hoskms. 
3-9:30 p.m. . 
"Welcoming Chang*" it offered by SI. Thomas 
Mora Porish. $5 donation tor food ond 
moterlols. Antloch Room. St. Thomas More 
Porish. 425 Thuritln. 
• p.m. - Now Student Dinner 
Opon to oil now students and faculty Unitod 
Christian Fellowship.   313 Thurstin. 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Series 
"Ticket to Heoven" will bo shown.   Tho 1981 
Conodlon film it about religious cult activities. 
Froo  ond  opon  to oil.     Gith  Film  Ihootor. 
Honna. 
• p.m. - Pecltel 
College of Musical Artt loeulty mombor Vernon 
Wolcott will giv* on organ recital Froo ond 




7:45 e.m. - Preyer Mooting 
Tho Inter-Vorsity Christian Fellowship will hold 
proyor mootingt ooch wookday ot this time. 
Opon to oil.   Prout Chapol. 
• o ,m.-4:30 p.m. - Fiber Art, l,hlblt 
"Material Imogoi: 15 Floor Artists" will bo ex- 
hlbitod through Sopt. 16. Spomorod by tho 
Artt Commission of Grootor Tolodo. tho Ohio 
Am Council ond tho Notional Endowment for 
tho Artt.   Catlory. Fino Arts Building. 
10 e.m.-e p.m. - u AO Print Solo 
UAO will soil prints through Friday. Grand 
Ballroom, Union. 
2-4: 30 mm. - Coffee Hour. 
Soo 2-4-30 Monday, Sopt. 8, listing. 
4 p.m. - Co-op Information Sosslon 
Mooting   to   explain   what   tho   Cooporativo 
Education Program con offor students. Opon to 
all.   238 Administration. 
7 p.m. - Moat tho Star! ...option 
Opon to all for rofroshmonts, slide show ond to 
moot tho staff of ftatcholder.   Batcholdor Main 
lobby. 
• p.m. - International Film Series 
Tho West German film "Cat ond Mouse" will be 
presented. Fro* ond opon to all. Glsh Film 
Theater, Honno. 
• p.m. - Criminal Justice Organisation 
Orgoniiatlonol meeting. Opon lo all. 302 
Honna. 
9:13 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 




7 p.m. - Volloybell 
BGSU vs. Clevelond MOM,   Anderson Ar.no 
7 p.m. - Fatlowt^lp Meotlno 
Meeting open to oil.     Spon.of-xl  by Active 
Christians Today    Alumni Room. Union. 
7 p.m. - So,ue«h Club 
Inilruclion and proctice. Election of officers. 
Blue Dot Tournament matches Squash Court 
A, Student Recreation Cenler. 
7:30-» p.m. -- Volunteer Orientation Night 
Volunteer coordinator ot St. Thomo* More 
Parish. Linda Butch, will spook Opon to all. 
Sponsored by St. Thomas Mora. Antloch 
Library. St. Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
7:30 • p.m. - MM* Study 
Bible study will be hold every Tuesday night. 
Sponiortwl by St.  Thomas  More Parish,     St. 
Thomas More Parish, 435 Thurstin. 
7:*)-«:30   p.m.   ..   Inferfretemlty   Coomll 
M. 
Rush to bo hold within  tho BGSU  fratornity 
units. 
7:J0-f:30    p.m. Cotochlst     Training 
An Introduction to Cotochotics will bo given 
Opon to all.    Sponsored by St. Thomas More 
Porish.   Upper Room, St. Thomas More Parish. 
425 Thurstin 
• p.m. - Honors Student Association 
General    mooting.       Information   on   being 
freshmen representatives will bo avollab.0. 
Opon to all.   Honors Center, below Kreischer 
cafeteria. 
i:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Student-led  Bible  study.     Sponsored  by  the 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Open to all. 
305 University Hall. 
• p.m. - "Ripped Off' Rep Seeefon 
Film followed by discussion on safety ond pro- 
tecting your property, led by public safety of- 
ficer*. Open to oil Batcholdor residents. Spon- 




Noon •• Commuter Off-Cempus 
Organisation 
COCO general meeting. Opon to alt off- 
campus students ond commuters. Off Campus 
Student Center, Moseloy Hall. 
• p.m. - UCF Souptrme 
Soup provided, bring your own sandwich. 
Sponsored by the United Christian Fellowship. 
Opon to all students.   313 Thurstin. 
7 p.m. - AutfItlom 
Auditions lor theater department production of 
"Waiting For Godot." Opon to oil. Audition 
material available in 322 South Hall. 402 
University Hall. 
7:30 p.m. - Recruiters Night 
Recruiters from 20 firms will be at the Beta 
Alpha Psi mooting.   Opon to all.   Community 
Suite. Union. 
■   p.m.    .-   fashion   Merchandising 
Association 
Meeting.   Assembly Room, McFoll Center. 
B:30 p.m. - Trlathalon 
One of two mooting* for Trioiholon par- 
ticipants. Attendance at one of the two Is man- 




• ejn.-S p.m. - UK) flection. 
Elections will  bo hold for district  represen- 
tatives.   Union Foyer. 
10 e.m. - Coxa Information Session 
See 4 p.m. Monday. Sept. IS. listing. 
2-4:30 mm. - Coffee Hours 
Soo 2-4:30 p.m. Monday. Sopt. 8. listing. 
3 p.m. » MIP Program 
Ooodline to apply for Spring. 1987 MEP.   529 
Education. 
«-10 sun. - KM llectlons 
Elections for district representatives continue. 
Jerome Librory. 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
See 7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 17. listing. 
7 p.m. - Mack Student Union 
Director of the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program. 
Or. John Scott, will spook on Your Route to 
Fame end Fortune." Refreshments will be serv- 
ed. Free and opon to oil Sponsored by tho 
Block Student Union.   Stole Room, Union. 
• p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Alfred Hitchcock's "The Birds will be shown. 
Free ond open to oil. Glsh Film Theater. 
Honno. 
• :JO p.m. - Trlethelon 
See 8.30 p.m. Wednesday   Sept. 17. listing. 
8:30 ...». - Male Study 
Open   to   aM    students.        Unitod   Chrlstion 
Fellowship, 313 Thurstin. 
8:30 p.m. - Loselon and Oay Alll.nce 




1:30 p.m. -- E ice Hence In Iducatlon Series 
Domonstratlon ond workshop by Charlotte 
Scherer, director of Clinical ond Computer Lobs 
for the College of Education and Allied Profes- 
sions titled "Electronically Yours. .BBS. Bulletin 
Board Services Simplified." Open to all Univer- 
sity loeulty and students.   215 Education. 
2:30 p.m. - Mono Seminar 
Guest  pianist   Jeffrey  Jocob  will  present   a 
seminar    titled    "Contemporary    Piano 
Literature." Froo ond opon to all   Bryan Recital 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
S p.m. - attack Student Union 
Deadline for applications for officers.  406 Stu- 
dent Services. 
e p.m. ~ Fantasy and War faming Society 
Mooting and open gaming. Free ond open to 
oil. Off Campus Student Center, Moseloy. 
7:30. «.4S. Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Jewel of tho Nile." the sequel to "Romonclng 
the Stone, "will be shown. Si-SO with BGSU ID. 
210 Math Science. 
• p.m. - Roc I to I 
Guest pianist Jeffrey Jocob will present a 
rocitol of contemporary piano literature. Free 
and open to all. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 




> p.m. - UAO Fall test 
Cleveland bands "Sodo." "Me ond the Boys 
ond "Nation of One" will perform.   Boer ond 
other refreshments will bo sold. Free ond open 
looll.   Sponsored by UAO.   College Pork. 
1 p.m. .. Rugby 
BGSU vs. Kent State.   College Park. 
7:JJQ. •:•». Midnight -- UAO Campus Film 
See   7:30.   9:45.   Midnight   Friday.   Sept.   19, 
listing. 
• p.m.-Midnight - Oornson Night 
Music by   The Tlrolers." Admission of $5 in 
eludes beer, soft drinks ond snochs    Open lo 
all.    Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish 




7: J0. 9, 11 a.m. -- Church Services 
St. Aloysius Church. ISO S. Enterprise. 
8. 10 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Johns Episcopal Church. IS09 E. Wooster. 
8:43, 11 a.m. - Church Services 
St. Mark's Lutheron Church. 315 S. College 
9:30 e.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. Enterprise. 
9:30. 11 e.m. - Church Service. 
First United Methodist. 1506 E. Wooster. 
10. 11 e.m., |||t p.m. ■■ Church Servlres 
St. Thomas More Porish. 425 Thurstin 
10 a.m., 0 a.m. -- Church Services 
Ooyspring Assembly of God, 181 V, S  Moin 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. Church. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Active Christians Today. Prout Chapel. 
10:30 a.m. ■■ Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit 
10:43 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christion Church. 875 Hosklns. 
• p.m. - Veeaerc service 
Open to all. Sponsored by United Chfistian 
Fellowship.   313 Thurstin. 
• p.m. - Pecltel 
John Bentley. on oboe, ond Judith Bentley, on 
flute, will present a concert including works by 
Henry Brant, Joaquin Rodrlgo. J.S. Bach and 
Gunta Ftapel. Free and open to all. Bryan 
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
• p.m. « Human Services Club 
Mooting.   Home Economics living Center 
I- 4 
A letter from the editor 
Smith memorial planned 
Hazel Smith, founder and director ot the Off-Campus Student Center, died 
May 21; she was 68. A memorial service to honor her life and her 18 years of 
service to the University will be held at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday (Sept. 10) in 
Prout Chapel 
Rememberances will be made by Dr Mary Edmonds, vice president for 
student affairs; Gregg DeCrane, assistant vice president for student affairs; 
senior Ellen Bean; and alumnus Robert Pruger. 
Dr. Robert Early, an associate professor of English, will present a reading 
and music will be provided by the Faculty B; ass Quintet. 
Those of us who knew Hazel understocJ immediately just how much the 
University had lost, but it is only now that we are beginning to fully understand 
the personal loss. The meeting from which she is missing, the office stripped 
of the things which made it Hazel's office or the comment which isn't made but 
would have been made if Hazel had been there, all drive home the point that 
things have changed and the University will never seem "quite right" again. 
For those of you who didn't know Hazel, I would like you to know that she 
was a complamer She complained a lot. She complained that parking 
regulations kept students from parking close to classroom buildings. She 
complained that students were forced to go through too much red tape to 
register for classes or pay bills or do whatever. She complained that 
commuter students, "my kids" as she referred to them, did not have the 
facilities or services they needed. 
But the complaining had one theme: the University was here for the 
students and too often faculty and administrators forgot that, and who the hell 
did we think we were, anyway. 
It should also be noted that Hazel was ill for much of the time she was here 
More than one doctor told her that she would never live to see the decade of 
the 1980s. She never complained about any of that. 
But being a complamer on this campus is not unique. What made Hazel 
special was that she was also a doer. 
The center is located in the basement of Moseley Hall. It looked and felt 
and often smelled like a basement; when it rained, it flooded. 
But Hazel made it home. She found lockers and tables for her kids and 
made sure that there were always decks of cards around. When the kids 
decided they wanted a TV and some lounge furniture, she found it. Later she 
talked vending companies into putting in machines and adding a microwave 
oven. When her kids needed typewriters, she found some. When they 
needed computers, she bought some of those. Whatever her kids needed, 
she found a way to get it 
She wanted the center to be an active and vital place so she encouraged 
co-programming with a variety of groups and she encouraged organizations to 
hold their activities in the center. 
It was that caring and concern which transformed the center. It felt like 
home in the center You could rest, study, work on projects, do whatever you 
had to do. If you needed to talk, Hazel was there. 
Her caring spilled out of the center. When there appeared to be a need for 
an escort service, she started one. In general, whenever or wherever she saw 
a need, she tried to fill it. 
And she encouraged students to become aware and involved. When 
political candidates came to campus, they usuaRy spoke in the Commuter 
Center; after their talk, the students asked questions and the best and most 
insightful invariably came from commuter students. 
Her students became involved in campus life. They became presidents of 
clubs and organizations or of the student body. They sat on University boards 
and committees; they made sure that their voices were heard. 
Hazel once said that she lived for the center and her kids; she looked to her 
impending retirement with mixed emotions. She didn't want to leave the 
University and she didn't. 
She has given us administrators much to live up to. 
Students who knew her know, but for those of you who did not have the 
privilege of meeting Hazel Smith, you should know that you have lost one of 
the best friends you will ever have. 
-Gardner McLean Jr., editor 
Theater presents: 
My Fair Lady 
Encore performances of the Bowling Green Summer Musical Theatre 
production of "My Fair Lady" will be staged at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday (Sept. 
5-6) in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musics.' Arts Center. 
"My Fair Lady" is Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay Lerner's adaption of the 
Bernard Shaw play "Pygmalion." The show is being presented by the College of 
Musical Arts and department of theater. 
Cast in the role of the poor Cockney flower-girl Eliza Doolittle is senior Susan 
Sutton, who has also appeared in productions "The Sound of Music" and 
"Oklahoma!" at the University. Dr. Allen Kepke, professor of theater, portrays 
Professor Henry Higgins, and Dr. Larry Small, assistant professor of 
communication disorders, plays Colonel Pickering. 
Dr. Allen S. White, professor of theater, is directing the musical and James 
Brown, director of choral music at Bowling Green High School, is producer and 
musical director. 
Tickets are on sale 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday at the center 
box office. Prices are $3, $5 and $7 for students and senior citizens. Students 
can receive a $1 discount with a valid University ID. Tickets for all others are $5, 
$7 and $9. For more information call 372-8171. 
Godspell 
A FaH presentation of the Bowing Green Summer Musical Theater's 
"Godspell" will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursday. Friday and Saturday (Sept. 11 - 
13) at Moore Musical Arts Center's Kobacker Hall. 
Graduate students Kyle Marrero and Michael Nickley are featured in the 
musical, with Marrero portraying Jesus and Nickley playing the dual role of Judas 
and John the Baptist. 
Directed by Raphael R. Miller, director of the theater department at Daytona 
Beach Junior College (Fla), the musical is being produced by James Brown, 
choral music director at Bowling Green High Scool. Blake Walter, a part-time 
instructor of musical arts, is musical director. 
Tickets are priced at $3, $5 and $7 for students and senior citizens (students 
receive a $1 discount with valid University ID), and $5, $7 and $9 for all others. 
Tickets can be purchased 11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. weekdays at the center 
box office, and 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. the days of the performance. For more 
Information call 372-8171. 
Program needs volunteers 
Noise. Lots and lots of noise. 
Running, jumping, ball throwing, 
dancing, talking and game playing. It 
appears like a classroom gone mad, 
but to Dolores Black, an associate 
professor in the School of HPER, It is 
the sights and sounds of success 
It is the efforts of 70 handicapped 
children who are learning to minimize 
the effects of their disabilities and build 
self-confidence. And it is the efforts of 
90 student volunteers who give two 
hours of their time every other 
Saturday to work with and care about 
these children. 
The children and students comprise 
the School of HPER Saturday Activity 
Program for the Handicapped. This 
year's program begins with an 
organizational meeting which will be 
held at 7 p.m. Sunday (Sept. 7) in 100 
Co-op office plans 
info meetings 
Are you uncertain about your career 
decison? Would you like to know what 
the "real world" in your field is like? 
Would you like to get some work 
experience before you graduate? 
If you have answered yes to one or 
all of these questions, then you need 
to know more about the Cooperative 
Education Program. To facilitate that 
learning, the Co-op office wM be 
holding two informational meeting*: at 
4 p.m. Monday (Sept. 15) and at 10 
a.m. Thursday (Sept. 18) in 238 
Administration Budding 
The meetings are free and open to 
Eppler Complex, North. The meeting is 
open to all University students. All 
details concerning the program, 
schedule and the possibility of 
receiving academic credit will be 
discussed at the meeting. 
Begun in 1975 as an activities clinic 
for blind children, the program has 
grown to include children with other 
physical and mental handicaps. The 
program Is coordinated by Black and is 
the only program of its kind in the state 
which offers services free of charge. 
The philosophy of the clinic is 
simple: engage these children in 
activities which will provide them with 
the opportunity to improve their 
physical skills and develop greater 
self-confidence and self-awareness, 
and offer these activities on an 
individual basis so that each child may 
succeed at what he or she is doing. 
Graen Sheet is produced by the 
Office of Public Relations for 
students, faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Qrean Sheet 
will be published Sept. 19 and will 
cover events occurring between 
Sept. 22 and Oct. 5. The deadline 
to submit information for that issue 
is noon Wednesday, Sept. 17. 
Al events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building. There 
Is no charge to have an Kern listed 
Editor; Gardner A. McLean Jr. 
Copy Editor: Monica Karrer 
Calendar Editor: Carrie Roads 
Production: Bob Schindler 
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Prepare for the first full week of school, but don't get cooped 
up inside. Bike to class and study in the-sun — temperatures 
are expected to be in the 70s all month. Take a break for your 
favorite music — there's a variety being broadcast this week- 
end. Living off-campus? Look inside and find out how to keep 
the police from crashing your party. 
Friday /Ted Schulu 
CAMPUS COMMENTS 
Photos/Shawn Maguire Interviews/ Dan Gdgcr 
What's the hardest thing to adjust to when coming back to school? 
Marcie Grays, senior business educa- 
tion major, Toledo: Readjusting to 
time schedules - getting up early, 
doing homework. 
Peggy Yuhas, doctoral candidate in 
interpersonal and public communica- 
tion from Solon: I was here this sum- 
mer so the hardest part for me is 
getting used to all the crowds again, 
espwnally in the bars. 
Jamie McAdoo, senior marketing ma- 
Er fromFindlay: I have to do my own 
uodry. 
Laura Jordan, senior family serv- 
ices major from Catawba Island: I 
worked outside all summer and now 
it's hard to get used to being inside for 
Unlabelled boxes hide necessities 
by HawM L. Borti 
Friday reporter 
Most people will spend the next few 
days enjoying the warm weather. Not 
me. I'm going to be looking for my 
'"'"'"■■IWIIHH1 possessions and 
■MM 
A senior with many moves under 
my belt, I guess I got careless. I 
discarded the amateur formalities 
like labeling boxes. Furniture didn't 
seem important either. Why, last time 
the local milk company furnished my 
bookshelves at no charge at all. 
However, my luck has changed. I 
moved into an unfurnished apartment 
that really was unfurnished. No con- 
crete blocks or boards left behind, 
only an iced-over refrigerator and a 
dirty oven. 
Undaunted, I headed to the local 
grocery store for some fruit crates. 
Sure, I thought, they'll make what- 
ever a student needs. Resourceful, 
that's me. 
Directed toward the produce man, I 
waited patiently M be told where to 
pick up my crates. A half-dozen cus 
Month's mercury will average 77 
by Debbie Roger* 
Friday reporter 
Predicting what the weather will 
be like in a week can often be a 
tricky Job. 
This is why the National Weather 
Service is only 60 percent accurate 
in its predictions for one month or 
more, but 95 percent correct in 
predicting the weather for the next 
one to three days, said Glen Frey, 
associate professor of geography. 
Frey explained that a change in 
weather is difficult to pinpoint be- 
cause "any earth science factor 
can effect weather." Thus, be said, 
forecasting can prove to be diffi- 
cult. 
The National Weather Service 
expects temperatures to be in the 
normal range, about 77 degrees, 
for the month of September. Tem- 
peratures can fluctuate about 5 
degrees either way, but it is ex- 
tremely unlikely to get into the 
high 60s or low 80s during mis 
month. Last September, Bowling 
Green's average temperature was 
64 degrees, although the red did 
rise into the high 80s in the first and 
third weeks of September. 
Frey defines an Indian Summer 
as a "warm period that occurs 
after the first frost." He said this 
normally happens every year. For 
example, in November tempera- 
tures will probably go into the 70s 
for seven to ten days. 
Rain is harder to predict accu- 
rately than temperature. Although 
meteorologists always know where 
clouds ana thunderstorm activity 
is, they don't know how fast the 
clouds travel or bow much rain 
they carry. However, the National 
Weather Service also predicts a 2 
inch rainfall for September instead 
of the usual 2.5 incnes. 
There are other ways of predict- 
ing the weather, such as checking 
how much fat there is on a bear or 
if a person's bones ache. There are 
over 4,000 proverbs about the 
weather, Frey said. 
Four thousand? Well, I think 111 
stick to time and temperature and 
96 percent accuracy from the Na- 
tional Weather Service. 
tomers later and a 45-minute lecture 
on the low profit margin of produce, it 
dawned on me that crates were not 
forthcoming. 
A drive around back to contemplate 
dumpster diving behind the stingy 
market revealed two half-smashed 
crates complete with vegetable and 
meat cuttings ripening in the hot sun. 
Ill risk arrest another time. 
The day before classes dawned, and 
I was still wearing the same pair of 
socks. I had to unpack at least the 
necessities. I left the discount store 
with a small box declaring, "Requires 
Assembly." At last I was the proud 
owner of some furniture. 
Hours (days?) and uncounted nuts 
and bolts later, I began to value my 
college education in a whole new way. 
A career in construction is totally out 
of the question. Wounded by vicious 
metal posts and shelves, I realized my 
skill with the screwdriver is less than 
minimal 
With my socks and shirts leering 
from their industrial strength home, 
other problems became more ob- 
vious. Peanut butter and Jelly Just 
didn't seem like a meal eaten stand- 
ing up. Frantic calls home proved 
that brothers cant be trusted. The 
card table was gone. Garage sales 
were no better. Now I had more things 
with no place to put them. 
Then I remembered my landlord's 
Jlmm^ Tha T?Nti«»d 
garage. A rest home for three-legged 
tables and lamps that I'm not sureUL 
would still approve, it was full. I 
called and he seemed glad to hear 
from me and even chuckled. 
A short while later a table and two 
chairs that wobbled only slightly 
Joined my vast material wealth. A 
book or two under a leg, a table cloth, 
and my kitchen set would qualify for 
Home Beautiful. 
Then the landlord-turned-vendor 
began to grow fangs. "Take the pur- 
ple chair for $5 and IT1 deliver it 
free," be said with visions of parking 
in his garage filling his eyes. One 
glance at the chair and I began to 
frantically load the car. The table legs 
wiggled, creaked and nearly bent, but 
it wouldn't fit. Good thing I like pur- 
ple. 
Since then, gradually the boxes are 
getting unpacked. The tea bags are 
out of the beer mugs, and nine times 
out of ten I can find what I want, 
eventually. 
Still there are a few things missing. 
Like my computer diskettes with this 
summer's writing and my brother's 
birthday card from last month. Since 
he's got the card table, I'm waiting 
until next year. 
Then again, Just yesterday the tele- 
phone showed up in the electric skil- 
let Maybe bell get a card after all. 
Next time, I label. 
Friday/Nick Rega< ft Shawn Maguire 
wv^Wimnrmr* 
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I'll have 'the usual' 
Early breakfast at the Corner Grill 
by Sieve H. Shunck 
Friday reporter 
All la quiet on Main Street; the bars 
have been closed for the last three- 
and-a-half hours and the only hint of 
life is a single set of headlights that 
shine through the morning darkness. 
However, not all is quiet in Bowling 
Green at 6:00 a.m.; a dozen or so 
people sit on the stools that line the 
counter of the Comer Grill. 
People awake at 6:00 a.m. in Bowl- 
ing Green? Aw come on, the average 
student wont wake up for at least 
another four hours... yet the energy 
level is high and there is some serious 
eating taking place. 
The Comer Grill, which has been 
open for the past 45 years. Is the 
morning hangout for the early risers 
in town. At 6 o'clock there are people 
from all walks of life eating break- 
fast, drinking coffee and getting a 
Jump on the day's activities. 
A who's who of Bowling Green could 
be amassed with all who are in atten- 
dance - the Nichols bread man, work- 
ers from the Sohio and Marathon gas 
stations, a workman from Gearhart 
Plumbing, a University maintenance 
man. Even a sheriff came in to join 
numerous local farmers and business- 
men who engage in never-ending eat- 
ing and talking. 
Most people who arrive at this early 
hour are greeted by friends who, like 
them, eat there every morning. Ev- 
eryone at the Corner Grill acts like 
one big happy family. 
One man who sees a friend he has 
not seen in a while greets his friend 
with, "My God, I didn't know you 
were still alive." For others a simple 
nod or wink of the eye is greeting 
enough. A sole waitress, Amy, takes 
all the orders and knows most cus- 
tomers by name. Amy asks regulars 
if they want the usual - "Dave, do you 
want two eggs over easy?" Dave 
gives the usual response of "Yep." 
Don Poland, a regular customer, 
says eating at the Corner Grill is just 
a daily habit. "I have come here for 
breakfast every day for the past five 
years," be says, smiling. Poland, who 
is 90, has been a farmer and a taxi 
owner in Bowling Green and never 
plans to leave the town where be grew 
up. He adds, "The Corner Grill Is an 
A-l place." 
Decorations in the Corner Grill add 
to the home feeling it provides to its 
customers. Of the eight pictures hang- 
ing on the wall, four of them are of 
hogs. One poster brags, "Hogs are 
beautiful," and another warns, 
"Those who indulge, bulge." When 
the owner was asked why these pic- 
tures grace the wails, her reply was, 
"We like'em." 
The Corner Grill storyteller is plan- 
ted on a stool at the end of the counter 
and gets involved in every conversa- 
tion and has a personal opinion on 
everything. This guy could be the life 
of any campus party - give this man a 
beer Instead of coffee! 
Slowly the street and car lights 
disintegrate, and the customers will 
be on their way. Most will be return- 
Frtday/Karen Laiar 
ing the next day to tell another story 
and drink more coffee with "the fam- 
ily." At 7:30, only a few people remain 
to carry on the conversation, and 
owner Mary Traver has a chance to 
say what makes the restaurant spe- 
cial. 
"It's not a ritzy place; people who 
want ritz can go some place high 
class. We're all nappy here and enjoy 
keeping to ourselves. That's the way 
we like it," said Traver, who has been 
working at the Corner Grill for the 
past 37 years. 
MR. SPOT'S 
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New R.E.M. LP a 'pageant9 of sound 
by Nick Regas 
Friday reporter 
R.E.M. seems to be testing the 
boundary between underground cult 
heroes and rock-n-roll superstardom. 
The band's fourth album titled Lite's 
Rich Pageant should please R.E.M. 's 
strong legion of fans while also bring- 
ing the band a bit of a larger follow- 
ing. 
Prom the opening guitar notes on 
the album's first song "Begin the 
Begin," one can sense that R.E.M. 
has beefed up its music without chan- 
ging their distinct sound. The band 
went to John Cougar's producer Don 
Gehman for this album, and he has 
helped the band's sound considerably. 
Peter Buck's guitar rings out as 
clearly as ever. Bill Berry's drums 
are a much more powerful influence 
on the album, but the most obvious 
difference is the coherence of Michael 
Stipe's vocals. 
Once again the band has a surrea- 
listic album cover and inner sleeve, 
that for the first time doesn't match 
the lyrics. Stipe's images are as un- 
clear and mysterious as ever, but 
most lyrics come across clearly. 
Uftft Rich Pageant has a heavy '60s 
feeling to it. The opening song of the 
supper side (the album features a 
dinner side and a supper side), "The 
Flowers of Guatemala" shows a Vel- 
vet Underground influence. The clos- 
ing song on the album "Superman," 
which features bass player Mike 
Mills' debut as lead vocalist, is a 
powerful '60s pop remake which 
shows that the band refuses to take 
themselves too seriously. "Fall on 
Me" could possibly be the bands most 
commercial and beautiful song to 
date. Stipe's voice is overshadowed 
by harmonic background vocals and 
Peter Buck's guitar work. 
A possible single from the album is 
"I Believe" which features an open- 
ing banjo solo and typical R.E.M. 
lyrics full of weird imagery: "I be- 
lieve in coyotes/and time as an abs- 
tract." It doesn't matter If the 
meaning is unclear; that is half the 
fun of listening to an R.E.M. album. 
The band has never revealed much 
about themselves in lyrics or video, 
which allows the listener to project 
bis own images, feelings, and quite 
often lyrics into the songs. 
"Cuyahoga" hits close to home with 
its description of the polluting of the 
Cuyahoga River. Stipe seems to bid 
farewell to a favorite spot from the 
past when he moans: "This is where 
we walked/This is where we swam- 
/Take a picture here/Take a souve- 
nir." 
Two old R.E.M. concert standards, 
the rousing "Just a Touch" and 
"Hyena" are reintroduced on the 
album. The end of the dinner side is 
"Underneath the Bunker" which is 
too weird to even try to describe. A bit 
of optimism is thrown in by the band 
in 'These Days", and one of Stipe's 
strongest vocal efforts in four albums 
and one EP is the haunting "Swan 
Swan H." 
R.E.M. seems to have secured a 
spot as one of the greatest and most 
important bands of our generation. 
Their commercial success will proba- 
bly never equal their critical acclaim, 
and most fans of the band would love 
nothing more. Few bands ever make 
the transition from underground to 
mainstream without losing much of 
their initial appeal and sound (ie: The 
Alarm, Psychedelic Furs). R.E.M. is 
hanging on to their underground col- 
lege radio appeal while successfully 
seeping slowly into mainstream ra- 
dio. 
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Weekly top ten tunes for all tastes 
HOT SINGLES 
l."Take My Breath Away" Berlin 
(Columbia) 
2."Dancing on the Ceiling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
3."Stnck With You" Huey Lewis & 
The News" (Chrysalis) 
4. "Friends and Lovers" Carl An- 
derson k Gloria Loring (Carrere) 
5."Venus" Bananarama (London) 
6."Higber Love" Steve Winwood 
(Island) 
7."Sweet Freedom" Michael Mc- 
Donald (MCA) 
•."Words Get In the Way" Miami 
Sound Machine (Epic) 
•."Walk This Way" Run-D.M.C. 
(Profile) 
10."Baby Love" Regina (Atlantic) 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."(Pop) Goes My Mind" Levert 
(Atlantic) 
2. "Ain't Nothln' Coin' On but the 
Rent" Gwen Guthrie (Polydor) 
3."A11 Cried Out" Lisa Lisa * Cult 
Jam with Full Force (Columbia) 
4."Tbe Rain" Oran "Juice" Jones 
(Def Jam) 
5."Love Zone" Billy Ocean (Jive) 
6."When I Think of You" Janet 
Jackson (AIM) 
7."Dandng on the Ceiling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
8."Word Up" Cameo (Atlanta Art- 
ists) 
9."Walk  This Way"  Run-D.M.C. 
(Profile) 
10."One Love" Wbodini (Jive) 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
l."Little Rock" Reba McEntire 
(MCA) 
2."Country State of Mind" Hank 
Williams Jr. (Warner-Curb) 
3."Got Mv Heart Set on You" John 
Conlee (Columbia) 
4."In Love" Ronnie MUsap (RCA) 
5."Stand a Uttle Rain" Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band (Warner Bros.) 
•."Always Have, Always Will" 
Janie Frickie (Columbia) 
7."Lonely Alone" The Forester Sis- 
ters (Warner Bros.) 
•."Guitars, Cadillacs" Dwight Yoa- 
kam (Reprise) 
•."Both to Each Other" Eddie Rab- 
bittfc Juice Newton (RCA) 
10."Ten Feet Away" Keith Whitley 
(RCA) 
TOP UTS 
l.'True Blue" Madonna (Sire) 
2.'"Top Gun' Soundtrack" (Colum- 
bia (-Platinum 
•."Back in the Highllfe" Steve Win- 
wood (Island) 
4."Raising Hell" Run-D.M.C. (Pro- 
file (-Platinum 
5."Eat 'Em and Smile" David Lee 
Roth (Warner Bros.) 
•."Invisible Touch" Genesis (Atlan- 
tic)-Platinum 
7,"Dancing on the Ceiling" Lionel 
Richie (Motown) 
•."The Bridge" Billy Joel (Colum- 
bia) 
9."So" Peter Gabriel (Geffen)- 
Gold (More than 500,000 units sold) 
10."Control" Janet Jackson 
(AiM)-Platinum 
Copyright 1986, Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted in this issue of The BG News maga2dne, Friday, with proper permission. 
ARE YOU BORED? 
IS THIS YOU ON FRIDAY NIGHTS? 
HAVE CLASSES ALREADY GOT YOU DOWN? 
DO YOU NEED THE INCESSANT REVERBERATION OF LOUD MUSIC 
TO SOOTHE YOUR JANGLES NERVES? 
THEN LOSE THOSE BLUES 
GET OUT OF BED & GET TO THE UAO 
TONIGHT! 
Sept. 5-from 8:30 -11:30 GRAND BALLROOM 
Jmrnlurimf 
$.50 FRESHMEN. 
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Station celebrates 
WBGU—TV features local musical talent 
by Jerry Yametaky 
Friday reporter 
Not unlike a graduation party, 
WBGU-TV is celebrating its promo- 
tion from channel 57 to 27 with a live 
music festival featuring local talent. 
"Celebrate 27" win be aired on 
Sept. 6 at 8 p.m. The program will 
feature a variety of bands from the 
WBGU-TV broadcast area with music 
ranging from the big band sound to 
barber-shop quartet and Jazz. 
It will be aired for a double purpose, 
said Pat Koehler, WBGU's director of 
development. 
"We are celebrating our switch to 
Channel 27 and a stronger signal, and 
we are using it as an alternate to the 
usual nine-day fund raiser - using the 
telethon style." The donations, 
Koehler said, will be used for pro- 
gramming. 
Many people who were part of 
WBGU-TV from the beginning will be 
given a special duty: to enjoy the 
music festival. 
"There is going to be a live audi- 
ence composed of many of our origi- 
nal WBGU-TV members that have 
stuck with us over the years," said 
Cindy Fisher, director of television 
information. 
The hosts of the snow are going to 
be Larry Bower, director of promo- 
tions at WKJG-TV in Ft Wayne, Ind., 
and a long-time host of WBGU's inter- 
national award-winning show 
"Bishop Luer's Swing Choir Contest," 
and Cathy Pratt, a University journa- 
lism professor and host of the show 
"Time Out." 
Some of the performers include: the 
West Ohio Big Band; Nate Gurley, a 
Toledo police officer and professional 
tenor who has previously appeared at 
the Westgate Dinner Theater; Toledo 
Tradition, a professional barber-shop 
quartet; Bill McKeand, a ragtime 
pianist from the Findlay area; Mick 
Payne, a folk singer; the Murpheys, a 
Toledo Jazz combo; and a University 
iazz   ensemble   featuring   Wendell 
lones, professor of performance stud- 
ies. 
Channel 57 went off the air in July 
when the old antenna was torn down 
and replaced by a new one. The sta- 
tion made its debut as Channel 27 on 
Augusts. 
Apartment life 
Means you have to cook yourself 
by Erica Ehrllchman 
Friday reporter 
You've made your move. Now 
you have your own apartment com- 
plete with cable TV, a much prized 
private bathroom and, wonder of 
wonders, a kitchen. You may in- 
stinctively know how to take ad- 
vantage of the first two, but do you 
know now to take advantage of 
your newly aquired kitchen? 
From my experience the most 
common Joe College cuisine con- 
sists of food that is quick, easy 
and - most important - cheap. The 
menu generally ranges form the 
standard pizza to the ever-popular 
macaroni and cheese. Not to men- 
tion the bolonga sandwich, the P.B. 
and J., the sloppy joe and, for 
really special occasions, spaghetti 
does nicely. 
But I suggest that if your cooking 
leaves you longing for McDonalds, 
or even dorm food, perhaps your 
diet could use a little revising. 
Maybe there is a limit to the num- 
ber of loaves of bread and boxes of 
pasta that one human can ingest. 
According to nutrition professor 
Elsa McMullen there are some 
dietary guidelines that should be 
followed. 
"It is important to pay attention 
to the amount of sodium and the 
amount of saturated fat and the 
amount of concentrated sugar in 
our diet," she said. 
But we're still young, right? Mc- 
Mullen continued, "we nave a lot of 
information that shows there are 
nutritional concerns for those that 
are adolescent or young adults." 
McMullen suggested that the 
U.S. Dietary Guidelines created by 
the U.S. Department of Agrculture 
be consulted on nutritional ques- 
tions. 
The guidelines are basically di- 
vided into seven sections: eat a 
variety of foods, maintain a desira- 
ble weight, avoid too much fat, 
saturated fat and cholesterol, eat 
foods with adequate starch and 
fiber, avoid too much sugar, avoid 
too much sodium and if you drink 
alcoholic beverages, do so in mod- 
eration. 
When was the last time you cared 
how much dietary fiber you ate? 
(ASSOCIATED SOUND 
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Police sometimes uninvited 
guests at off-campus parties 
by Kitoanc Dahm and Laura Grow 
Friday reporters 
There are no rules In love and war, 
but there are quite a few pertaining to 
off-campus parties. 
Students hosting off-campus parties 
must comply with city ordinances, or 
some of their guests may include the 
city police. 
According to the Bowling Green 
Police Department, an off-campus 
party will only be broken up if the 
people are in violation of dry ordi- 
nances. 
For instance, in order for a person 
to sell beer at a keg party, they must 
first receive an "F"' permit from the 
Bowling Green liquor control office or 
the Residence Life office 15 days prior 
to a party. 
A common violation is having an 
open container of alcohol. An open 
can of beer Is considered "open" if the 
person holding It is off the property 
owned by the person giving the party. 
Numerous complaints from sur- 
rounding bouses may lead to the en- 
forcement of noise pollution laws. The 
lice said they are obligated to inves- 
ate such complaints. The officers 
usually give the party host a 
verbal warning. In most cases, a 
warning is as far as police enforce- 
ment goes. However, citations will be 
given out if the officers are forced to 
return to the party a second time. 
A growing concern among Univer- 
sity students and faculty is the "Tran- 
sition 21" law. Because the majority 
of students living on campus are 
under 21, off-campus parties will most 
likely rise In number since the under- 
aged people will be unable to attend 
floor parties with alcohol, and the 
bars will not allow these people in. 
_The world is waiting. 
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Christian rockers won't 'fool around' 
Imperials to deliver gospel music to University tomorrow night 
by Betsy Smith 
Friday reporter 
This Christian rock group does not 
fool around. 
The members of the Imperials, a 
contemporary Christian singing 
group which will be performing on 
Saturday, Sept. 6 at 7:30 in the Ander- 
son Arena, signed moral contracts 
when becoming members of the 
group. 
To ensure that the members lived 
morally responsible lives, the group's 
founder, Jake Hess, required them to 
sign contracts stating that they would 
not "fool around" with the opposite 
sex. 
Hess was hailed as one of the best 
gospel singers of the 1960s. 
The group began singing gospel 
music in 1964 and cut 38 albums. 
Hess' prior popularity helped lead 
the Imperials to early success. In the 
"LET THE WIND BLOW" 
1960s there was no contemporary 
Christian rock as we know it today (Petra, Amy Grant). In essence, the 
Imperial's music was considered con- 
temporary rock of the 60s. 
In 1965, Hess decided to quit touring 
because of a bad heart. This action 
hurt the band immensely. Ninety- 
three scheduled performances were 
cancelled by promoters who hired the 
band because Hess was the lead 
singer. The Imperials had a tremen- 
dous struggle, financially and perfor- 
mance-wise. They played at churches 
for love offerings of only $50 to $100 a 
night. 
The Imperials had a friend in the 
RCA building on Nashville Music Row 
who helped get them booked singing 
with Elvis Presley and Jimmy Dean. 
After leaving Elvis because of too 
many time conflicts and sacrifices, 
the Imperials began singing all of 
Dean's back-up music plus a few 
numbers of their own. Eventually, the 
group began singing at Vegas, Lake 
Tahoe, Reno and top theaters. 
In 1975, the group was faced with a 
major decision. The Imperials and 
the Oak Ridge Boys were both at the 
top of the gospel music scene. It was 
said one of these groups could hit the 
top in the secular world and the Oak 
Ridge Boys went for it (only to hit It 
big in country music a few years 
later). The Imperials decided not to 
travel that route but to become more 
involved in gospel music. The group 
believed thatGod was calling them to 
sing about Him, not to perform in 
places like Vegas. With that, the Im- 
perials quit the Vegas circuit and 
dedicated themselves more deeply in 
the ministry and gospel musk. 
Today the Imperials have accumu- 
lated four Grammys, 13 Doves (an 
award equal to the Grammy for gos- 
pel music), and many other awards. 
They entertain in over 100 major 
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■ GOOD       MORNING 
AMERICA CJ IMON-THUI 
■ MACNCB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR (TUE-FRII 
■ CAPITOL      JOURNAL 
MOM 
■ JAYCE      ANO     THE 
WHEELED WARRIOR* 
■ BUGS    BUNNY    ANO 
FRIENDS 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
(TMCI   MOVIE    (TUE,    THU. 
FRI) 
7:30 
• ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD IMONI 
■ SHE-RA:   PRINCESS OF 
POWER 
■ JAYCE      AND     THE 
WHEELED WARRIORS 
• CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
IISPNI     NATION'S     BUSI- 
NESS TODAY 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
IBM 
■ (B SESAME STREET (R) 
■ INSPECTOR GADGET 
• FUNTSTONE8 (FRI) 
■ THUNDERCATS     Q 
IMON-THUI 
(TMCI MOV* (WEDI 
StSO 









LOVE BOAT IFRII 
OPRAH      WINFREY 
(MON-THU) 
■ DONAHUE 
■ HOUR MAGAZINE 
■ SECRET CITY (FRII 




MIBIBR ROGER* (Rl 
CSPNI SPBEDWEEK (FRI) 
IESFN) RUNNING |MON) 
CSPNI U.S. OLYMPIC FES- 
TIVAL (T LIE I 
CBPN)   BEST   OP   THE   SU- 
PERSTARS (WEDI 
(ISPNI    HORSE    RACING 
WEEKLY (THU) 
MO 
S BREAK THE BANK 
OK* VAN DYKE (FRI) 
COURTSHIP OF EDO* S 
FATHER (MON-THU) 




CEFNI OUTDOOR LIFE (FRII 
IESPNI     AMERICA'S     CUP: 
CHALLENGE     DOWN    UN- 
DER (THU) 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON. TUE, 
THU. FRII 
HMO 
■ ■ I26.COO PYRAMID 
O FRED PENNER'S PLACE 
■ FAMILY TUB (Rl 
■ SALLY JESSY RAPHAEL 
■ WE'RE COOKING NOW 
(FRI) 
I TOO CLUB 
I LA VERNE* SHIRLEY 
MAOELEINE     COOKS 
(FRI) 
0 CHILO SEXUAL ABUSE: 
WHAT YOUR CHILDREN 
SHOULD KNOW (MON- 
THUI 
CtFNI AMERICA'S CUP: 
CHALLENGE DOWN UN- 
DER (FRII 
IESPNI GOLF (MON) 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING (THU) 
(TMCI FILM FEATURE (WED) 
lOrlB 
O FRIENDLY GIANT (MON. 
WEO. FRI) 
O CURIOUS GEOROE 
(TUE. THU I 
HMO 
OS CARD SHARKS 
0MR. DRESSUP 
■ SALE OP THE CENTURY 
■ LOVE CONNECTION 
SB BODY BUOCHES (FRII 
S MORNING BREAK 
AWESOME     SUNDAY 
BW 
(ESPNI WORLD OF SPORTS 
(WEDI 
(TMCI MOVIE (WEOI 
11:00 
• • U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
(FRII 
■ S PRICE IS RIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
0 SESAME STREET (MON. 
WED-FRI) 
O SESAME STREET (Rl Q 
(TUB) 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
• LIFESTYLES OP THE 




• FAME. FORTUNE * RO- 
MANCE (MON-THU) 
■ FRUGAL     GOURMET 
(PRI) 
■ 20 MINUTE WORKOUT 
■ TOO CLUB 
■ CATS ANO DOGS IFRII 
• FALL PRE V* W (TUE) 
• ALIVE PROM OFF CEN- 
TER (WEO. THU) 
CBPN)    INSIOE    THE    POA 
TOUR (FRII 
■SPNI   PLAY   YOUR    BEST 
OOLFIMON) 
(ISPNI     SAILBOARDINO 
(TUB) 
CSPNI    INSIOE    BASEBALL 
(WEDI 
(TMCI MOVIE (MON. THUI 
i use 
■ SCRABBLE 
■ DOUBLE TALK 
■ INNOVATION IFRII 
0 CAN YOU BE THINNER' 
(TUE. FRII 
■ LOVE.     AMERICAN 
STYLE (MON. WED. THU) 
■ SESAME STREET (Rl Q 
(MON. TUE. THU, FRII 
•SPNI BPORTSLOOK 










MAGIC   OF OB.   PAINT- 
ING (FRI) 
■ EDUCATIONAL PRO- 
GRAMMING (MON-THU) 
S MISTER EO 
BEVERLY HU.BLLKS 
IESPNI AEROBICS 
(TMCI MOV* ra* i 
12:30 
• ■ U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
(FRI) 
• ■ YOUNG ANO THE 
RCSTLESS (MON-THU) 
■ SEARCH   FOR   TOMOR- 
W CJ 
"LOVING 
HATHA YOGA (FRI) 
MOVIE 
I LOVE LUCY 
8 SNEAK PREVIEWS (FRII 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLO(MON) 
■ MOTORWEEK (TUB) 
8 INNOVATION (WEDI 
THIS OLD HOUSE (THUI 
(ESPN) SURFING (FRI) 
IESPNI     OUTDOOR      LIFE 
(MON-THUI 
(TMCI MOVIE (WEOI 
1:00 
8 MOVIE 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
SALL MY CHK OREN 
CANYON     CONSORT 
(FRII 
8MORK AND MINDY 
MYSTERY! (FRII 
■ AMERICAN MASTERS 
(MON) 
■ UMA SQUARE FAIR 
ISS1 (TUE) 
■ EVENING AT POPS 
(WEOI 
■ NATIONAL HIGH 
SCHOOL RODEO FINALS 
(THUI 
CSPNI CFL FOOTBALL IFRII 
(ISPNI SURFING (MON. 
THUI 
CSPNI HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (TUEI 






(TMCI MOV* (MON. THUI 
1.0* 
(TMCI MOV* (FRII 
l:SO 
■ ■ AS THE WORLD 
TURNS (MON-THUI 
■ OALKJAN S ISLAND 
CSPNI TOP RANK   BOXING 
IMONI 
1:00 
■ ANOTHER WORLD 
■ ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
■ MOVBI IFRII 
• DUKES OF HAZZARD 
■ WHEN BAD THING* 




■EPNI AUTO RACING (TUE. 
WED) 
CBPN) WRESTLING (THUI 
(TMC) FH.M FEATURE (TUE) 
2:*0 
I CAPITOL (MON-THUI 
I OOAMS FAMILY 
I MMER SEND (TUEI 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE, WEDI 
3:00 
■ ■ GUIDING LIGHT 
(MON-THUI 
• CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (WED-FRI) 
O CORONATION STREET 
(MON. TUEI 
I SANTA BARBARA 
I GENERAL  HOSPITAL 




OO    YOU    HEAR    THE 
4? (FRI) 
■ YANKEE WOOOLOT 
IMON-THUI 
(ESPNI POWERBOAT RAC- 
ING (FRII 
CBPNI RUGBY IMONI 
(TMCI   MOV*   (MON.   THU. 
FRII 
3:30 
■ ■ U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
CONTINUE* (FRII 
■ CANADIAN REFLEC- 
TIONS (MON. TUEI 
I DRIVE TO WIN (FRII 
IHEATHCLIFF 
CHALLENGE    OF    THE 
OOBOTS 
■ READING RAINBOW 
4:00 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
■ HOUSE CALLS 
■ LOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
■ DIVORCE COURT 
■ TRANSFORMERS 
■ ■ SESAME STREET (Rl 
■ THUNDERCATS Q 
O THUNDERCATS Q (FRII 
■ SILVERHAWKS (MON- 
THUI 
CBPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     (MON.     TUB. 
THU. FRII 
ICSPNI     AUTO     RACING 
(WED) 
4:30 
■ PEOPLE'S COURT 
(MON-THU) 
I VIDEO HITS (FRI) 
ELEPHANT   SHOW   (R) 
IMONI 
I ZK» ZAGS (Rl (TUBI 
WONOERSTRUCK 
(WEOI 
ISUPERORAN (R) (THU) 
I 
f 
■ HE-MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
«HAKg 
G I    JOE 
(TMC) MOV* (TUE. WEOI 
MO 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 




MISTER ROGER* IRI 
SCOOBYDOO 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAM* 
CSPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (FRI) 
(IBPN)     KARATE      (MON. 
WED) 
CSPNI    NFL    SUPERSTARS 
(TUE. THU) 




I WHO KINGDOM 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
•A#S»M 
I NEW* 
I CAPTAIN KANGAROO 
IMONKEES 
I FORT MEIG* (FRII 
COMRADES     IMON- 
WEO) 
■ TIME OUT (THUI 
CBPNI WORLD OF (PORTS 
IMONI 
IESPNI        SCHOLASTICS 
SPORT* AMERICA (TUE) 
IESPNI    HORSE    RACING 
WEEKLY (WEOI 




P*Mf BovN   A rang Hwtf »«a 











ILD WOULD OF 
MALS 
11 DREAM Of JC AN Nil 
i Ol"  RE NT STROKES 
I PBS FALL PREVIEW 
«SPN) SPOHTSLOOK 
0:30 
I CM NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS Q 





• COS NEWS 
« WOULD STAGE 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
SJ   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT Andy Grrffifh it**, .tout 
to rstw TV MTsM. 
(NEWLVWED GAME 
• MAC NEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOOR "Paymg to Cot- 
Mai" Fm Maryland atudanta ara 
proMad a. «h» rook « fha hagh 
COM ** • cofcagsi adutafron IPan 
60* ft) 
m   B*ST   OF   SATURDAY 
NKJHTLIV1 
• HAPPY OAYS 
(ESPN) SBORTSCENTER 
(TMaMOVlf *** ThtCan- 
drdata    C972) Robert Radto . 
rupwd by Na carnrjasgn lor • MM 
•nthaU S  Sanate    K, 
7:SO 
■ PM MAGAZINE Ctwtton 
Haaton vasuniaaia n*K> hasp ■*> 
lorll BTI a hoaprlal • mtanaiv* ( •>• 
IA1   trtafOWrMWd 
O OCOROE ft MsLDREO 
m JEOPARDY 
■ TAXI 
m PM MAGAZINE Cnartton 
Haaton vou-tears -rbo Hasp «v 
lanta sfi a hoaprtal • -ttanatwa cara 
•M 




O 9J TWILIGHT ZONE 
TtvM ato»aa a youngoia> "«u 
• cBOod" •"'-»". v«mp>a •*■ •"•*■■ 
plena io «npa out ine human >aca 
a youog coupaa ra CBIR/II m a nmi 
n IIS. |    iMi 
Q MOVIE * * H •-••(- 
(19621 Karat VaUxima Tom Al 
»m» Tha fivint'i aitanlam sng 
uncondii-arval lovaK* ol a lha>a 
IKII a dog "tap •monono", <M 
luHMd ctMcka" io ovarcoma iha*> 
pfcjMma 
• ATE AM The A lux ,. 
■urad back io Vsatnam io *•■.'■ 
■or Gan <Jt>K/i I Amafaatan 
ctMd in aiarao (01:; 
0 BILLY GRAHAM 
CRUSADE Q 
0 (B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW Q 
XGUNSMOKE 
MOVrE * * 1 Wad W 
Honor (IBM) Karl Matdan Rua 
McClanahan A mujdBi c*M am 
Lvc-tt a ama* io**n 
potMi *r> tho raawaa 
Iha p>«M and Fan Amandmani 
FBMl 
B:30 
■) S WALL STREET WEEK 
(ESPN, TOP RANK BOXING 
John MM>«I va Horc-o Branar 
•or iha NAB' juocr mttWmH0* 
!■«• acfwduM to 12 <oun« 
trom ArlanlK City  N J  (Lnrat 
9:00 
• m MOVIE **• Out 
land M98itSa*nConnarv Paiar 
Boyn A ap*M irwahai invMi- 
g«M a raah ol myaiar-aua doatha 
Mriinin a r/MnBrByj ccoonv on ona or 
Jucxiar • moona ill 
0 MIAMI VICE Modam-day 
buccanajara ata p*tojng ma cat- 
goaa ol mdapandant drug doatoa 
on itio Ngh MO* in aiarao tit) 
m LOVE BOAT Tha Lovo Boat 
aaw tali to pona of ca*i T> 
Egypt «ntf> paaaangara incBijdBng 
Jaan Stap*aton. Joaapn Cam- 
psnaia Chao (varan C*ttwnn>> 
OMnbarg and John Aatm IRIQ 
9J| BENNY GOODMAN 
LET'S DANCE - A MUSI- 
CAL TRIBUTE PisVMt Toddy 
WiHon and tha Had Norvo Ouar 
tat. Roarsftvary Ctoonay and Carrw 
Sm.it> partom (wttti Barmy Good- 
man at Now Vorfe'a Marnoti MB 
outs ai tt-a trOuta to iha Katg of 
S—*vg thai atao mcludraa Nm 
capa o* Ni •arty yaara 
B MOVIE** VI ThoHawrtt- 
sTsgOIJlAa' H977I Mia (arrow 
Ka*r OuNaa Aftar racovanng IVow. 
an amotKirtal ena*. a woman pw- 
chaaM a houaa that tuna out to 
bahauntad 
• DOCTOR WHO   Warnora 
Gato    Tha Tarow ■ PI.-X.-S-I by a 
•ugitrwa   na*ngator   and   vansattaa 
■Moan aaraa VOMS 
(TMCI       MOVIE       ***<i 
SuDarman     (1678)  ChriatOpha> 
Raavo      Margoi    KidOa' Mild 
mannarod    raportw     C*«     Kant 
dona hn rw) capa and uaaa --* 
*L«W T-'-Tia" r-i-ai io II>W»I an 
■chcr«<«nai a ptot to daatro* tha 
Waal Coaai •nth a g.ant aarth 
Ouaka in aiarao   PG 
10:00 
O   NATTONAL   /  JOURNAL 
• NBC NEWS SPECIAL 
Cocama   Country      c«-s*x.i*t 
athkatoa and lormar addkta eon 
■tBbuta to ttwa m dapth raport on 
■ha mq aaaig uaa ol cocama 
«**« h haa patmaaiad avary tavai 




DOCTOR WHO Tha Kaap 
■ OlTrafcan Iha Doctor <a caMtxi 
io a ptanai thai ■* approaching a 
parrod ol trial aa na Kaaea> naara 




I TWILIGHT ZONE 
I SANFORD ANO SON 
SflPNI   HORSE    RACING  6* 
•antBrsa •   Scotch   Ciaaax    to    3 
vaar old Thoroughbrada Horn Tha 
MajMuwlanda Raca Irack m Eaai 
 oooai 
• DAUK . 
• I I  
■
i 
Ruthartord  N J  ILm 
11:30 
I TAXI 
I OOOO ROCK1N' TONITE 
TONIGHT    Hoat      Johnny 
C«aon     Sctedukad     taAahow 
hoal    Mar.   Grrfhn    com*C   PaiM 
foundatona  In atarao 
• NK3HTLINE 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
• MOVIE ** Bluabaaida 
Tan Honaymoona 119691 
Gaorgja Sandari Corsnna CaNat 
An arnptoyaa ol an antiqua tom- 
tura daalar doubaaa aa a kraar apa- 
ciafciwiy m 'amasa wi«ni 
CD BENNY HaU. 
(TMC) MOVIE * *    Ctman Iha 
Daatroyar (1984)      Arnold 
Schwwranaggar Grata Jon at 
Barbarian Conan ra racrvtad by a 
aanauowa daca-rtu' quaan to pro 
tact a tatwaga prwtcaaa on har 
odyaaoy to a magrcal caiila PG 
Q 
11:36 
m    ROCK     N   ROLL    EVE- 
NING NEWS 
12:00 
• MOVIE ** Tha Vrartor 
(19791 Mai farrar. John Huaton 
• LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS (R) 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
• SNEAK PREVIEWS (Sao 
aon Pramtara) Hoata Jafhay Lyona 
and Msrnaal Madvad look at 




(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL    Eamrnatron    Fmal. 
(torn Marboorna  Auatraka  (Lnro) 
12:90 
8 4 ON THE FLOOR 
FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Moats frandOn Tartrfeofl and Jay 
Lano rnttcrduoa   v-rJaoo by Dtryl 
Ha* I' Dvaavntjm*'). Huoy Law* 
■ I !^ 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(at S. College) 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
tf»* na immtthiMf tpieimf 
Hours:      Mon. — RL      8 - 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 - 4:00 p.m. 
B.G's only full line Florist 




I more than just copies! 
Typesetting   Word Processing 
Quality Offset Printing   Flyers   Posters 
Resumes   Screen Printing 
Trophies and Plaques 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
0PB1: 
Mon Thun. 6"«m 9pm 







Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.69 
Includes nil you enn ent 
soup, snlnd. and dessert Bullet 
plus choice of potato. 
Call us about our 





{INDIAN LCQENOe <R> 
MR. T 
WtEKENDSPfCIAl in 
0* UkT M«i Tut*y and ha 
Oktvg arrives) a "no carts »*W 
risk »t ii« ttuUtoum. Lrtll* L>Ai 
Lauri Handtarl *odH ihat Iha 
gsts muat prows •hay's not ths 
MM ass   |R) g 
(MCLAUGHLIN GAOUr 
MOVIE *Vi     30 WnchM- 
Mr   For El OajWo'    (19071 C»t 
MoNw. TocovCoArw 
(•   MOVIE   * *    Bombs.   Ths 
JunoMSov   HM9I Joh™, Sivat 
fwM. F^gr/v Ann Gam« 
• QUM.T1 NG 
IE8PNI NFL'S OACATEST 
MOMENTS Mgrvaghta of tha 
IMS Avvsvonat puvofN 
IttVO 
8WONDCRrmuCK (A) 
SPIOEA-MAN   AND   HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
0 AMERICAN BAND 
STAND IMMM B-Y OcMn 
T Thata ■ B* Sod Song* low* 
•Tons I    mdM   by   BUN 0 M C 
1 Will Tha Way I 10th and h 
not found oi tha annual danoa 
coniaai 
8STAEAMSIDC 
VICTORY  GARDEN  Mai 
prot*sa of tha wghth annual v< 
Wry   Gardan   Coniaai a   hnakata 
and  hoal   Bob   Thomaon <av*sws 
how   I.,    .«.!• 
tEVNt AUTO RACING Formu- 
la Ona Grand Fm of Auauta   r»om 
/*••>•»   (Pi 
1 tQO 
O MUSTARD A CO 
• WAITONS 
ID WE RE COOKINO NOW 
• FAUOAL GOURMET •"' 
$m>th <fttcu*Mi pataa tuiaana 
an«i.-Sanaa 
ITMa MOV* *** Tha 
bothar fro*-. Anothai F^anot 




AMI RtCA S TO* TIN 
m sB MAOCLIIM COOKS 
I«o n»« hafi •oc«M*  1*1 
O    MOVIE    **      Oavaa   An 
gaH     n«;i   John Caaaavataa 
•MIlTMMt*! 
fB MOW * * '1 Houoa O" 
Wa. nw3tvneantr>t>ca Ftam 
lovatsv 
2 0O 




aga of Toronto IK* Jsvi St Ch. 
rago W>-ta SOB or San D-ago 
•attras si Haor York Ms< a a, -vs. 
0 YOU WRITE THI 
ii   A   wraaAlt 
pa*      -i nag*      and      Fatarnum 
makanbaa. 
• TMRi OLD HOUM MaJurv, 
pans io fadaooraaa an apartmam. 
CaVN) AUTO RACING larbar 
Saab "to Sana*, from Laarngton 
ONo ilapadl 
2:30 
SPUrnN- ON THt HITS 
VICTORY GARDEN A ,„ 
www ol tha argnih annual Vtctorv 
Gar-dan   Coniaai'•   four   Bnafraia 
and    voting    miirucitena    lor 
(TMQ MOVW   ****   \m» 
AndDaMh    (1*751 Woo* Alan. 
m NASHvTLU RKVLINe 
aSPNI AUTO RACING CART 
Eacorl Radar Warrwng 300. from 
loungton Oho IRI 
MO 
0 S^ORTSVVCEKEND Cana- 
dM)n Opan Oarta Charrtpronatap. 
from Hatrfaa N S World Anor 
Tradi and FtaM awanta from 
Athans. Buiiah Motorcvda Grand 
Pi.■ from Sawarstona England 
9 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
UCLA M ObUnoma ILiwal 
• FRUGAL GOUAMCT Jsff 
Smrth praparaa port ptstia paaa 
and paaia. and a apagfrath frma- 
is 
S MOVIE ** Fa> Vi 
Fraaka IIBBOI Tony Randall Eu- 
ganoRocha 
• Gl JOE PYRAMID OF 
DARKNESS Arvmstsd Tha to. 
action hgura comaa io Ma *> th-» 
advantura dataang tha contwxang 
battu ol tha G I Joa laam against 
tha awtl lorcaa of COBRA 
m AUSTIN CITV LIMITS 
Fastursd Gbjn CampbaN I Gantw 
on  My  Mrnd Slow*   Nhght*   i 
Eddy   Rawon   I   Thanh   God   lor 
Ktda        Who Do Vou Know* m 
Caktornsa'   I  In atarao   1R) 
fTiaa   MOV*   »***    East 
01 fdan (1966) jtmas Oaan 
Juaa Harris 
3 SO 
• KEN HOM'S CHINESE 
COOKERV Brarasd *o-e» aubsr 
gatsa and a 6u<fe*vai caaasrcka 
4:00 
S     MOVIE     *»*        '»•■ 
Fores    i'9491 Gary Coopar    Jsns 
Wyan 
9 WOMEN OF SUMMER 
Tha mhuanca and achwwamanta 
ol Brvn Maw CoBags a Summar 
School lor Woman Wirtara an 
a«panmantal aducatwnal program 
thai mada claaaroom use ol blua- 
colar -iriai paraonai saesrt- 
ancaa >« racatad through archrwai 
Mm lootaga photographs and ■> 
•rth partvoanta   ,n   . 
II 
corrwatihon ahowcaamg muarc 
from ^> ano corr-ng aongwn«ara 
Jomng host Ban v«r«a •• 
guasts Dwrms WsrwnrA and Bun 
Br.na.atn m aiarao 
0J JUSTIN WB.SON'S LOU 
ISIANA COOKIN ■ OUT 
OOORS Chart>o-ad aisska pap- 
M> vaar laumon g 
■SPNI AGA SENIORS GOLF 
Ch-yaia- Cup thad round from 
Potomac Md iLivst 
■aOO 
0 SB U.S. OPEN TENNIS 
CONTINUES 
I SLUE FRONTIER 
AT THI   MOVIES SctwO 
k*sd   Raa   Raad and Sal Hams 
h»ghfcgm   itftforgtttabls  momanta 
attharnowaw 
• STAR SEARCH A .abroad- 
caai ol ths 1BB4BS frnsM Notut 
•ng Sam Hsrra and Sawvsr 
bjM 
• CATS ANO DOG* T.ssi 
"B a cat a ulcarafad aya Shar- 
lock Bonos a San Franaaco man 
■who Sjajj mm<pQ paaa s Russran 




DNtAM OtRL USA 
SNEAK PREVIEWS (Saa- 
son Pramrarat Hosta JaArav Lyons 
and Mchaal Madvsd look at 






TSO KNIOMT SHOW Tha 
Ruah   lamsy   mowas   to   Msrm 
County whsrs Manr> bacomss an 
soMor of s waafcly rwwapapar 
«STAR TRtK 
ALL CREATURE S CHEAT 
ANO SMALL 
BSPW FISHING MARK SO- 
StN S SALTWATtR JOUR- 
NAL 
SSO 
O HERITAGE THEATRE A 
proHs of Edward Arthur Wwaon 
(Paul Soiaa) who ascspad unpun- 
lahad dsaptts Ne anslswamsni ol 
waarthy woman whom ha had 
aaducad 
S NSC NEWS 
CHECK IT OUT! An obhgk- 
lory maurancs phwartal lor iha 
aiora a aiatf comcidoa with 
Edna a akugjjiai to isl Howsrd 
aoma oakcaia naws IRI 
(ESPN) SCHOLASTIC 
SFORTS AMERICA 
fTiaa FK.M FEATURE 
6 BO 
9 MOVIE •*« '-y-»g 
laatharnacka I1S&1I John 
Wayna Robsri Ryan A tough 
Marms commandar trsw io ahow 
hn man that ttacaikns a ths say 
to survival on iha battishMd 
7:O0 
S7JNEWS 
O REAL FISHING 
0   HEE   HAW Gusais   Hsnk 
Wrikams Jr    Ksrih Whrtlay Marts 
Ksgors Rathasnsfcs Ann* Ernast 
Borgrwva  (Rl 
• MUAAETS Gussi Jsan-P. 
arraRampal 
CB • SOLrO GOLD Schad- 
urad Roy Clark Ico-hoatl tha 
Goldan Boys ol Bandsiand Morna 
Day ths Fabulous Thurtdarbada 
Danrva OsVoung LrMa Bchard 
Pha Carkna tntarwawi m starao 
IRI 
XlT'S A LIVING 
EVENING AT POPS From 
Rosarm io langton bhiss amgar 
Jos Wilhama 1 Ths Cosby 
Show I and clarmatwi Rchard 
StoHiman ram John Wsfcams and 
ths Bosion Pops orchsstrs m 
atwso 
SSPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
fTMCI    MOVIE     *•   i       F«oa» 
coi    HBS4I Gotrba Hawn Chns 
Ssrandon   A Washavgron cookta* 
provat o"va *aa snd aon 
9 DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Guam: Ralph Sane 
SJ   HOLLYVVOOD   CLOSEUP 
Schadutsd: an aiNnaaar wah Paul 
MkCsrinay   a Nature on Canbsth 
Taytor how a raoord a out 
BUPN)S**LASH   88 
soo 
m m MELSA MsfiM a unsbsa 
to   attand   hor   dauohkar a   lhad 
SAa uaant ahow 
JUST FOR LAUGHS 
Hrohkghta from MorrrasJ a 10- 
dav Juat to Laughs Comadv 
Faobwaj whwh fsaturad SO eo- 
nvadNns from 9 counarwa mclud- 
<ng ths Canachan come laam. Tha 
Framxa. and Amarxan comrca 
Jarrv Law*. Emo Ptaftps •«> 
Paula Pourirjatona Hoair Andraa 
Marhn 
m FACTS OF LIFE Toot* au- 
drhona lor a tola at a local produc- 
SBR ol    Tha Wu     In atarao   (R> 
SV COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Fhvrda Staia at Nabrasks Lnari 
0 KING KONGI THE LIV- 
ING LEGEND Tha Nm craatura 
•t prohtad Through footaga from 
Kwtg Kong (1933 19761 and 
thaurxomrng King Kong livaa 
and atMrwawa wNch includa 
Acadamy Aw«d-w«nmg maksup 
arttat R<k Safcar Host Jonathan 
Wwtara 
STJ       MOVIE       A* V| Tha 
Hawaaana 119701 Chartton Has- 
■on Gsrslcsna Chspan Waiar »s 
covarad on s Hawa-an pianiahon 
rasuha « ths witroductton of O-w 
sppis giowavg to ths raland 
Si CELEBRATE 
ESPN) BEST OF THE SU- 
PERSTARS Ha>Nrghta of tha 
I979manahnal 
MO 
m m MOVIE # A Vt Taps 
I19SD GaorgaC Scott Trrnothy 
Hutton   Mdnary acadamy cadau 
tha 'utura of tha* school whan rta 
amisnca * iNaatanad by axal 
condoda.akjpara IRI 
STJ 237 Sandrs ■ agotnticai 
boyfrrand * a bad mfluanca on 
Cahw>  instsrso  IRI 
MO 
SV MOV7E *** Ravg Of 
BrajhtAstsr 119891 6* Trawars 
SB GOLDEN GIRLS Boss • 
aattw goaa band and turna to 
Ross tor hab} in tiarao (Rl 
#J GLENN MILLER: A 
MOONLIOHT SERENADE 
SJ MOVIE * Caso H942I 
TMCI MOVIE **'i Stood 
Aaav    I1SS6I John Wayna 
MO 
SJ) SPITTING IMAGE LrN-sya 
puppats ■BBBBBBSI Amancan 
pohhcawa and cawbrit— In «M 
sprsods s rMfrbcal ursLnown m 
now ths onty candidata frjr Prsst- 
dant ol Tha Urvsad Stasaa 
IOO0 
• HUNTER A naws rsporkar 
■vwaai^wang Skid Row murdara 
t«n and a US d»Wmst whan 
aha thwarts an ajaaajaaakajR m- 
tampt on a watavg am*   m «iar 
s> Fog 
7: BO 
SJ SB SMALL WONDER A 
dakarwanas) angwvaar m wants a 
chad aaad propammabla robot 
namad Vcki that waia tha ap- 
crwrvjs m atwso IRI 
■SFN) TRIATHLON 
10: BO 




MTV TOR 20 VIOEO 
COUNTDOWN 
OJ D-DAY: THI LIBER- 
ATION OF FAA NCE 
iRCOCV ANO FRIENDS 
WHATS HAFAENINGII 
NASMVmjJ SKYLINE 
■SFN)     NFL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS Na   FoAM go to 
Motywood 
(TMO MOVRl *** Opa-b- 
bon PaoAc'(l»*ll John BBBjSS. 
Patrkai Maal A aaVnanns com- 
mandar conuoli ha> or- wrth 
hmioasi dawohon 
Hill 




Oj)     MOVIE     ***      "AM0-- 
(19MI   Mrohaaf   Caats 
BJ   MOVIE   *•     Murdar On 
Fbght 503    (1S76I 
SJ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
■ WRESTLING 
CANNED   Ft-M   FESTT- 
AUSTIN    CITY   LIMITS 
SUNDAY 
SEPTEMBER 7. 1SSS 
A/TERNOON 
12:00 
SJ   SAORTSCENTER B TO- 
DAY 
O MEETING PLACE Raw 
John Wataon ofhcajaaa at aarvscaa 
from Ottawa a F«ai Bapttat 
Church IR) 
I EAALE BRUCE 
I MEET THE PRESS 
HEALTHY PEOPLE / 
HEALTHY BUSINESS An as 
arrwnahon ol how Amancan bus*- 
nass i» rsshapmg tha bottom hna 
■o widuda ampfoyaa haafth and 
rob satrsfacbon as wad as short- 
larm aconomc proht 
0) MOVIE **H Tha uit. 
maia impostor 119791 Joaaph 
Hackor KarthAndaa 
SJ FAME laroy auflara a aanoua 
knaa m|ury durmg S danca daman- 
: 
in ■ i Ml 
WHAT 
•    l 
9 NOVA AA MVTMWion of the 
convemran* ol 0r» Mowf d 
lloitv «nd Irrwtl Ch«n -i pane*- 
Ml awW—M ■■ • «wnd»r 
0>ug l«ig 
11:30 
■ ■ NFL TOOAY iwifd b. 
lixllUug. 
■ NH. M Itawra md H. 
hm on radov* hoi wool ol Hw 
I9M NK Foottot ooooon Hoot- 
od bv HK) Bob Cootoa 
IrornruuTS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONfY 
WOULD 
WW NFL 1 OMATICT 
MOMtNTS MOWgMa « M 
tt   NFC   md   AFC 
I TMCI MOVI1 * • • -1 
SuFormm'* na;ii CNanopnor 
Koo» M.oo. «aMo> 
iaa 
■ NFL FOOTBALL WIIUM 
ONo EdSMo at W—mymji IM 
dunol-MOl ■ HYMN ana !»»■»■ — 
dudo CnoiOov.'' TholdmfM 
ol GdHoo md TKo Lo.1 
Chad     mi 
■ NFL FOOTBALL Co* cr 
mo « Mwmoduu v**>m (L"*i 
■ NFL FOOTBALL »!»■   II 
CMcoto Somi o> «•■■" 
■ OMiitwFmtanLLMI 
IFltAL FtOFU OF OOD 
9     WASHINGTON 
WOllNIMWg 
• MOV*   ** »   "Insilll" 
(i sen s*i Sunn*. Am* M» 
as. 
■SFN)     CYCLING    U.S.    «•. 
U.S.S.R. from HowMon. Ilopodl 
1:JO 
■ CFL FOOTBALL HmaNm 
T«jor-Cau Ft loroftio Anjonam 
ua 
aa Movai »«* Txo Sox 
Ffom SraaT' (I97S) Ongorr 
Foek. Launmoi OFMV 
■ ■ WALL (TMCT W1IK 
SSO 
■ MOV* *»* ■Ndldo 
Mottor II91SI Gmg> «og«. 
Do«<dNivm 
■ MOV* •*M TOMS 
SCO" IISSSI PMSSJI Avdtav Ai»- 
nonoFonKddo 
• GREAT rEFFOFM 
ANCES Donu In Ammed: 
Ammcm SaM ThodFO Al Tho 
MM" MAhad BariahnAoo. Far- 
nando Suionaa   Cyndaa Graporv. 
Falnok   D  and Manna van 
Hamtf oariorm danca daaaca av 
ckamg Foaaia'a ' Laa SfSaaaM,'' 
Kannam MacHdMI'a "Tnad." 
Maharoaa'a   ataoar«   ol   M-aua 
FaoW    and Balanc~v, .     Syl 
via Pao da Oaoo." 
CSFW AUTO RACING CART 
MohMn Indv MoMraal. Irom Si 
Faj. Canada ITapadl 
MB 
• MOV* ** H -Wan Tna 
Caxua Cama To Town I1SS1I 
Ehfabodi Monlgomarv. Chnaao- 
pha> Flummar 
maCI MOVIE ***» Man 
hattm" 119 '91 Woody Akin. t> 
anaKaaMn 
3:30 
■ SUMMER'S (NO A yong 
gal ai abomabaad *» baaig a lom- 
bov at daa noatalga: look naoa 
aig ta> m amaa loaai Amanca oar- 
mg Aa Fnnan. IRI 
SSO 
• ■ U.S. OFfN TENNIS 
Mail hnaj. Irom LISTA Namnal 
lanraa Cam al Faaamg MaaO 
dar N v ll.val 
SS NFL FOOTBALL Ragcmal 
co.naoa of Caxainaai SangaJa aa 
Kanaaa Cny OaaN. la it a" ap Ma 
Caha al Naar Inglmd Famota. 
loa A yiln Raaftva al Oanaar 
Sroncoa. Maara DoaHana al San 
Caago Chargara. Naw vort Jala M 
gVSal —a or PawovToh flliilii I 
M Saaraa SaakaaAa ftrval 
■ STAR SEARCH A rabroa» 
taai o. ma IHIIi Nva» w. 
■va    Sam    Hama   gr 
:md Faro. IRI 
# FaTatllO UTS. FaiaAai. Nat 
Hanaoll CTlia VBaga Voaoal. Mo. 
ion MSSaW I'll I 111. M. 
ohfaa   Kramar    INoa.   VorU   aa- 
HSFNI   MYDrrOFLANE   RAC 
INO Suil I limoeada. Irom 
rtWTaSVMS fTapadl 
fTMCI MOV* ***'-rra>Cm- 
dhaaa' (19721 floban   fVadford 
FaaarSoaat 
asta 
■ D«Nf V SONOAV MOV 
■ "Mr. Ill»ll|" Mamoara of a 
practJcol aa^-paiyarg tamdy ara 
houm may bo Manaad. Stan 
John Aam and Rchard Maaur 
IRI 
SFAMC 
MOV* *»* 'rlonay 
Took'' HMD Clark GabM. Lana 
Turnar An unakary lova mafch oc- 
ean bolaiam a gfaablfa and a 
•ad brad lady from Boaton 
SSSSTARIHEK 
UNDERSEA WOULD OF 
JACOOCS COOSTEAU 
SSFNI    SUFERSOUTS   Sugar 
Roy Laonard VS. VyBVad BdraNt. 
lapad Nov. IS7S. In Laa Vagaa 
SSO 
• V1CTORV GARDEN A ra- 
varnr of Tha aajiafi annual Vcaory 
Gardan   Coniaai •   tour   SaBaaB 
and    voting    inatruttiona    for 
7rOO 
ISI SO MINUTES 
FRAGGLE    ROCK   Unda 
Man graaa Gobo a praaani aup- 
poaa*»v t.om oular loaca   IRKJ 
Sk    SS.VER    SFOONS   Kota 
lakaa ovar aa haad of iha Sfronm 
Toy Company  In alarao   |R) 
SS DISNEV SUNOAY MOV- 
IE      'WRnfaa    Iha    Poof-    and 
Fnanda"    FaBBaSaB    adaannaa 
faatumg   ma honay fcyaarg   baar 
and Na pafa Tvjgar  Egyora dad 
Rabbt.   Alao   rfaaa CNp 'n' Data 
caraoona IRIQ 
«JEM 
FAME Jaaaa and a now dra- 
ma aaachar nghi ovar If cola   Tor 
ranea: Robar Thotyiaa. at aaarao. 
IRI 
• LIVING VHLO Tha avaaof 
faro gotdm pcfeala otiafaad by 
Of. Paa-Kia Muoldlliall lor mora 
ihan a daoada on iha BaSaSpr 
Pam of lanaarao. g 
SSFNI SFORTBCENTER 
fTMCI MOV* .* ConanTfia 
Doatfoyor"    IISS4I    Arnold 
■ MOV* fkfkH Romanoa 
On Tha Hadt Saaa I1S4SI Dana 
Day Jack Cam 
■ HIT MAKERS MfO YEAR 
■ CAFTTOLJOLrRNAL 
USFtfl FISMIN' HOLE 
4:30 
•      SFORTSWEEKENO 
SohaaUad   Formata   Ona   Grand 
Fn- of hafy aaao raca. fcom Morv 
fo ard m aooaranc ayandoi SBSl 
cam rvaayi aSB SaBW ka aaka 
■ MCLAUOHLIN OFIOUF 
SOO 
• • LJFCBTYLIS OF THS 
l«CM    ANO    FAMOUS   TaS 
KraaTM.    mocaano    agant    John 
HI 
■ PUNKV SISHMSIBFl Tha 
SaMkiaaiSai aam to broag Punk, 
Id Sao aam Saaa, « Eyrapo. (Fan 
Sol SI to atarao. MO 
J.R. VALENTINE'S 
Monday and Tuesday 
SPAGHETTI (al SM eaa Mt) 3.49 
CUm (al an eaa ait) «4.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (al fM eaa art) 3.49 
Thursday and Saturday 
CWCKEM (d yts eta Mt) 3.49 
SHRIMP (al yts eaa ait) '5.99 




1450 E. AOOJtcr 
35? 7333 
Hours: 6 a.m.. 
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'•4.95 a doz. 
Cosh & Cony 
Monday thru Wednesday 
..428 East Wooster Street 
StofaFront OriWooster 353-1045   , 
• F TV  itsuSkoal auawt    Ma* H 
u^ii"OtMti%"i n 
stJR*   WPVS   OREATEST 
MOMENTS    TH.    NPUOasM*. 
ssM 
11 MURDER. SHE 
WVIOTI JmM fcwcemee jury 
I—I fcl a —itonBV SSM and- 
ehwt murder >W   (MM include 
Mica.<W Cn. awl Alan "eta 
wg 
• KE>NO THtNOS A Mcond 
attempts to Mm a stray doe 10 
she bunat   Mtf M mwdvad 
"wwricopH ng 
• DISNEY'S DTV ROWAN 
CM' M<*«y MOUN OonaU 
Duck. Jmaw Otcfcat, Chip W 
Daks   and   oeher 
W CANNED FILM FESTI- 
VAL Spool. ara BSSBJBSBf. 
wdh edited wjrsaane af Maty 
-ood ■ warn (MMaw featured. 
'Rocket Anaok, USA." (IStSV 
• WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOVell An BBjaEBjM aatwaan 
Shaks* and Ra, faauHt « a hsMe 
•t •» Oner aa Slav to* ry to 
SjpSSSI *or cuatomar OoBara INI 
• MASTERPIECE       THE 
ATM    VVWwton Chun***-   The 
f# W1NOS OP WAR Saaad on 
rlermen vvoufc'a Bin laBna nav- 
al, ht 1B3S, Cm*. Victor   "r\«" 
rksfs^endrae waeeet eetftoBer- 
to whan Put) « aaasBted W spa- 
ce! duty aa US Nav* attache. 
Sura Robert Mftdtvm, All 
Maotbaw and Po#y Bares* (Pan 
l olBimiQ 
SS      MOVIE      ***H Th. 
Yes***" (IS4S) drasery Peek. 
Jana Wyman. A young toy'a at 
sssssssBS to an orpfujnod fawn nt- 
a**M Bat tanaknaaa of ha harah 
Ida at ska Ptanda wkBerniii 
fVVONOER WOMAN 
YOU     WRITE     THE 
SONOC    (P. am-.)    A    weekly 
competition    ahowoaang   musac 
Jo—no, hoot San Varaan ara 
oueeta OftMSS Waraar* and Surt 
■acha.khk.aVa.ao 
0 E VENINO AT POPS Cefcet 
Vo-Yo Ma a partarmanca ndudaa 
KnaMat'fl tiaaiiaud. The 
Swan Iram SaaM-Saana' Cam. 
«■) Of tha Ananaki" and aacarpta 
horn Haydn'a Coneano an C Mafor 
tar Cato and Orchestra In atarao 
(R> 
scSPR) SURFING StuttfMee and 
Mtchaiob Pro Owanpaonensj. from 
Ooaanaala. CaM. (Ri 
■40 
• PtftTsM' ON THE HIT* 
Lrgayncart ftaady tar me World a 
"OajHal Despair." Rod Stewart a 
Toned* I'm Vein" and "Meat- 
ng •> M Ladkte' Room' by 
Kryman.m 
scSPNI SURFING Bddbong Pro 
Tournamarrl. from Sunaat Saach. 
Hews.  m> 
MO 
■ Bl MOVIE ** SacrauOf 
A Mother And Deuotwar' (1SS3) 
Keehsraw Roaa, imds Hem-ton A 
widow* a moves ends— and har 
tooandy divorced deughtw find 
fhamaar.aa at odds when shay 
Mooma romanoCrSy involved 
with rha aama man (P.) Q 
O RETURN OF SHERLOCK 
HOLMES Heamaa refuee* to ba> 
S*M MaR a cnrapnf, dMgurad 
baojar "» *• "*»»*rar of a mase- 
»vj auaaiaaarrtan fCkue NanOa) 
whoaa Mia lEtaanor Oawad Mat 
HMrraaM Bat wswtow of an opr- 
us* dan Q 
• MOVIE "Papaya Ooyto'' 
(Pramajral Ed 0 Nad Matthew 
L au anca Tha Maw York dokscd.e 
boat known tar res •woNamant m 
ii 
to Qarrnany for a hofcaay wdh hat 
tamay whara ha aitanoa to maat 
warn anawMjpowar ai ttta Garman 
aowawmain - Adotoh HrOar (Pan 
3 ol II mi Q 
■SPN) WATCRSKIINO Mar- 
natronal Tour, bom Indianapaka 
(Tapad) 
mSQ MOVIE #• ■) Aman- 
can Flyara" llllll Kawm 
Coatnar. Dawd Grant Dunng a 
yruafcfi^ bKyda oa^ataaoon m ma 
CotaradD rtookata. a doctor and 
hal a aStSSJ dropout brothar 
maka aandaa toward a raoanoaa 
inn. an atarao.   PG-13 g 
MO 
01     TALES     FROM     THE 
DARKStOE A daoaaaad praoch 
■ »   ap-rt makaa a haunong r» 





•ISPNl     AMERICA'S     CUR: 




TALES     FROM     THE 
DARKSrOE A dacaaaad aroaoh- 
ar'a apart makaa a haunong ra- 
tum Guaat' Conraa Stawjna 
01 KENNETH COPELANO 
ItiOO 
iOJfalOjNEWS 
TO SC ANNOUNCED 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Wawton ChurohS: Tha 
VWdamaaa Voara' Churohal goaa 
to Garmany tar a hokday with h* 
tarnaV wfiara ha aWanda to maat 
with araiatgpowar ■) tna Garman 
gowarnmam - Adotth Hrlar. (Pan 
3ofS)mtg 
01 ASSOTT AND COSTEL 
LO 
01 AMERICAN MASTERS 
Kathwma Anna Portar- Tha Eya 
of Mamory'' Tha aftact of Kadw- 
nna Anna Portar'a oriaanood on 
har law wntmga k StSSSMal 
through oaarvaawa with bar con- 
aamporanaa. awiNra Raton Pam 
Warm and Eudara Watty, and 
drarnatuad SSSSSM of thraa Por- 
tar ahon atonaa • "The Wrbieaa.'' 
Tha Oroua" and "Tha Grtwa " 
Q 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMQ MOVrE *** "Jm 
Thorpa M Amancan" MS61I 
Sun Lancaster. PhySe ThaMer. 
Tha farnoua btdMn tthatta i ot- 
raar ai cut ahon by charpaa of 
M«fa*ebeerai 
•  ENTERTAINMENT   THIS 
WEEK A rnbuta io rlw 20th an 
""atraaryof "Star TraA" wadi caat 
nlarwawa and okpa bom tha aa 
nee and motion pcturee 
01    MICHIGAN     FOOTBALL 
REPLAY 
« NEW QENERATION 
FOR MY PEOPLE 
M:*S 
01   MOVIE    #*     Ccao.   mm 
Deed     (18741   Gr*»   Hunmcutt. 
SNphenhao A huabend and wda 
prraateaya team try to catch a 
kalar before ho can murder thaw 
okent 
13:00 
OJ VOU WRITE THE 
SONOS IPrermarel A weakly 
competition ahowcaemg muax 
bom «ano-comog aonqwrtart 
Awwtg boat San Vween are 
aueeta Chonno Wantnok and tun 
•acharach in atarao 
(AMERICAN DREAM 
7O0CLUS 
ESPN)       NFL'S      GREATEST 




01 AT THE   MOVIES Sohad- 
ukrdr   naa Read and SS Harrta 
it>gn*oht unrorgattabta momenta 
Ol MOVK •• Mat And 
AfMr" (19791 Pttiv Ch*« Ann. 
0*nwi    WhMi   hm 
• oo 
i ■■■•<€ WS 
PtR«CT MATCH 
WILD, IAAVO WORLD Of 
ANIMALS 
Jl DMAM Of Jt ANN * 
OWRENT rmoKls ■ami apWmUMK 
S:M 
I CM NEWS 
fcja*~     UCtlnV rearta item 
ABC NEWSp 
01 BUSINESS REPORT 
BEWITCHED 
GOOD TIMES 
(ESPN)     FISHING:     JOHN 
FOX'S   OUTDOOR    ADVEN- 
TURES 
7:00 
0) CSS NEWS 
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
0J WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    Inter .ii    wtth    Tata 
Turner. 
INEWLYVVFDOAME 
0 MACNEL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
•     BEST    OF     SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
0J HAPPY DAYS 
ESPN) ST*ORTSCENTER 
OTaKi    MOVIE    ***      The 
Brothar   From   Another   Planet 
1198*1    Joe   Morton.   Carry   Ed- 
wards   A   gantM   eefreaarreoanel 
with    BMHHI    rawang    powers 
laoda m New York harbor and am- 
barka on an ooVaaay through Har- 
kam. 
7:90 
•fj PM   MAGAZINE Anrawar- 
aar> ahow taaWyrtng Tony Harria. 
Jan    Jonae.    reponara    MKnaal 
Stankw. Dan Coughkn. Paula Kane 
end brrwi Ghanb   and I 
bom Cathy Srwgan n Yugaatue 
ofj     AJRWAVES    Alt! ill am 
aurlaoaa aflar Anal rwdNO aama 
cutang ramarka about Zoo a re- 
fuaal to aSSPJ «n apenmem (Rl 
J JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM MAGAZINE A rewew 
of new TV ahowa a aociakta cou- 
PtabomrNaaa 
« BENNY HbU. 
THREE'S COMPANY 
ESPN)    NFL     FILMS     PRE- 
SENTS 
BOO 
Si   0>   SCARECROW   ANO 
MRS. KING Amanda a aa-hut- 
bend -a accuaed of murdamg an 
African agnrtary  (Rl 
O OANGER BAY Grant   M 
cowjra that PCS* dumped mto the 
lake on a knend a ranch have par 
eaned the rancher a earth) IS) g 
afj VALER* Vakana a wornad 
that bar new a* >a takng up too 
much of har hme In aterao (SI 
0 JACK VAN   rMPE   PRE- 
SENTS:     THE     OCCULT 
WORLD 
• OJ. JIVE A SALUTE TO 
THE ENTERTAINERS OF 
WORLD WAR ll Tha raotonc 
hoeatend Baaroom at Haw York 
Oty ai tha aetnng tar a muecel 
edMte to me SSStSSBSl and aw- 
woa oiganuehone diet gave the* 
hme and tatant to booat aBBSS 
dunng World War H Host Van 
Joknaon (SI 
JGUNSMOKE 
MOVIE #•* TneTroubkt 
Wtth Get* IISM BBS PraeMy 
Marlyn blaaon A BBWBRS ehow- 
man rune tnto ad aorta of Voubta 
whae eteytng n a Miowoatam 
town 
0J SURVIVAL (Saaaon Prom 
eve) RKhard W>otnark nerratea 
thai took at the wadatoaat'a m. 
oration cycaj and ita anportance 
to the ecotagasal balance of Ah■ 
ca't Serengao Pkpn g 
CSPN) MAGIC YEARS IN 
SPORTS Rufaed Former NBA 
Baa*atbaa atar Weae Reed 
S:30 
O OOOO TIMES AT THE 
RAINBOW BAR ANO GRILL 
In thai comedy peot etarmernxk 
K nil engar (Oon Francko). who 
haa retred to a emal oanvnunrfy 
and opened the Raattiow Bar and 
Gr*. anampta to -mprowi the n>- 
let«nehaj> with hat dauohtar (Law 
langkMl Q 
0J AMAZING STORIES Igno- 
rant Wceta maMaka a horror mama 
actor portraying a mummy for tha 
reel thetg In atarao IB) g 
(ESPN! NFL MONOAY 
NhOHT MATCHUP A proven* 
of toraght • game between tha 
f*ew York Gents and Daaaa Cow 
toya 
SfM 
0J 0J KATE A ALLIC Through 
left atone to date wrth Claw a on 
Thareiagrnng. I") 
I WAYNE ANO SHUSTER 
MOVIE **H Flaah 
danca (1SB3) Janrefar Beekj. 
BBSSSi Noun. A young woman 
who worka aa a warder by day 
and en eeotic danear by nrght aa 
parea to a*n the Ptttaburgh Baaat (Rig 
0J NFL FOOTSALL Now York 
Cam a at Daaaa Cowtoya ft.**) 
Q 
H Young Low, 
Fee* I ova HBfti Vatane Bar- 
tanaa) HBSSajJ Hwtton The 
"i^'iOana/i eenaajen nana taan- 
agera ai aVaatanad by the boy a 
aenct SSBSSS) upknrujng and 
preaoure kom mea peers to con- 
i   BJ   • 
sfj AMERICAN MASTERS 
Eugene ONed - A Glory ol 
Ghosts Playwright Eugene 
0 Neat s ara end work <■ eaanwwd 
through rare home mo.aas nter 
waws witti hejnda end coaaaguat 
and autobiographical aeon aa from 
hat pktys auAidng a performance 
Of Long Day s Journey Mo 
Night wheh features Jeeon No- 
bards Cwakkne Mrgaratd Tom 
Hukoa and James ftauahton g 
K3PNI U.S. OLYMPIC FES- 
TTVAL Tha best efforts of llws re- 
cently contijoe-J awnt bom The 
Astrodome in Houeton era 
raofwghied 
m#ci MOVIE •**• E«t 
Of (dan H9451 jamas Oaan 
Juao Herrn latad on the r*ve« 
by John Swntock Frueoeted 
toue creates confacta between 
two boya and the> lather 
S:30 
0J S NEWMART George leas 
heed owjr haski tar a woman wan 
a reputetnn tar uong men mig 
0J FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
I0O0 
0J OJ CAONEY A   LACEY 
Thannw stss* s potsntieay dssity 
M** of pknonajm hom a parked 
car mig 
0J NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
• NEWS 
10:30 
m HOGANS HEROES 
UlOO 
OOOJOJNEWS 
0J> DARK SHADOWS 
m TWXH3MT ZONE 
m SANFORD ANO SON 
■SPNI     AMERICA'S     CUP: 
CHALLENGE     DOWN    UN- 
DER 
(TMCI MOVIE ** t Cannsry 
Row (1*12) NaA Notte Dsbra 
VWtgar Baaed on the book by 
John Stenback In a 1B40a Cat- 
tarree coastal town, a marne bay- 
oon1 becomes 'omaniicaay ■» 
wHvod w.th a gat bom the local 
boidaao   PG 
11:2S 
OJ MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE The Jewel n the Crown 
Before itMMmng Sareh at a 
manarenesa party, eitafkganos 
othcar Guy Perron observes Mai 
MtftOi   Roddy 
retle Luatt A shad, beat e> token 









KBPNI     NFL     YEARBOOK 
1SBS NEW YORK GIANTS 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VK> LETTERMAN SthartuUrf 
•ormar Bshanore Cohs defenai.a 
■naman An Donovan eudw 
Tsme Jenowiti ( Siavea of New 
Yerfe   I     com*    "'la   Rudner     In 
OjNIGHTVINE 
SJSPNI  TRIATHLON Bud L-ghi 
U S  Sarwa  from Bsttmore  (PI 
TUESDAY 
SEPTEMSES S. 1BSS 
■ OO 
I WIZARD 
* Sanon UcKey 




■ W«_D    W« 
ANII 
2 




MOVIE * * i "Tha 
McMMIari I197M twl NM. 
■rook PoHn A Mooh man room 
lo tha SoutMaaat anar tfa) Cna 
War and aauaalll witti praiuraoi 
from ai aoH 




, HO WOULD Of 
aVUM [ 




i CSS NEWS 
N6CNCW6 
A6C Ntwsg 
O) ■USINC56 REPOrlT 
HwrrCMCO 
OOOO TIMES 
BM OUTOOOai LK 
(TMC)      MOVIf     **«   : 
Suparman    11978) Ch..tioona 
"••.•      Maiaoi    Xiooar Mild 
mannaiad   raporiai   Cart   Ram 
dona ha >ad capa and uaaa hri 
aidiarnuman powati lo thai*! an 
■rcNo-TMnal ■ p*oi lo daiaov ma 
Waat Coaal antti a oani avav 
quaka maairao   PC 
7:00 
IC6SNCW* 
OZOWIKI ft CO. Gaan 
Asooeaneed    aanararsry     Praa*oani 
Dsrsk OBnd  ("I 
| WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT    Interwea.   with   Kewn 
Oobaon( KraMaLandng I 
INEWLYWED GAME 
OJ MACNEL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
OJ   SEST   OF   SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
0j> HAPPY DAYS 
«SPN) -VPOPrrSCSNTER 
7:30 
•     PM    MAGAZINE    Ma> 
Iktadroom; MarsVn Back prawtws 
the tad ana up: K-da   Tafc: one of 
hng coaee Toraght AA*. (Doug 
Benl protecto Sanon ICVwd Rep 
paporll Irom thuga who pktn to 
kaonap ban end sad hot akda to 
tha K-phaai Lwiow 
I SPECIAL EFFECTS 
MOVIE   **    Gomg Ape< 
MMllTorwDenn Jeosace Wsf 
tsr     Trwee   orengutana   head   the 
purse  Str-nga  to a tb mdaon ■> 
hwrience ihiij 
0> WINDS OF WAR Byon 
end the Jestrows has htan tenor 
Stote propoaes to Netake Pug 
hea a prwato meeting awlh Ptea> 
dent Rooseueh Stars Bobert 
kknehum Ah Mat Or aw and Hatph 
Baeam, (Part 2 ol 61 mig 
Si NOVA The carpenters ma 
eons weowve end angmeeis o* 
the anawat world are SBBBsBkl et 
work g 
IOAJhtSMOKE 
MOVIE •* Horny Tonfe 
Freewey HMD WaVam Da 
WM aaMerty D Anoaao Though 
bvpeesed by a near supwh«jh 





•nth an actmi anegnenon iteBe 
Magnum with a caaa mi 
OJ TONIGHT Guaat heat- Baity 
WArta SsWsSJ actora Vks-am 
Oentne and Chertee Hsfcton BJBSJJ 
In atwao 
I BUSINESS REPORT 




00 RM IVAAGAZINE The plot 
twawa of TVs tasatreng aariaa: 
record producer John   Jadybeen 
OistNNY H«_L 
01 THREE S COMPANY 
t who wind up thwa by 
OS NOVA I -io.il to IHBM a 
ataph epadenuc at Auetreko s Roy 
- Melbourne Hoeprlel duetrete 
ttas took at how attscMina reee. 
tent to aniat-totxi are couena 
wideapreed alerm arrthai the ma).i 
•cal comfnunrty mig 
CBPN) 8UPERBOOTS Rev 
Menem, v* Li.ngalon Brembta 
taped Juns IBB4 n lluftelo 
NY 
BOO 
O • MOVIC  ** -,     Maa 
io- O IM HJOMT (IBBAIPaO 
bn Warm. kAena CoMhNe 
Aloneo A Hainan cecua musician 
delecu to the United States and 
satrtss m New York after be>ng 
sawyt bom the KGB by e store 
eecuxty guard 
0 NATIONAL QEOGRAPM 
tC 
■ FABIAN'S OOOO TIME 
ROCK W ROLL Fabaan Chub- 
by Chackar Little Anthony. She 
Coasters. Lou Chnetre the Crya- 
laB Bo Diddbiy. Ihe Deamonda 
and Laaasy Gore perform mamora- 
bkt rats bom rock n -o" t early 
years  In stereo 
SJ MOVIE *** TheOeyOf 
The Jackal ' 1973) Edward Fa 
Terence Akwendor An aissrrta- 
bonel hrt men end qmc* -changa 
■tut cli a The Jaokal m head 
U> tha OAS io aataannata Chariaa 
DeGauksi 
•fj MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Iha Wwel m lha C-own 
Ma-c- Ma—* returns to Oeau 
horn rsrnot Porron caacovwa 
dial Manim naa aaan Suaan'a 
paydaaoc raoorda (Pan 12 ol 
141 g 
BaMa WMamjHO 
naaci  MOVK  **»    freaa- 
eoT- I1M4I Gotta Ha_n. Cam 
lamp* on a .lamng ■ 
• Kg 
Complete Hockey Pro Shop 
Skates 
SIvofpened 












LOCK & K€V 
naa Na* Vaa ai OF 0«a- 
URVHM (OWUMG OMf N 
• vacuums 
WITH ruu MOtULI HDVICI 
BOEAudOLTS 
B APARTMENT MASTERKEYING 
B SAFES CHANGED 
B ON PREMISE KEY CUTTING 
COMMERCIAL   RESaMiYTIAL   ALfTOMOaiU ^£CK 
jiriavc OAWTOWO. JK   owtatn 
SHOP HOURS   I AM lo 5 PM Mon-Frl 
ON CALL FOR CONVENIENT APPOINTMLNT 
••» Sand R«-    SaaS-baaaaj Oraam 
°Pc ® 
353-7772 








one of the following 






0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
■ use 
■ NEWS 
©  MASTERPIECE   THE- 
ATM The MO * the Crown 
Perron refer ne to India m 1947 
end tearne that Memok waa ma 
dared after marrying Suaan. Sarah 
and Kaa>n managa the Newefc t 
nouaahoM (Pan 13 ol 14IQ 
10:3© 
© COMEOV TONIGHT 
© itOGAN S HEROES 
11:00 
SO »• « NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
© SANFORD AND SON 
© ALIVE FROM OFF CEN- 
TER Hoti Suaan Siemoerg mtro 
ducat   wor*t   by   John   Sanbom 
and Oaan WMter I Lunvnere I 
Chariot   Ailaa   ( Jump ).   Doug 
Hal I   Thaaa Aia iha Rutee I and 
Taddy Dibble I   Tha Sound of Da- 






WHO. WR.0 WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
SI DREAM OF JEANNIE 
D1FF RENT STROKES 
(E SPW SPORTSLOOK 
6:30 
(ESPN) ARM WRESTLING 
(TMC) MOVIE * * * Iha Can 
<fcdete M972i Robert ReiFord 
•"•la- Boyta A young liberal trwa 
deepereteiy io avo>d bemg cor- 
>i4»ad by hi* campaign fo> a teal 
•n the U S Sanaia   PG 
11 30 
©TAXI 
O MOVIE ** The LMV 
*rom Pak>ng 119711 Nancy 
Kwen Carl Ban An American 
newapapet 'aporlai *> Mong Kong 
•■d» a detecting Ru»>an da>omai 
who poiMiwi a .enable »«v 
<HH'"u cuT'ani eventa m Red 
Crw»e 
© SIMON It SIMON '» 
S>mont iry lo out — i a men faking 
parapiag* iRl 
© TONIGHT Gueei host   Ja» 
lano   Scheduled ectreea M«hata 
Laa     <  Know    larKfeng   ■      Duet 
w>ga B B   Kmg   in aia>ao 
© NlGHTLINE 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
(D TWILIGHT ZONE 
©BENNY HILL 
©     MASTERPIECE     THE- 
ATRE       II-    ...l.MUl^-. 
Sarah tiwt to prevent Merro • 
marriage to Suaan by coniaci>ng 
an old hwnd who knows about 




O     STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
©    LIFE STYLES    OF    THE 
HK7H AND FAMOUS (R) 
0     MOVIE     • * •■>        Biack 
Gold      t'94 7i    Anthony    Qum» 
fteihorme DeM.fta 
• COMEDY CLASSICS 
IfSPNI     NFL     YIARSOOK 
1 BIB DALLAS COWSOYS 
12 30 
© LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VIO LETTERMAN Scheduled 
ectreea Suaan Semi Jemea i Kaia 
B AM i comooaar Pna© Giaaa 
in stereo 
• COMEDY TONIGHT 
Gueeit Joarm Dear<ng Gkarm 
M-ech B»an McK.m Saan 
Moray   "i^Goo  (Rl 
*SPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
John Meakate «s Harold 8na 
•or iha NAB*   pumor waflarwwghi 
rOundi ■a 
Crty   N J  IRl 
(CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
© ASC NEWS Q 
SB BUSINESS REPORT 
BEWTTCHEO 
© GOOO TIMES 
(ESPN)   FLY   FISHING   WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
7:00 
8 CBS NEWS 
KIDS    OF     DEGRASSl 
STREET IRl 
8 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NIGHT  inter wow  with Lor* An 
daraon 
SNEWLYWED GAME 
©  MACNEH   /   LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
©    BEST   OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
© HAPPY DAYS 
IESPHI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI   MOVIE   * *   1       Amen- 
can    Fiya'a       H999i    KsveR 
Coatnar    Oawd   Grant    0w>ng   a 
t^uaang tx yda competition m tha 
Colorado ««i«   a doctor   and 
ta«    in   towage dropout    brother 
make ttttOM towaid a reconcaa- 
i«n  m tiarao    PO n  :; 
7 30 
O PM MAGAZINE M*.h,n 
Back KM* i at o>d and now *V 
Vwarl <*m producer! LK>yd Keu* 
man ana M<naa< «*i >o>ce bo> 
.nwentor 
0 TALES OF THE UNEX- 
PECTED Tha Orfi 01 Baauty A 
beoiitui «mr <i tontumed n. 
ha* daaaa '<• •••" gtaatar beauty 
« JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
© PM MAGAZINE A lo-me. 
mag«an who ci»ma thai aaic" 
<t   ara   D*>on«a    »*"   prOOucar* 
1 k>«d Kaufman and M<naa* ►*•! 
©BENNY HM 
©THREE S COMPANY 
(E9PNI BASEBALLS GREAT- 
EST  HITS " y «nn O* tha    7i 
*i"d    Sa»aa       ••"■••i    -i 
Oodgarn 
BOO 
O   tB   DRUG  KNOT  formar 
MO-aouad dMactrva Da«nd Toma 
• •"* ii actual ancountara *in 
taon agara who "»v» tww- K/*O 
ito iha daaypy worm o« narcoi<« 
Start Ttacy Naiaon Ow>"ot Mot 
•o«a* g 
O MOWS   **     *■*»*<   AO 
-•"it" ii»79' Chr-tiophar Laa 
M*> OShaa An •.- aorcarar 
••OK* a baawMui o"noaaa caoiwa 
whaa a yowng pf<noa <* aaa*tad 
by pfajaj and aymg caroata m a 
'aacuaanamot 
• HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
9 "VINOS OF WAR Pug 
now a capta>n <a aant io obaarva 
MusaoAm Aaron Jaabow >• lor- 
b-ddan to wava nafv   *vg masta 
■a on 
•nant M England. Nitataa a *bo- 
duoad to iha EBBJB Harvy faan«v 
M Warran • woaMng Sun Rob 
an Mrtchwm. Al MacG-aw and 
John Houaaman (Pan 3 o* 8) IRJ 
m NATIONAL GEOQRAPH 
M 
JGUNSMOKE 
MOVIE ** Gun. O* Tha 
Magnrficani Savan MMBf 
Gaorgo Kannadv -Nmaa VVhit- 
mara Savan profi moral gunman 
ia*t lorcaa lo »ra» a rsvohibonarv 
kaadar ttom a Maucan a>< 
0 INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICE    ' 
IESPNI    KICK    BOXING   From 
Atlanta dival 
BOO 
0 0 MAGNUM, P.I. Dunng 
a routma dr-oroa caaa Magnum 
photography, a yacht on wh«h 
ha • ahootad io aoa fwa wda M- 
(haKa who waa raDonadry kMad 
(ha<ng tha vwtnam War IRl 
0 GIMME A BREAKI N»U 
plant lor a romantic OVmar data 
a>a daahad whan aha mutt baby 
vt a larga group o* ch-dran in 
itarao iRl 
© MOVIE #* i Wagon 
maaiar ' '9S0 Ban Johnaon 
Joanna 0>u A group or Mormoni 
iwaa a guwja and haada to Utah 
O MOVIE ** Tita Con 
owaro 119SBi John Wayna Su- 
aan Hayward A mighty Mongol 
warnor kidnap* iha daughtar o* a 
powarlui T«iar k<ng and aauai 
control 0> ">'» amp*a 
© MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tt-j jawai «n tha Crown 
T#na-on batwaan M.noui and 
Moalamt r->ght»nt on (Ha ava o* 
moujn >noapandonca aa a va-n 
r a>.<ng Farron Sarah and Suaan 
« attaaad iha lata o< »* Kumar 
'•mama a mrit«ry iPari 14 o» 
141^ 
(TMCI MOVIE *** Capt»n 
Horal-0 KornOlOwar 1)9911 Gra- 
gory Pac. V>g*~a MavO A Brit 
*ah aaa capiam i« t tna ocaani 
during tna Napoiaon< War* 
B30 
© YOU AGAIN7 Malt • t ■•• 
mar |0b at a >uparm«r*a! -» ttort 
huad   «>han   hm   ro-i«   ptcaaimg 
-■•••..   inttarao <R»3 
10 00 
O   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
W ST ELSEWHERE Ehrxn 
and Charvjar anand an ani-apar 
ihard oamonatration Roaantfwji • 
•»ti nuaband want* a 'aconcwa- 
■->■ iRig 
(NEWS 
CANYON CONSORT A 
Wmad 'acord o> Iha Paul Wmtar 
Contori a itvaa Colorado Ri«ar 
•attmg a>podii<ona undanahan aa 
a maani O* "*c|l. miarpratmg 
iha Grand Canyon Aoatronai 
•ootaga Nmad m Now VQA C<ty • 
Cathattai o* Si John m* Onnna 
m tiarao 
■SPN1 VOLLEYBALL U S va 
USSR horn Sooramant* CaH 
iTapadi 
10 SO 




© TWB.IGHT ZONE 
© SANFORD AND SON 
© ALIVE FROM OFF CEN- 
TEM S-Mar SUM Cinajnat.'' • 
Bob TaJaewLaa Braaav TTha 
GoRpaa at Cotonua I aompoaad 
- doo-wop    opars about i Bali i 
cant lova and tha romanoe rnomao 
a* iha 40t and f>0« 
fTMCI MOVIE **Vk Tha 
SiaA->a Moon 119681 Gragc-y 
PacR. Ew» Mam Sttrn AnApacha 
warrior aaii 0-1 U) bap Iha man 
-mo haa ukan m hm w*a end 
ch*d   G 
II ISO 
KTAXI 
MOVIE *** TaB Ma 
Wnora H Muni M974I Mauraon 
Siaptaion. Paul Sortano A nwdOa- 
agad howaawiN •iruggtaa 10 
Changs har homdrutn fcN whan 
aha bocomaa mvolvod m a wom- 
an a conaoouanaaa-raifng group 
© T.J. HOOKER Hookar and 
Romano aai out to captura an 
ttrMaic man who a ettac»*ig 
woman loggara IRl 
© TONIGHT Guoet hoai Jay 
Lano SchadiAad rot* amgar Rob 
•fi Palmar aciraaMB Pam 
Oawbar i My Sretar Sam I and 




© MOVIE ** Arthur Ar 
thor H975I Sha«av Wmtara 
Donald Flaaaanca A bo-ad *iv«rv 
tor craataa a aacond idannry aa a 
dabonaa and oaan.ng -omtmur 
and ptungaa mio ona advoniuroua 
maontion a*ia> anoihar 
S BENNY HILL 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Jawai * tha Oown 
Mao Made* 'aturns to Da*v 
hom Pankot Parron dracovara 
■hat Marrica haa aaon Susan • 




©     STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
©    LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS (Rl 
© COMEDY CLASSICS 
KSPNI     NFL     YEARBOOK: 
1BSB   WASHINGTON   RIO- 
SKINS 
THURSDAY 




WB.D. WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
DIFF RENT STROKES 
I     REMEMBER     OOP 
QEOUS   GEORGE   SOT   Lafca 
Cty  n*«.BOapar  COlumftral Canon 
I 
i 





• HNMrl as mporrr 
MVWTCHrlO 
oooonwi 




© CONCERT IN THE PARK 
© WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
©   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NtQMT BSB IBM —■>» Sway Spa- 
oak. 
INfWLYWED GAME 
© MACNEL / LEHRCR 
NEWSHOUR 
m   BEST   OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVS 
© HAPPY OAYS 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE * * H    Cannarv 
Row    H982I N-ch NoRa. Oabra 
W.now    Baasd on tha Book by 
John Siwnbac*   m a 1940a Cab 
lorry* coaatal town a marata c-ot 
ograi   bacomaa   romanlicaBy   m- 
vorvad with a gal rrom iha local 
badaao   PG 
7:SO 
© PM MAGAZINE Tom/ 
Dow Jam/ Mathora. Kan Oamond 
I Tha Naw Laooo it to Baover I. 
a rormar magician who clarma 




© PM MAGAZINE Tony 
Dow   Jan-y Maihara  Kan Oamond 
1 Tha Naw laava It to Baovor I 
iha mvantor o> a voca boa uaad 
■or modicai purpoaaa 
(BENNY HILL 
I THREES COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
BOO 
8© PRICE IS RIGHT 
TO BE ANNOUNCEO 
0 COSBY SHOW Tha Hunt 
atMaa da-naa a achama io ahow 
Thoo that   »wng  on  your  own  <» 
not aaav m atarao IRl Q 
© NFL FOOTBALL Now Eng- 
land Patr-ota at Now VoA   Jata 
ILryai 
© © LIVING WILD Tha g*nt 
oitar ona ol tha worlds moat 
Ihraatanad ammant * ttudMd m 
iha Surinam ajngtaa (R) Q 
gGUNSMOKE 
MOVIE ** Tha Con- 
quoror 119561 John Wayna Su- 
aan Hayward A ryughty Mongol 
wamor tidnapa iha daughhw of a 
powartur Tartar kmg and aanaa 
control 0* rwt trrort 
IESPNI AUTO RACING CART 
Moaon indy Montr aai Itom St 
P-a Canada IRl 
•tSjQ 
0 OUR HOUSE iProm«al A 
•B-yaar-oW man grwaa up Paaca 
and prrvtcy lo shara a homa with 
h>a racantly undo wad daughtw "> 
law Siara Walord Bnmtay and 
Dwdra Hal Torugtit. rl'a mowmg 
day lor MM and har ohadran m 
tiarao 
BOO 
0 0 MOVIE Amancan 0* 
aha iPramtra) Paw Oawt-w 
Dorofhy McGuaa An Amancan 
graduata atudant a fMC-nation 
with Japan and rta cuttura com- 
POTJ har to a>aco»ar tha truth 
akout ma myatar-aua inraa o» rha 
BMRB.Q 
O NATIONAL C? 
0 MOVIE ** OuarBoatd 
MS7B) Angta D-*«aon Or*l 
Robartaon An <dya>c around-tha- 
•uortd OTiaaa ai vaeacaFy •nhvnwpv 
od far a laaRhy attomay whan 
h* wda BjBj OR thaw yacht during 
0 MYSTSRY1 
■a MUM—r-Pa 
ant Parfcaf Pym Bnda • *m » 
Navy      11*44)   Emaat   Borgnma 
Jo* Phmn   An BlinraiB group of 
w-th h-i airly RBjaSBBMS •*) Q 
ITBIO MOVIE **** IBM 
And Oaath (1976) Woody ABan. 
Oajna Kaaton A noaad coward at 
tha Rwaaian army avatMMaSy i"4»- 
naa hrt Baa torn. «Ao *»•-#■ law 
mo a plot moAryng an BBBBJSf, on 
tha Ma of Emporor NanBSBJB   FG 
BIO 
© LIBERACE IN LAS 
VEGAS Tha SaBat Fofclonco da 
NaoonaJ da Ma.-co * faBtutad m 
tfaa partormanoa By tha antartam 
• wM> opana h.« Laa Vogas >• 
vu» with a tiaga anvanoa w> m 





Q CFL FOOTBALL Wmrvpag 
Blua Bombart at Calgary 
Stampadara (Lwol 
© NIGHT COURT Savaral BP 
pactani mothara ara tnandod m 
tha courtroom wfwla Iha humcana 
ragaa OHta-da (Part 2 of 21 In 
ttarao   IRl 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Formu- 
la One Grand Prut o« Illy. Bom 
Moma IRl 
10t00 
© TOOAY AT NKJHT . «a 
hom Urwaraal City. CaM , and 
Now York Today incliorman 
Bryant Gumbat. waatharman Wil- 
lard Scott cm* Gene SheJtt and 
NBC Newt corraapondant John 
Palmer pravarw tha upcoming TV 
aaaaon Jack« Gleeeon and BB 
Coaby make appear ancaa 
(NEWS 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE W->aion Churchel The 
WarJarnaaa TBBrS1 Churchal goat 
io Germany lor a hokday with hra 
(amity where he mtanda to meal 
with a rramg power n tha Garman 
government -- Adoajh Hrtlor (Pan 
3 of 8) (Rig 
10:30 
© HOGAN'S HEROES 
(TMCI MOVIE * * * v» Man- 
hattan' 119791 Woody ABan. uV 
ana KeatO" An maacure New 
Vorfc comedy wtrtar breake up 
with rat tean-aga gatmend to data 
an outapofcan aamnakai who ra- 
cantly had an atla* with in t beat 
fciend   « 
10:40 




I SANFORD AHO SON 
iOUT 
KSPNI AUTO RACING: NIK 






NIGHT HEAT A murder -n 
■^atmation   Mode   GarraMne   and 
0 Bran on ma traa of an aacapad 
Mon IRl 
© TtJNKlHT Guaat hoai BAY 
Cryatal 5chadw«ad country muac 
ff/oup Larry Gathn B the Gen* 
Brotheri comodun Pachere) Law- 
n   tpontcaatar Howard Coaal In 
• •••' 
© ILI  
©SANFO
©TIME  
uan. BSBB N •»> aama km* «S«tg 
to hght me Japeneaa 
ISCNNVHBLL 
MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tfca Jawai at the Crown 
Parron faaarna to avBo at 1947 
and Bnvna that MartaR waa mur- 
darad ahar maryywaj Suaan: Sarah 
and Kaaan rr«naga ma Nawab'a 
touaahakL (PBH list 14|Q 
«SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:4* 
© BUSINESS REPORT 
12:00 
©     STREETS    OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0    LIFESTYLES    OF    THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS (R) 
©COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN,     NFL     YEARBOOK: 
1 BSB    PHR-ADELPHIA    EA- 
GLES 
12 SO 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETT1RMAN Scheduled 
etfigerKK Lang. Nm ontKa Rog- 
er Ebon and Gene Safcal In aiar 
ao 
© COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guaata Ra* Ovarton. Jack Gat- 
kjgfaar. J*nmy T«gja. Speta Jonea 
Jr IRl 
(ESPN) NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS 
(TMCI MOVIE ***** 
Superman' 119781 Chnatopher 
Raava. Mar go? Kiddar 
12:40 
© MOVIE ** Tha Long. 
Oar* fhgM" (1977) Joe Don 
Baker. Hope Aie-andar Wake 
1:00 
0 HAWAII FIVE-O 
© JIMMY SWAGGART 
©MOV* ****   Svangara 
On     A     Tram'      11991)     (aria. 
Granger. Robert Waker 
•ESPN)   FISHING:   BEST   OF 
BBU. DANCE 
1:16 
O MOVIE ** v»   ■ Gargoylaa 












(ESPN! SPORTSCS NTIR 
3:00 
(ESPN)   KICK   BOXING From 
Atlanta (R) 
TMC) MOVIE *** Opera 
honPacrnc (1961) John Wayne 
PavtcieNeal 
In next week's 
•77 
/It apnc^ 
All you ever wanted to know about 
but were afraid to ask! 
